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PREI• 
"'Jlo inculcate CL sense of indi1 idual obligation to tlte community, .state and 
·nation." 
The Preamble of the Con:stitution of the American Legion, which includes 
this clause, sounds a clarion call of peace--time duty to the members of our- or-
ganization. Appalled by the awful toll of highway accident:; in our beloved 
stu te, The American Legion of I own launched n great safetv program at the 
suggestion of Robert \Y. Colfi<>sh, of Des ~loincs, when he "a elected our de-
purtment commander in 1931. 
Commander Colflesh appointetl \\ gurl Hall, managing editor of the ~Iason 
City Globc-Gazpt tt~, as state A mc--tiCU n Legion high way safety director and 
heriff G. g_ Cress, of l\Iason City, as adviser·. 'I hesc two veterans named a 
direc:tor in <>nch of the state's ongres:-,ional distucts, who selected ninety-
nine county chairmen to coordinate our 5G5 posts in an educational movement 
to make the people safety conscious. 
The work of this group, with the COOJPI'Ution of the American Legion Aux-
iliary m 1 ny other orgn..niza tions and agencies, the press. the radio, and l\Iiss 
Agne~ . 'unuelson, supel'intcndcnt of public inslruct10n, has been far reach-
ing and t•ffcctivc. It will continue to grow, we believe, for the saving of li,·es 
:tnd the prevention of injuries must nppeal :strongly to all true Iowa Legion-
naires und other citizens. 
'l'hc efforts put forth to JH'Pscnt. this volume nrc dedicated to that end. 
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ACK TO\ LEDGME T 
This course of study in safety education has been a project in which the de-
partment of pubhc Instruction and the Iowa department of the Amertcan 
Legion have cooperated \Hth the purpose of providing some definite matenals 
for the schools In teaching safety educat10n. pecial acknowledmgent 1s giv-
en to Commander Robert " Colfle h of the Iowa department of the .\mencan 
Leg10n, and to 11r. \\ Earl Hall, Chairman, Legion Highway Safety Commit-
tee '\\ 1thout their constant ass1stance in this project it could not have mater-
ialized. \\ e arc also ver) much Indebted to the '\ational "afety Council for 
making 1t possible for ~hss :\larian L. Telford, field worker, to spend some 
time here in this state as a consultant in organizing this bulletin. Her service 
was invaluable and we are very grateful for her expert guidance. 
The bulletin is organ1zed in two parts, one dealing with the problem from 
the standpoint of the school administrators, and the other outlining units of 
Instruction for the pnmary grades, Intermediate and upper grades, and for 
the high school. orne useful information and statistics as well as other items 
have been included In the appendix. 
111ss Clara 1\L \Vallace, state normal training superv1sor, was In charge of 
the preparation of the course of study he was ass1sted in the preparation 
of the introduction by 1-hss Telford. ~1r. R. A. Gnff1n, state inspector of 
consolidated schools, and 1\.hss Telford helped with the administrative un1t. 
1:iembers of the advisory committee serving in governmental capacities have 
checked the facts in the administrative unit. In the preparation of the grade 
units ~hss Olive Pearl Ritter, Prtmar) Supervisor, Iowa State Teachers' Col-
lege, contributed generous service. The following training supervisors sent 
in suggestions for the grade units: ~hss Grace Hiler Atlantic, 1hss 11aria 
Pingrey, Correctionville; 1\hss Janet "\\ Ilson, Centerville ; 11iss Elsie \Yalla.c~ 
Davenport, l\ltss Edna Luce, Hampton; l\hss Ethel tanding, Ottumwa; Mrs 
~Iyrtle 1\lorton, Oskaloosa; 1hss Lucille Douglas, heffield; as did 111ss May 
Holrnes, supervisor elementary grades of the Davenport public schools. 
\Ve especially apprectate the valuable suggest10ns given us by Professors 
li,1 nest Horn and T J. Kirby of the State University of Iowa, MISS Bessie 
Bacon Goodrich, director of curnculum of the Des M01nes public schools, and 
l\l1ss Ztnu. Fessenden, superintendent of the Ho~ard county schools Mr J 
D1llat d Hall, Mr. Wm. A Stevens, superintendent Iowa Motor Veh1cle De-
partment, ~1r. John H Strohm, Fire 1V1arshal, and l\Ir T Jay Hubbard, traff1c 
1nspector, police department of Des 'rv!oines, gave timely helps. 1\.-laJor Hard-
tng Polk, ~11. Frank Mtles, Ed1tor IO\\ a Legionnaire, 1\.-ltss Telford, and Pro-
fessors A. B Lauer and E S Baud of Iowa State College gave special help 1n 
connection \\ tth the high school units of Instruction. ' 
If the use of th1s course of study results in a keener interest in the child safe-
ty problem and makes our youth more safety minded, it mll have been more 
than worth while. If it bears out the conviction that "in the educat10n of 
children hes the greatest possibility for solving the national acCident problem'', 
in the words of Doctor Albert W. Whitney, VIce-President In charge of Educa-
tion, National Safety Council, in Safety Education, March, 1929, it will be 
no small contribution to the cause of safety. AGNES SAMUELSON 
Superintendent of Public I nstructton 
-
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• trohm, .John \V., State Fire l\ Iurshal, • 'tate Ilouse, D es l\Ioines 
Uri<'k, A. L., Labor CommissiOner, Rtatc House, D es i\I 01nes 
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"For every child education for safety and prot e<'t ion against aecidtm ts to 
whiCh modern conditions subject him-those to which he 1s directly exposed 
and those which, through loss or maiming of his parents, affect him iralir('ct-
ly "-Arttcle X II , Chtldren's Charter, lVhilc l/ousc Conference on Child l/calth 
and P rotectton 
STATE~IE~T OF PROBL El\1 
In ation: .\ccidents are the most important cause of death to children 
of elementar) school age, second in importance as a cause of death among 
high school pupils, and third in importance to pre-school children. The 
maJor types of accidental deaths to children are: automobile, conflagra-
tion and burns, falls, drowning, railroad, suffocation, firearms, poisoning. 
In Iowa: I n 1928 the I owa death rate from all types of accidents was ap-
proximately sixty-three per 100,000 population whLJe the death rate from 
automobile accidents was about 15. By 1930 the death rate from all types 
of acCidents had risen to almost 8 1 while the rate of automobile deaths was 
shghtly over 26. The major types of accidental deaths to Iowa children 
are occasioned by· automobile, railroad, street car, other vehicles, burns, 
conflagratiOn, pOisons, other external violence, machines, mechanical suf-
focation, cutting and piercing instruments, gas, electric shock, drowning, 
firear ms, falls, animals, fractures, lightning, landslide, airplane, excessive 
heat, excessive cold, and mines. 
PREP.\RATION OF THIS ~1AXU A.L 
United States Census Bureau report-; were ~tudied and the Jnost common 
types of ch1ld accidental deaths determinP-d. Twcl ve state and city 
courses of study in safety educatiOn were analyzed and their objectives 
tabulated. The reports of the Iowa Department of Health were consult-
ed and the causes of ch1ld accidental deaths and injuries in this state de-
termined. ivl aterial, particularly suited to meet the needs of Iowa child-
ren, was developed and submitted for rigid exarnination to a representa-
tive committee. Hence, the contents of this publication have been se-
cured by a careful study of the best existing materials in safety education, 
validated by an analysis of the child accident situation as it exists here 
and enriched by the additiOn of original material. 
OBJ ECTivES 
To provide maximum protection for children while at school 
To educate children so that accidental deaths and injuries among thqm will 
decrease 
To train a generation of informed and safety conscious individuals as work-
men, homemakers, m otorists, etc . 
• 
' 
, 
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PHOCEDURE 
For adminis trator s : The administrator~ of a public school system are fre-
quently able to influence their communities in the selection of safe school 
sites and the construction and equipment of safe buildings. Through su-
pervision they should prot cc·t children while on school property and they 
should influence their faculties to strive toward the development of safety 
attitudes and skills among all pupils. 
For t eachers : afety will not ha.ve n special period during each school dav 
It "1ll be taught in correlation with other subjects and through acti vit1es 
The most common subjects in this correlation will he safety and the acti-
vities program on which arc based experience reading, oral and written lan-
guage, health, citi1.enship, and manual arts. Activities utilized will be 
be those routine activities corn mon to every school :such as pa 1ng through 
corridors and doors up and down stairs, etc.; special actiYltles such as 
fire drills, general assembly meetings, and the like; and extra-curricular 
activities organized by pupils and teachers such as safety clubs motor 
traffic clubs, and safety patrols. 
Fundamental philosophy : A safety program is a definite and positive 
program designed to develop certain attitudes and sktlls among children. 
I t is not a negative, "fear'' progrn.m. It does not Interfere with the nor-
mal emotional development of a child nor does It result in ph) steal inac-
tivity. I n truth, it aids In increasing activit.} for It aids In teach1ng 
children how to do man) things, for example, how to s'H m, how to drne 
a car, how to cross a busy street successfully. It teaches children how to 
to meet unexpected, even critical, situations successfully. I t saves child-
ren from accident for purposeful adventurous hYing. 
An tici pa ted res u 1 ts: I t is believed that the program of mmimum essen-
tials set forth In the following pages will result in fewer accidental deaths 
and inj unes to children I n the se'\ en year period from 1922 to 192 ac-
cidental deaths of persons of all ages increased nearly 25 per cent- I n the 
same period acCidental deaths of children Increased less t han one-tenth 
of one per cent. I t IS s1gnificant that t lus per10d, one of the first to show 
t he results of safety '\\'Ork, " as comcident "Ith the development of count-
less child safety programs. The development of a specific program for 
th1s state will doubtless brtng results tn the saving of lives of I owa chlldren. 
CL AR A 1\1. WALLACE 
1\I ARIA N L. TELFORD 
• 
PART I- GUIDE FOR ~"'1C'I-IOOL ADl\11 I 'iTR TOR~ 
Children nrc required by law to attend school. This causes them to spend 
a considerable amount of time in a specified, limited area. It. necessitates 
their passage along highways and streets, In most cases unprotected and un-
guided by adults, at. regular intervals of many days of the year. Therefore 
it is a first duty of a community to safeguard children on school property and 
while enroutc to school. The desires of the community are ordinarily express-
ed and put into practice by the board of education, the superintendent of 
schoob, and the teachers. The safeguarding and training rests upon these 
groups, functioning as a unit in the community, nnd working in close coopera-
tion with parents of school children. 
5afeguarding a Child at School 
'l'hP National ~ afetv Council is studying the causes of accidents to ::whool 
children through the use of a student accident reporting 8\ ~tern. This st,udy 
now covers nearlY one-half million chi ldren I t shows that acciuents do occur 
in schoolgrounds and in schoolbuildings. Reports of this stud) and other 
available surve) sand data indicate the need for directing the attention of local 
school administrators to the followtng specific points. 
1. \Vlwn Securing a New School 
• 
a. Location 
~ choolbuilding:s should be readily accessible to the children they serve. 
However, school sites should be selected with regard for safety as well 
as manv other factors A one-room rural school need not front <.lircct-
w 
ly on a paved national highway or stand next to a grade cr osstng. 
A town school should not face the most heavily traveled street in 
town. The traffic conditions children face enroute to srhool arc of 
special importance 1n buildings housing small children. In general, 
it can be sa1d that every effort should be made to avoid locating 
schools in1med1ately adjacent to farm buildings, quarries, water 
hazards, railroad tracks, boulevard st reets, and natiOnal highways 
b. Stze of Schoolgrounds 
1 he area needed for a school depends upon the type of building to 
be erected and the number of children it is to serve In every case 
enough ground should be provided to give ch1ldren adequate play 
Apace thus discouragtng playing in street and highway. 
c. Construction of Schoolbuildtng 
It 1s doubtless unfortunate and uneconomic that the state does not 
have a division of schoolhouse planning in the state department of 
public Instruction so that local communit1es might readily avail them-
selves of the advice and assistance of workers trained and expenenced 
in this spec1al constructiOn field and the department be enabled to 
Inspect and approve the plans of proposed buildings. In the absence 
of such a reasonable and planned procedure, buildings of varying 
• 
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d. 
c. 
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type, value and suitability nrc being constructed over the state. To 
those in eharge of construction in the near future, the following points 
ar "\ recommended for consideration: 
( l) Buildings should be fireproof throughout. If it is impossible to 
make them so, outer wnlls and walls separating the rooms should 
1 P fireproof. 
(2) Stairways should he fireproof as an aid to their being usable in 
cnse of fire. As an aid in the prevention of falls and the easy and 
ord<>rly movement of ·hildren, steps should be of uniform width 
and height hand finished with satisfactory non-skid treads. Cor-
ridors and stairways should be adequately lighted. 
(3) Fire escapes nrc necc.;;sary. These are required by law on all 
schoolbuilding~ of two stories when such buildings are not pro-
vided with two stairways located approximately at each end of 
the hall way of the second story. 1 
( 1) All schoolhouse doors, includmg classroom doors, must open out-
ward. 2 Doors and exits must be unlocked during school hours. 3 
It should always b) posstble to open them easily from within. 4 
(5) 14 urrwces and hoilers should he locn.ted in fireproof rooms equip-
ped with fir<' doors. In the C\~cnt that t.hts IS Impos~Ible fire re-
sistive ceilings should be constructed over the heating plants. 
\Yhcm repairing is done ceilings of thi::; type should be placed 
over the furnaces in t>uildings already constructed (.\bout two-
thirds of ours ·hool fires break out in hasements ) 
(G) Fire gongs should be so located that the fire alarm can be turned 
in from any one of several points throughout the buildtng 
(7) If mnny films are shown, fireproof booths should be constructed 
for the projector. 
Laborat ory and ~ hop Equipment 
\11 equipment placed in la.born.tones and shops must be made safe 
through accompanying safety appha.nc('s a.ws, planes, tumbhng 
rods, shafting, bPlt ing, and gearing must be guarded or housed 5 
\l<'<'hanical me'l.ns mu::;t be provided for throw1ng belts on and off 
pulleys. Burno s nnd stoves must be carefully Installed. Fire blan-
kots should be pla<·cd tn all kitchens and laboratories when fires are 
usPd cxtPnstvely, pu.rt1cularly by chtldren. 
P la)ground equ ipm e n t 
~ \1<' h eqmpmcn t should be selected by u. t rat ned playground worker 
or under the guidance of such an Individual. l\I any factors ~nil tn-
ftuerH'e the selection of equipment, including the age and number of 
pupils, the amount of pla) space available, and the e'\.tent of super-
vised play and game activities In general· 
( 1) Lo" shdes, low swings and teeters are common and constdered 
satisfactory IItgh shdes and lugh s" ings are not recommended . 
(2) All equtpment should be located away from open playtng fields 
• 
1 /ou a Srhool Codr., Section 1662 for additional details. 
lou a School Code, Section 1667. 
lou_a Srhool Cod(, Section 1651. 
1 Iowa School Code, Section 1667. 
C. fou ·a School Code, Section 1-187. 
• 
• 
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so that both can be used at the same period \\Ithout interfenng 
one with the other. 
(3) Equipment especially designed for the use of small children 
should be located apart from that intended for the usc of largP 
children 
f. School fences 
The law provides that boards of <.hreetors shall rnaintain a fence be-
tween schoolgrounds and adJacent improved lands and directs that 
tlus fence shall not be of barbed wire. 1 
2 Protecting children on chool Property 
The safety of children \Yhile on school property d<>pends largely upon the 
type of building and the character of its cquiprncnt and surroundings and 
the sort of activities In which children participatP. Children may be en-
dangered or actually Injured, while on school property because the com-
munity failed to provide a safe school. Again chilclrPn may be endanger-
ed, or actually injured, whtle on school property because the school facul-
ty failed to provide adequate and continuous supervision of pupil activi-
ties \\ hile the foregoing section dealt largely with matters to be con-
stdered especially by those responstble fort he construetion of ne\\ schools, 
many of the points covered therein merit study by all who are responsible 
for giving to chtldren the maxtmum of safet.y while on school ptoperty. 
~1any buildings already in use may be made safer by reasonabl<> and e<'o-
nomical ehanges. The follo\\tng arc the minimurn es:sent1als that must 
be incorporated in school equipment and management if children arc to 
be adequately safeguarded. 
a . I• ire Protect1on 
(1) ~lonthly fire drills are required by la.w. 1 
A definite procedure should be dcvclopt>d for such drills. It 
should be clearly understood if the tca<'hPr is to lead her puplls 
through the corridors to an exit or if the children arc to be lead 
by older, responsible puptls and followed by the teacher aft<·r she 
has checked to make sure that all puptls have left the room 
(2) Instruction on the causes and dangers of fires should be gt \1 Pn at 
reasonable intervals throughout the year. 2 
The state fire marshal 1s required by la \\ 3 to prepare a bulletin 
on this subject and dehver it to the public schools throughout 
the state. · 
(3) Exits must be unlocked so they can be opened with ease fron1 the 
1nside whenever bu1ld1ngs are 1n use 
(4) See preceding section for comments on outs\Hnging doors, fire 
gongs, and separate room for heattng apparatus 
(5) The use of candles should he prohilnted at all sc·hool celebra-
tions and functions and at all meetings held w1tlun schoolbuild-
. 1ngs. 
1 /owa School Code, Section s 4377 a n d 4378. 
1 l owa School Code, Section 1561. 
:!See pages 54 and 82 for teaching ma~;erials. 
•
1l owa School Code, Section 1652. 
\ 
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(6) Hand fire extingubher:s should be located at strategic points 
throughout schoolbuildings. These extinguishers should be of 
a size easily handled by n n individuaL They should be refilled 
at least once a year. "l'eachers tihould be instructed in their use. 
(7) Fire blankets should be provided in laboratories and kitchens 
where pupils usc various types of gas burners, stoves, explosn es. 
Schoolrooms arc not equipped with small rugs nor do the) or-
thnarily contain hca vy <•lothing whieh can be used to smother n 
fire in an crnergcn<'y. 
( ) \\ aste paper should not he allowed Lo accumulate in quantity. 
(U) Floors should not become oil :soak •d from du~t-laying prepara-
tions used by janitors. 
( 1 0) The custodian's store room should be clean and orderly, oily 
du~t mops and rags should be kept in tin containers. 
h. • afety in Gymna:sium:s 
Perhaps it is natural that more accidents should occur here than at 
any other place in a school building. This fact, estabhshPd by a study 1 
of accidents to thousands of school children, indicates the need of: 
( 1) Continuous supervision of gymnnsiu m activities 
(2) The incorporation of reasonable safety precautions in all such 
activities such as: 
(a) Placmg mnts 10r children u~ing ringt; or jumping oYer 
"horses" 
(b) Requiring on nll oecasions the removal of hard soled shoes 
before engaging in gymnasium work 
(c) Giving instruction lwforc activity begms 
(3) The careful selection nnd regular inspection of gymnasium equip-
ment for example 
(a) tandards and walls against which pupils arc likely to fall, 
should be padded. 
(b) The floors should not be allowed to become shppery. 
r.. Safety on Stairs and ~ t 1irways; in Corridors 
The study referred to above indicated that ac<'tdents, serious enough 
Lo result in absence from school, oecur with surpr1s1ng frequency in 
in the corridors and on the st :un\ n \ s of sc hoolbuildmgs These acci-
dents call attention to: 
• ( 1) The need of properly eo nsf rue ted and hghted statrs 
(2) The need for the orderl} movement of puptls up and do'' n stair-
ways and through conidors. 
H.egulations governing t.he movPnH•nt of puplls about school-
buildings "til be go\ erned by the number of sta1r" ays and loca-
tion of stairwa \ s, the n u m her of J>U pils mo' 1ng about and other 
factors peculiar to individual buildings In general puptb should 
be allo" ed to mo\ e through the bmldtng "1 th reasonable free-
dom and allowed to part iei pate in the de' elopmen t of whatever 
specific rules arc required. 
1Mnde by National Safety Council. In the school year 1930-31, 423,767 pupils were in-
clucl(.>tl in th1s study. 
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d. Safety on the Playground 
I n general, playground accidents can be grouped as fo llows: 40% 
occur to pupils using some piece of apparatus; 40% occur to pupils 
participating in some organized game; the remaining 20% occur dur-
ing unorganized, unsupervised play. 
Insofar as we are able to generali~c from the data now avatlable shdes, 
swtngs, and bars are the pieces of apparatus in the use of "hich puptls 
are rnost likely to be injured. Perhaps that is because these pCices 
of apparatus are the ones most commonly found on school play-
grounds. The accidents which have been reported suggest that: 
( 1) Apparatus should be selected with care. High swtngs and high 
slides should be avotded. 
(2) Apparatus should be located with care. The use of one piece of 
apparatus should not interfere with the use of another. Equip-
ment for older children should be separated from that for young-
er children. 
(3) Apparatus should be tn~pected regularly. 
( 4) All pupils should be tnstructed in the use of all existing play 
equipment 
Accidents are most hkely to occur to pupils playtng football and 
baseball. Football accidents are somewhat more hkely to be 
severe than those received tn other games ''bile baseball a re 
somewhat likely to occur more frequently than others Definite 
safety rules should be developed for each sport. It IS essential 
that students be carefully examined, propcrl) equipped and ade-
quately instructed before engaging in football. Before a base-
ball game starts all batters .should be instructed not to throw 
their bats, scorekeepers should be safely located, and the specta-
tors removed from posstble danger. Other reasonable rules and 
requirements will grow out of observation and experience. 
e. Safety in Shops and Laboratories 
The requtrements necessary for the protection of puptls In shops and 
laboratories is dtrectly dependent upon the t} pe of equtpment In-
stalled in these rooms. Vocational school acctdents are common, av-
eraging tn one study, 1 one accident for each student each year. T he 
following general regulations should be requtred of all shop Instr uct-
ors 
(1) lVIachinery should be properly guarded. 
(2) Instructton should be given in the usc of tools and machinery be-
fore any work 1s done. 
(3) Rules should be developed governing the use of each machtne 
and no exceptions permitted. · 
( 4) All shops should be neat and 01 derly at all times s1nce many acci-
dents can be traced directly to poor housekeeping 
f. Care of the Injured 
Practice vanes as to the disposition of acc1dent cases occurn ng on 
school property. Every school should be equ1pped to care for mtnor 
1By Max Henig in Safety Education in Vocational Schools, National Bureau of Casualty 
and Surety Underwriters, New York. 
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injuries and, when neccs:,ury, to render fir~t aid to the seriously in-
jured. A fir~t aid kit for schools should include the following mater-
ials:2 
2 }.1 inch gauze bnndagcs 
sterilized packet of gn.uze 
absorbent cotton 
tourniquet 
adhesive plaster 
aromatic spirits of ammonia 
mercurochromc or iodine-
• SCISSOrs 
miniature fir~t aid chart 
::-,< rious injuries should be I"cfcncd to a physician and an immediate 
1 cport made to the su perintendcn t on the cause of the a<'eiden t, the 
nature of the injury aud the di~po:sition of the case. 
({. The I rnportance of tudying Child Accidents 
The causes of all accident:, to childrPn are of importance to all who 
arc charged with their protection and training. The more specific 
the information availnblc, the greater tiUCCCSS administrators and 
teachers will have in developing programs to meet the needs of par-
ticular groups. In order to mn.kP it po:-; 1hle to localize the information 
and adopt the 1nst ruct iPn, a. study of alJ a<"ciden ts to school children is 
highly recommended. ~uch n. st utly is no" unden' ay in several 
::>chool S\ stems, 1 and the necessary efforts have been amply repaid. 
Informatwn Is gathered through the use of a student accident report 
<'ard and summary report sheet. The report card 4 x 1nches in size 
with printing on both sides, asks for information as shown on the sample 
form. These cards arc sent to t.h<' principal of each school; in some 
cases to each classroom teacher. \\ hen a child has been absent as a 
result of accident and returns to :st hool, he makes out a report on the 
accident. Hts teacher or prineipul (whoever •~ responsible for secur-
ing this information) <'hecks his rPport for completenes::; and then 
signs it Reports on fatal accident~ are made out b) prmcipal::, or 
teachers as are all reports on <'hilchcn unable to \\rite. \\ here the 
stud} IS made in a smgle school, the reports are tabulated each month 
on a sum man sheet \\ hen the stud\ co\ ers an entire S\ stem, 
. . ~ 
monthly tabulatiOns may be mudc m the ofhce of the supermtenden t 
from individual cards or building summanes forwarded by pnncipals. 
\\ hen a combtned rc>port is made for all schools In a S\'Stem, a copy 
of the summan should be forwarded to the ~ tatlsttcal Bureau, ·a-
tiona} Safet} Council, 20 ~ o \\ ~u·kcr Dn vc, Chicago, so a natwn 
w1dc study rna} be made. Tlu:s U<'tivity has the follo\\tng ments 
(1) It Is, In Itself, a specific tea hing device. 
(2) It aids 111 the de\·clopmcnt of a :safet\ eonseious faculty 1n show-
ing teachers that the aecidcnt ptoblcm IS one of their own 
groups of children . 
.. Recommended by Dr C 0 SappinR"ton, National Satety Council, Ch1cago. 
'The pubhc schools of Baltm1o1 e, Knn~s C1ty, St Louis, P1ttsburgh, St. Louis County, MinneHolu, and othe1 s. 
' 
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FRO~ r OF C \ RD 
~ TrDE:\T .\CCIDE~ T REPORT 
Every child in the public schools of IS to rpport on t hts card 
ever\' accidental injury which requires medical attention or whic·h keeps lum out 
of school one-half day or more. Teachers should fill out reports where cluldren in-
jured are unable to do so for any reason. 
\\ HO \\A~ HURT? 
~am~-------------- Addre~ 
Age __ _ ' C'\. ___ _ ~ chool attended ________ Grade.___ _ _ 
\VHr~ DID ACCIDE'\T HAPPFX > 
Date; ___ ________ Time _ .\ ~1 ------1'~1 . 
"HERE DID ACCIDI:~T HAPPE:\? 
At school?, _______ lf so in building or on playground'? _______ _ 
On the street? If so, where? _________________ _ 
\Yas this an automobile accident? __________________ _ 
If on the street was it on the "ay to school? _____ From school? ____ _ 
At home? ____ If so, was it in the house? _____ Outside house'? ___ _ 
If somewhere else, state where. _ __________________ _ 
BACK OF CARD 
HO\V DID .\CCIDE~T HAPPL~? 
\Vhat was person doing when hurt? ______ _ 
(Playing baseball, cro')Smg street, jumping rope, 
climbing stairs, sawing wood, washmg dishes, etc.) 
Describe accident, _________________________ _ 
\\ H.\T KI~D OF A.:\ I::-.;JUR\ \VAS IT'? 
(Broken arm, fractured skull, cut finger, bruised toe, burned hand, etc.) 
\Yas a doctor called? ____ If so ,state his name and address 
~ Imber of days kept from school. __________________ _ 
I 
I S1gnature of Teacher, _____________ _ 
• 
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STUDENT ACCIDENT SUMMARY, Month of _______ _ )9, __ 
City _______ _ School _________ No. or •thool d~ys in ahove month __ _ 
I -Stu· Stu- STUDENTS KILLED AND INJtJRED. BY GRADES CLASSIFlCA no!f dmu d~nu KiDder· hi lnd Srd 4th 6lh Glh 7th 8th ~ 10th Ulh l2l.b Un. 
ltiU~ lD/uted cartc.n Cm!t Ctach,Cta<lt Cra<k Cro ck Clack Cnck c, ,d~IC,•<k Ciadt,Cia:l. C,adt class. 
(A) B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) CK) (L) (.M) (N) (0) (PJ 
1. GRAND TOTAL ••• • •••••••• 
- -
-= 
t. S<hool Buil<hap-TotaJ ••••••• 
a. Class Rooms ...••.••.••. 
-
4.. A.ud.Jtcrlu.m •• •••••••••• 
" 
6. CA..fttcraa ••••• ••••••••• . 
-
s_ 1....1. bora toric.a • ••••••• ... ,_ 
1 V{I(&UOna.l Shops •• 
• • 
I 
8. DomrslJe Sci nco Dept 
0 Gymnasium .... .... 
-t·-
10. Swlmmlll' Pool ••••• I 
11. Showtn • . . . 
- -
12. Dr tS1"' Rms &.LoUtn 
• U .. Toilrt & w.uh Roomt 
-
U . Corrldo 
16. Swrs & StaJrwaya 
I 10. Othtr Bid.: Acc1dcnts , . 
=----- .=rt-=-17. School Grouodt-Tolal • ~ t- -t' 
13. ApparatllS-5•i.Dc' 
11. • -slides 
-I 
20 • -Tetlert • ~--
21 . • - BUll . 
22. • -Otbtt 
" -- -
• . 
23. Athletics-&nb&ll • 
-
24 • - Football . 
26 • -Buketb&ll _I'_ 
20 • -Soutt I 
-
2'7. • - Tratk E•tnU 
28 Other Or.Jmrco C. ,, 
20 Other School GroWid Act. • 
-
30 Coinc to or from Schooi-Tolal 
- -
31 Motor Vehicle Accidents 
·-
n. Otbtt A cad cots 
-
-
-·-· -
U. Home Accident. Total . . . 
M.F&llJ .. 
36 Bunu, K&ldt, explosions 
M Aapbyx.iatioo, au.t!ocatJoo 
" 
S1 PoiiOn.t 
sa. Cut.t IUld Scntcb~ ••••••••• 
30 Other Home Actideou ••• 
&0. Other Aeddent.- Tolal ..... 
41 Motor Vehicle Aeddmt.t ••••. 
(2. Other Aeddeots ..... I 
-
43. Enrollment• ............... I"! 
44 Dilyt Lost - This Month'• ~ 
Accidenta • • • • • A 
4S. Daya L oat This Month from L 
Prev1ous Months' Act1dcnu s 
- - -
Re~uadeby _________________________________ n~o------------------
Send ot1e COVf of thlJ report each month to the National S&loty Cou.odl, 20 N Wacker Dr .. Chltail), or, If all adlools i.o the city llSe these 
forma, .end one top7 to the c:ity aupcnnteodoot'• oftlco instead. 
(3) It. gtves to teachers and admimstrators specific information on 
what cluld1 en 1n any lo('alit y need to kno" 
(4) F1na llv , it supplies n measuring stick on the success or failure of 
a program of snfet v instruction and a('tl v1t1es 
3. Prov1ding for the Prot ect.ion of Children Enroutc to School 
Chtldren ordinarily reach school in one of the following "a}~ 
• 
• 
• 
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By walking 
By riding with parent<; 
By riding in sr hool buse<; 
By driving their own cars 
In every case care must be taken to provide t.hc maximum protection 
to pupils on their way to and from school. 
a. The Child Pedestrian 
The most, reliable and eonstant prot c<'1 ion that can he placed ahou t, 
the child who walks to and from sehool lies in his education If he 
has b<wn educated to appreciate the lun~ards and meet those huznrds, 
he will be able to meet successfully tlw majority of the problem~ he 
encounters. Certain defini t c ext ernul ~n feguards en n he provided, 
however, that, will aid the ·hild in his effort to avoid accident. These 
consist of the following: 
( 1) afety zones near sehools 
• uch zones contribute to the protection of ehildrPn by giving SJ>P-
c-ial warning to motorists approaching sehools. Iowa law has al-
r<>a dy recogni1.ed the import ancP of providing special means for 
t rnffir control nea1 srhools when large groups of <'hild pedes-
t dans usc t h~ streets and highways at spedal hou1 s of se h ool 
da)S. Section 4997-dl of the Town S<"hool Code reads as follo\\h: 
"Cit.ies and towns shall have the power to establish school 
zones and provide for the stopping of all motor vehicles ap-
proaching said zones, whPn movable stop signs have been plae-
r·d in the <;treets at the limits of the zones, this notwithst'lnding 
the provisions of any statute to the contrary." 
The law does not specify the type of "movable stop signs" to be 
used. • everal types have been used. Hard rubber signs ha vc 
heen Inserted in pavements but such signs are not portable. 
Hcav} planks have been used to form the base of an inexpensive 
portable s1gn consisting of this base plus a flat surf ace of sheet 
metal giving the necessar y directwns such as "Stop-Order of 
Police " In at least one kno\\ n case basket ball standards wPrc 
used to form standards supp01ting a round sh1eld giving t h <> 
"Stop" directwn to traff1c The cost factor 1s 1mportant In the 
selection of these special school zone s1gns. The tdeal sign, of 
course, IS durable and Inexpensive The value of uniformity tn 
street markings should not be overlooked in the selectwn of these 
signs. In so far as possible street markings should be uniform as 
to appearance, location, and meaning I t would be well if a um-
form Sign could be agreed upon for 1se throughout the state. In 
the absence of such a standard care should be taken to keep these 
Signs un1f01 m from school to school within a particular city or 
school system. The care of pOI table signs presents a problem. 
An answer must be found to the questiOn: \Yho 1s to be respon-
Sl ble for placing a port able sign in the sti eet prior to school dis-
missal and who will remove 1t afler 1t has fulfilled Its purpose? 
~ omctimes schoolbullding custod1ans a re directed to be responsi-
ble for the placing and removal of t h(lsc stgns. Sometimes they 
' 
• 
' 
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arc cared for by~ ·hoolboy patrols. In. uch an event the signs 
must not be so hcnvy that boys cnnnot move them readily. The 
plank metal face sign mentioned above has the advantage of 
being light. The sign ma.clc from the basketball standard has the 
advantage of having n. round base and as a result the whole sign 
<'an be tipped sideways and rolled into position with ease. \Vhere 
hoards of education or school trustees tak<' the initiative in se-
<·uring portable signs for s<'iHHJl 1-'ones the\ should pro<'ecd only 
after consultation with the local authorities c.hargcd with traffic; 
direction. 
(2) • pecial traffic offi<'ers ncar s<'l1ools 
I· requcntly special traflic officers are supplied for school zones at 
dismissal times nnd during those periods when pupils are assembl-
ing at schools. Jn the event of a ·hortagc of officers, school-
build!ng custodians are sometime" commissioned as special of-
ficers tor trnffie duty at these particular periods and place~. 
(3) Limited speed and school zone~ 
Additional protection mny be ~iven pupil pedestrians by es-
tablishing a maximum speed for S<' hool zones. The pt esent Ia w 
directs t hn t the speed of mot or vehicles in school zones shall be 
limited to 15 miles per hour. 
(4) L pecial routes to ~chool , 
C'hildren may be pr.ot <>CI cd indire<'tly by being encouraged to 
n' oid particular hazards. In the case of young children it is well 
for parents, teachers, and pupils to agree on the specific route to 
he followed to and from school. 
(5) l'choolbo\ safety patroJ:si 
0\ er a puliod of 1 \cars schoolboy saf cty patrols ha \'C as::.·asted 
in the protection and instruction of children on their wa) to and 
from school. Patrols hn YC functioned successfully under a wide 
variety of conditions and arc t'On~idered valuable by man) school 
people who haYc hnd experience w~th them. They represent an 
extens10n of training bevond the walls of the classroom. Patrol 
members arc "educator~'' in 'that the) ass1st In the training of 
their fello\\ students '1 hey nrc not substitutes for traffic officers 
(6) Pedestrian tunnels 
I n very unusual eases tunnels ma\ be located under vcr) heavily 
traYeled streets for the usc of srhool children. Tunnels provtde 
protection for those c hildrcn usmg them. They also add In 
speeding up the movement. of moto1 traffic b) remoHng hun-
dreds of pedestrians fi om the surface of bus) streets ~lcasur­
ed In terms of dollars, the~ represent, on the "hole, e'\.penstYe 
protectiOn 
b. The Puptl Passenger in the A utomobilc of H1s Parents 
The pupil passenger in the automobile of lus parents 1s at their mercy 
'' hether or not he is safe depends upon "hcther or not hts parent 1s 
a good driver, general traffic conditions 1n the communtty, the conch-
• 
1 See page 189 for details on how patrols opern I c. 
• 
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• 
tion of the car. and the child's opportunity to board and alight from 
the vehicle in safety. 
c. The Pupil Passenger in a ... chool Bus 
In 1030-31 s1xteen hundred school buses carried thirty-two thousand 
1 own children to school. The conditions under which transportat1on 
oecurs should be healthful and Rafc. ~ ·chool buses should be so con-
structed and operated that ehildren nrc protected from phystcal 
dangers as well as moral temptations. The Town law with regard to 
maintaining and operating school busc:-i is not us exacting as in ~;everal 
states. The law directs 1 school bou.nls to "contract with as many suit-
able persons as it deems neccs::WI\ for the transportation of children 
of school age to and from school . Additional pro\ l'llOns of the la.w 
• 
are as follows: 
Contracts 1 must be in writing, state route, compensation, and pro-
vide that all bus operators are subject to the rules of the board. 
Age of drivers2- ... chool bus drivers must be u.t least 16 years of 
age. 
Signs3- District' chool Bus'' signs ((jxl5 inehes )must be placed 
on the front and rear of each vehicle. 
Stops required of motorists 4- All mol orists are directed to co1nc 
to a full stop when meeting or overtaking a bus halted for the pur-
pose of loading or dtsehargtng of passengers 
IGntrauces~-Vehicles used as school buses rnus have front and 
rear en trances except 6 in the case of horse drawn vehicles and auto-
mobiles with two doors. 
The present laws governing transportation of pupils to school by bus 
has several weaknesses Its mu.J <H weakness 1::; 1 ts failure to provide 
for the super\ tswn and eontrol of school bu:sc~:> by the state depart-
ment, of pubhc Instruction. If it were ernpowered to act by general 
statute the department could then promulgate definite rules on (1) 
<·on tracts, (2) operating practices, (3) types of drivers, and (4) l} pes 
of vehicles. 
In the absence of authority to act the department can only n1ake the 
following suggestiOns for the gu1danec of loeal authorit1es d1reetl} 
c·ha1ged with providing adequate transportation fo1 school clnldren 
( 1 ) Con tracts 
All contracts between school officials and bus operators should 
possess the follow1ng characteristics 
(a) They should be as specific as possible. 
(b) They should require the observance by all dnvers of the re-
gulations of the board of education or othe1 :::><' hool offi<·ial 
entering into the contract. 
(e) They should require, as a condition of the contract, the ob-
servance of the Io" a vehicle Act. 
(d) They should provtde for the carnage of adequate 1nsura.nc·e 
(2) Operat1ng ptactlces 
1 lou ct School Code, Section 4182. 
Iowa School Code, Section 4960-dlO. 
a1uwt1 School Code, Section 5079-c9. 
~Iowa School Code, Section 5079-cS. 
r:.Juma School Code, Section 5079-clO. 
"Iowa School Code, Section 5079-cll. 
20 
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(a) No passenger should o ·cupy a position in the vehicle that 
will obstruct the view of the driver. 
. 
(b) chool buses shall come to a full stop before crossing rail-
road tracks. 
(c) DriYers shall not carry on unnecessary conversation while 
the bus is in motion. 
(d) Buses shall be inspcuted by the driver before operation to 
make sure brakes, lights, and horn are in good condition. 
(l ... ) Com pet en t me<' hn nics should overhaul vehicles at reason-
able intervals. 
(f) Trailers shall not be permi t.ted on school buses. 
(g) V chicles must be kept clean and sanitary. 
(h) Order must l1e maintained within the bu:s at all ti me:s. 
(i) Drivers should refrain from smoking when pupil passengers 
are in the bus. 
(:~) Types of drivers 
Drivers must be 16 years of age. They should be in good health, 
reliable, calm in the face of emergencies, and able to maintain 
discipline. 
( 4) Types of vehicles 
Unfortunately no definite rules have ever been developed and 
generally accepted on the types of vehicles best suited to th1s 
transportation problem. In the absence of a definite standard 
for school buses the recom m 'nun tions of the Uniform Bus .... peci-
fications Code, developed by bus operators and motor \chicle 
transportation experts, can be studied with profit. The sections 
of this code of parti ·ular interest to school officials folio\\~. 
Rule G. Ventilation- Buses to be approved for operation 
:shall be constructed or equipped to afford adequate ven tila-
t ion. • 
Rule . ervice Doo1 ~ 'pecifications-Bus doors used or in-
tended for regular entrance and exit. of passengers shall give a 
minimum clear opening of 2·1 inches; if such doors are non-
folding units swung from hinges on one s1de, the same shall in 
all cas~:s open outward; if such doors a1 e of double-lnnged fold-
ing t)pe, they muy open either tn\\ard or out\\ard at option 
of owner~ 
Rule 9 hmcrgcn<'y Doors ·Buses to be appt oved for oper-
u.tmg must he l'quippt>d "1t h at least one emetgeucy door, 
\\hteh shall opl'Il out\,atd und <'onform to the following speci-
fi.catwns 
(a) It must be located u t ur ncar t lie rear end of the bus body. 
(b) It must give u minimum clearance of 1 mches 
(c) Buses must be so construe ted that no obstruction" 11l pre-
vent the passn.g< ... of passengers through the emergenc) 
door 
(d) It must be cunsptl'uously marked on the tnstde "Emergen-
cy Door" 
(e) It must gnc a minimum vertical clearance of 4 1nches 
(f) It must be pro\ldcd "1th u. fastemng de\ 1ce that may be 
• 
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quickly released in case of emergency, but which shall be 
protected agatnst accidental release. 
Rule 20. Space for Passengers-In a city type of bus (mean-
ing any bus can) 1ng both seated and standing passengers) a 
minimum lineal dtmen:ston of 1 G inches will be used to deter: 
mine the seating capamty of s~ats obviousl) destgned to seat 
more than two passengers. (~ote: This 1s for general buses) 
S<;hool bus bulld~rs recommend 10 to 16 inches per child, de-
pending 011 age. Connc<'ticut rulPs spceify "A seat for every 
child". 
Hule 21. .\1:sle .. 'pace City type buses (see above) rnust be 
so constructed that a radn1:s 14 inches long from the center of 
the aisle end of any scat shall encounter no obstructing part 
of the seat or ..,eats on the opposite side of the aisle. Parlor 
ears must be con tt ucted to fulfill the requirements of this rule 
with a 9 inch 1 adn1s 
Rule 22. 1\:nee Room- Buses to be approved for operation 
shall have a minimum clearance bet ween the front of the back 
cushion and the nearest forward obstruction of 24 inches at the 
seat line. (i\ote: This figure also is for general buses used by 
• 
adults; for children the distance may be smaller ) 
Rule 24. Fuel Tanks-Fuel tanks shall be Installed, filled, 
drained, and vented outside of the hod) shell. 
In some places school administrators help to make trans-
portation of pupils safer by appointing bus patrols Two pa-
trols are appointed for each vehicle; one takes his pos1tion on 
the seat opposite the driver 1Lnd the other a po~Ition "ell to the 
rear of the bus. Their duties arc as follows: 
1. To see that all pupils are aboard before bus leaves 
school building . 
• 2. To see that all children who cornc from their homes and 
cross the road tO\\ ard the bus do so with due care. 
3. To see that in loading the cluldr en step well to the 
nght of the road and those \\ ho dcsii e to cross wmt un-
til the bus has pulled a'' U) and there IS a clear v1ew of 
the vehicles approaching from the opposite direction. 
4. To permit no one to get on or off the bus "lule 1t 1s In 
motion-All cluldren should be InSide, seated, and door 
closed before bus statts. 
5. To allow no one to move about in bus whlle It is in 
motion. 
6. To see that aisles are kept clear of books and lunch bas-
kets. 
7. To see that hands, legs, and heads are kept Ins1de bus 
at all times. 
8 To permit no one, tncluding b1cycle riders and roller 
skaters, to hitch on bus 
9. To observe and report any reckless dnving of the bus, 
especially any case where dnver falls to use every pre-
caution in crossing railroad tracks 
• 
• 
•• 
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c. The tudent Driver • 
• 
The student drh·cr has been quite generally accepted as a safe driv-
er. Jt is unfortunate that statistics are now appearing indicating 
that young people are surprisingly bad drivers. A recent study of the 
accident experience of four million drivers showed that those under 
20 years of age had an accident record 39% higher than the average. 
The ) oung driver, like the pupil pedestrian, can best be protected 
through education. Later in this manual appear suggestions on a 
method of presenting street safety to high school students for the 
purpose of developing in them an appreciation of the rights and re-
spon~tbtlities of motori~ts. In addition to providing instruGtion for 
young drivers, school officials may aid the ·ourts in caring for the 
youthful violator of traffic rules by c·ooperating in the sponsorship of 
aturday morning classes to whic·h violators may be sent in prefer-
ence to being fined or given jail sentences. 
In the whole problem of protecting pupils enroute to school it is neces-
sary to bear in mind that education of pupil pedestrians and motor-
ists is essential. That no pupil pedestrian or student motoust 1s alone 
in the use of streets and :;idewnlk:s i!') likcw.se true. The relatwnship 
of general traffic conditions and problems to the problems of school 
children must be appreciated. Above all the need for thorough in-. 
struction, constant car , is so evident when the results of· failure are 
so tragtc 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
AFETY EDUCATIO I TiiE PRil\~IARY GRADE~ 
afet,y education in the pnmary grad~s rna) be made a part of the actiVI-
ties program on which e"<perlence reading chn.rls arc based. Yisittng exper-
ience lessons, dramat1zat10ns, etc. prehm1nary to making cxpenence charts 
may be carried on in rural schools with the first, second, and third grades com-
bined. The reading charts and seat work may then be worked out in the separ-
ate grades, the activities being selected, from the general outline follo,nng, to 
suit the respective grades These charts and booklPts may then be read and 
explained to other rooms and to parents on visiting days. 
Safety education may also be taken up as a phase of citizenship training 
taught at the tirne allotted for cihzenslnp. 
It is suggested that each teacher take advantage of her own local situation 
in teaching safety. If, for example, it is kno,\n t.hat certain children are go1ng 
fishing on 1aturda) "1th thmr parents the teacher tnay use this opportunity 
to teach the proper way to handle fish hooks. A flsh hook may be shown and 
and the proper way to handle It discussed. 
The five units in safety 'educat10n for the primar) grades based on accident-
al deaths in Iowa since 1926 are safety 111 the streets, safety against fire, safety 
at home, safety at school, and safety in play and recreation. The main pur-
poses to be accomplished are found under specific objectives. Informational 
materials and t eacher procedures are expected to furru')h the teacher with safe-
ty information, needs for making children safet) conscious, and some sugges-
tions for teaching. Pupil acti\1t1es are intended to give the children as many 
experiences as possible along the lines in which we '' 1sh them to he safety 
• 
consc10us. 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach Safety in the Streets and Htglnu1.ys 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To develop in children hab1ts of carefulnet:is and olH'dicnce to safpf) 1 ulPs 
when on the country roads or tn the c1 ty or lo'' n streets 
To create right attitudes with regard to 
Being responstble for the safety of self and oth<'rs 
Taking part in classroom and other orgarnzed efforls-l o secure saf cl y 
Respecttng law and officers of the law 
To eliminate all preventable acctdents 
In crosstng streets and walking on streets and highways 
W1th automobiles 
.. 
'" Ith bicycles 
Wtth railroads 
With street cars 
'Vith live wires 
I 
, 
~ I I 0 \\"A C 0 
l '\l OHi\IATIONAL ~IATJGHlAL TI~\CilgH PRQCgDURE, AND 
Pl Pl L ACTIVIT I I~. 
1. T ea c hing C hildre n Thei r '-. a m es a n d Ad dresse 
I nfonnational 1H at erial and Teacher l'rocednre 
hildrcn should know their rwmcs a.nd addresses. In <·asc they get lost, 
are ill, or injured this knowledge is a means of identification. 
Personal history experience chart: muy be worked out with the children 
in which cae h child gives his name, st rect or home address, age, telephone 
number, name of school, fath ~r's name, mother's name, and the names of 
his brothers and sisters. Interest mny he stimulated by letting each child 
find and cut out pictures of the members of his family from magazines. 
'These may then be pasted on the chart. 
Pupil A ctivilies 
Finding or making pid u r<>s for t h .. J>PI' onal history chart 
Labeling these pictures 
2. \Va lk i ng Along S treets a nd II i~h \\ a's 
l nfor motional 1lf alerial and 'l'each cr J>ror.cd ure 
1 hildrcn should walk on si< ownlk~, or at the left side of the road if there 
are no sidewalk~ The left side is the saf •r side heeause the automobtl~c:; 
usmg, the same sHl<> of the road as pedestrians ure then coming to·ward them 
and are ea:s\ to SN". In walking to and from school on the highwav child-
ren should a' otd "andcring ae1 oss the middlG of the road or crossmg back 
and forth. They should stay ofT 1 he paved highway, or get off It as soon 
as a car is in sight. \\hen a <·nr is passing ehildren should keep ~~II over 
on the left shoulder s..o thnt there is ampl<' room for cars to p'lc;s \ rnr 
mav come f1om behmd just as the ear in front is meeting the chlldren. 
(, ee elementary state course of study, page.._ 4.) 
Dtscuss "alktng on the st rct>ts and high wa' s with the children at the be-
ginmng of the school year. Let them help determine the things to do to he 
safe in walkmg to and from school. C'hPek often to see if they arc follow-
Ing the rules which the' have laid do" n for themseh·es 
If posstble, the chtldrcn should be tnken on a tnp to the post office, fire 
stat10n, grocet y, pet shop, depot, farm, libra1 v, or dairy. \Yhat they see 
may very well be used as experience for a readmg or language lesson. Be-
fore starting let the children dt<'fate ruh~s about ho\\ to make a trip safe 
for themselves and for othets Such things are brought out as 
' 
• 
Go qmetly 
Walk rapidly but not run 
Keep to the right on the "nlk. 
Avoid running Into people 
Look both ways before cros::itng the t>t reet. 
Follow the signal, which mn) be the hgh ts or leadPT 's stgnal. 
OJ ey the traffic 1 ulcs 
tT~e care in crosstng dr1vc"a)s and alleys (cars backing out.) . 
• 
• 
• 
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Pupil A cfilJitics 
Demon. trating the proper pla<'CS to wnlk wlwn on the road or high" a) 
Telling of occasions when street and highwn) safety rules have been fol-
lowed 
3. Crossin~ S treets a nd Hi~hwa y 
I nf or mational 1U atcnal and Teacher I' roccd u rc 
~t rcet s should be crossed at crosswalks. \VIH•n <'rossing the street. one 
should look both waYs; watch for automobiles that arc turning the corner; 
obey safct) ( fficers and patrols, ohe\ stop and go lights, and walk across 
the st rcct. ~lost accidents to children ocr.ur while they are r.unning in, 
or across t lw street. Children walking on the highway should cross it only 
when necessary; look hoth wa\ s, watch for automobiles which may be 
turning the corner; do nothing to at tract the dri ,~er's at t Pnt ion, and help 
the srna llcr <' hildrcn across It 1s 1m port ant to look both ways bcf ore <·ross-
ing an alley and to avoid rPa(hng a book or paper while crossing the street. 
(~ ec PlemPntarv course of study, pages 4, 7, and 190.) 
Drill when posstblc at an actual street. mtcrsedion. Under the teacher's 
su pPrvision the children rna y show in di vi dually and in groups the saf c 
way in which to cross the street. 
Following this drill let the children formulate sueh standards as the follow-
• tng: 
Look both wa\S and then to the left. 
Cross to the center of the street. 
Look to the right and cross directly n<'ross thP strPPt to the wnlk. 
se care in cross1ng driveways and alleys (ca1·s backing out). 
If there are wh1te or yellow lines, c·ross bet ween them. 
• 
\Vritc to ~ afety Department of the \merican \utomobile A"sociation, 
P •nn Ave., 17th ~ 't., '\Yashtngton, D. C. tor Loose Leaf Lessons 1n Saf et.y 
Educa t.ion with regard to cross1ng the streets. 
Pupil 4ctwities 
Demonstrat.ing on the way to and from se hool how to eross the st rePts 
and highways in the safest manner. Children chosen b) the room for th1s 
purpose may make reports each week. 
Diet at1ng standards for chart 
C'opy1ng dictated standards Into hooklet (thHd grade) 
4. Followin~ the Safes t Way T o and Fro m Sch ool 
I nformatwnal ...\[ atertal and Teacher _Procedure 
A child should learn the safest route to and from school and folio'' 1t 
Dtscuss In language or c1tlzenslu p class the reasons "hy certain 1 out es to 
school are safe Are members of the class agreed that these are the safest 
routes? Stmple maps may be made to sho" each child's route 
Urge the cluldren to suggest to parents the best routes for use when the 
children are brought to or taken away from school in a vehicle in order 
that th~y may get out or board the vehicle w1thout hav1ng to cross the 
street. 
.. 
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Pupil A clivitirs 
l\Iaking charts to show the safe. t routes to fo11ow in going to and from 
school 
Taking home charts which the second and third grade children have made 
of the schoolground showing snfc loading zone 
5. Kn owing the 1\leaning of Traffic Lig hts and igns 
I nfor malional .JlJ atcrinl awl Tcflcher l'roccd?.tre 
It is important that r hildrcn learn the meaning of simple signs such as 
, 'top, Go, Keep Out ~low, chool , Danger, otc., and the meaning of traffic 
hghts, red-stop; green-go; amber or yellow-wait. 
Acquaintance should also be made with the traffic officer. His duties may 
be dbcussed 
\Vritc to th aret r Dept. of t he American Automobile Association Penn 
Ave., and 17th t , \Vashington, D . . for Loose Leaf Lessons in S"liety 
gduca tion on the Policemu n. 
A traffic light may be made which shows rNl on one side, yellow on another 
and green on the other side. This may lw pla<'ed on a rod which may be 
held and turned by a member of the ~roup. Children may be lined up 
and permitted to pass as at a r. ro~sroad as the traffic light flashes ( ee 
clc-mentary state course of study, page ! ) 
L afety signs and signals may he put on drill cards. The children read 
these silently and follow direct ions. 
Pupil Activities 
Rho" 1ng through the usc of the traffic light device and drill cards that 
traffic lights and safety signs are understood 
:\Inking street and highway signs for the bulletin board 
r'mding pictures of traffic officers for the bulletin board 
6. Running into the Street 
I nformational },.[ at erial a ncl Teacher Procedure 
i\lany accidents to children happen from running into the street or across 
t he highway after balls, caps or playthings, and from beh1nd parked cars. 
\ car cannot be stopped 1m mechat ely. I t ahYa) s mo' es for" ard after t he 
brakes have been set. As a result motonsts cannot al" ays avoid runntng 
in to children who dash 1nto the st rect from belund parked cars Some-
times children are inJured "hen they run into cars that are moving do" n 
t he st.reet. Children should a' 01d running in front of any mov1ng velucle 
unless to rescue a smaller child 1n danger. 
Children should be taught that running in front of a mov1ng Yehicle en-
dangers the life of others as "ell as themscl ves In order to a void stn k-
ing the child the driver rna) stnke the curb or another car and thus InJure 
not only himself but other occupants of the car or cars Children should 
learn to discriminate bet"een a foolhnrd) nsk and a r1sk taken to save a 
hfc 
D1scuss fo r the language and citizenship lesson the impor tance of avOid-
mg runnmg 1nto the street after balls, caps, and playth1ngs An expert-
• 
• 
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ence reading lesson may be worked out showing the importance of care 
along this li!le. 
Stones of heroism and foolhardiness may be read to the children. 
Pupil A clivi ties 
Finding pictures or making illustrations for the experience reading lesson 
worked out on running into st1 eets or higln\ ays for playthings or from 
behind parked cars 
Citing instances of accidents caused by ntnning cnrcl ·ssly into the street 
and how these might have been avotded 
7. Refusing to Accept, Beg, or teal Rides 
Informational .Alaterial and Teacher Procedure 
Small children are sometimes lured into a stranger's car and kidnapped. 
Children walking on the street or highway should not accept a ride from 
anyone who is not known to them. 
\Vise people do not beg ndes from those whom they do not know. The 
driver often does not wish to slacken speed to pick up a pedestnan \\ 1se 
people avotd hanging on to cars and other vehicles or hooking sleds to cars 
for u. nde. 
Discuss the above with the children dra" tng from them reasons \\h) 1t is 
unwise to accept, beg, or steal rides 
StoriP-s may be used to Illustrate the above points. These may be found 
in books and magazines or may be original stories made by the teacher. 
Pupil Activities 
Illustrating by dra\'.lng what to do when asked to ride in a stranger's car 
Riding on a Street Car 
Informational AI aterial and Teacher Procedure 
\Vhcn boarding a street car one should stand in a safety zone until the car 
stops. When riding in the car all parts of the body should be kept entire-
ly inside of the car at all times. \v hen lea vtng the car, stgnal 1t to stop, 
\\·ait until it has done so, then step off facing the d1rect10n in which the car 
is going, look both ways before gotng from safety zone to sidewalk If 
it is necessary to be on the other s1de of the street, go directly to the stde-
walk on the side of the street where the car has stopped. Then cross the 
street when the way 1s clear. 
Safety in riding the street car may be taught in the City when taking the 
ehildren on an excursion where It is necessary to use the street car. 
Children may set up standards for riding on a street car. Some of these 
may be: 
Stand 1n the safety zone while waiting for the car. 
l{eep all parts of the body Inside the car. 
Stay seated wlule in the street car. 
P u ptl A cttvtttes 
Making charts, d1agrams, or pictures to show where one should stand in 
boarding a street car also how to reach th~ walk or cross the street upon 
alighting (second and third grades) 
• 
• 
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Hiding on the street car when going ou an 
Sc t t ing up standards for riding on n. .street 
. 
excursiOn 
car 
9. Riding o n a Bu s 
Informational .J.11 at erial and 'l'cacher Procedure 
One should sit down lwfore the bus stu.rb to move and keep all parts of 
the body inside of the vehicle nt nll times. Aft cr alighting c;tand at road-
~idc or intersection until tlu• bu!j hn.~ pnssed and the vie" 1s clear in both 
dire<'tions if the street or highway must he ('rosscd to reach the destina-
• t lOll. 
(. <'Cl tPaching procedur =-for street C'ur·.) 
(. ec ·trcty Education 1\Iagazirw, Vol. XI, p 19 o S<hool Buses.) 
P11pil Activities 
~laking <'harts to show where to !jtand in hou.rding a bus and how to reach 
the wb.lk or side of highway or cro::-s to the other !jidc of street or highway 
upon alighting 
Hiding on buses to and from s ·hool 
f etting up standards for riding inn bus 
10. Keeping Away from Raih oad s Except \\hen 
Them 
Informational Jl1atcrial ancl Teacher Procedurr 
ecessary to Cross 
A railroad is private property und 1lwrPforP not to be used in place of a 
strePt or as a place to play. Children should a void lui t enng around cars 
or railroad stations, or era wling over, under, or bet ween cars. 
In crossing railroad· one should obey the signal~ if t hert' arc any. If not, 
h<' should stop, look, and listen before <·ros::sing. 
h.pcp off the railroad. It is not nwunt for a street. 
Let the children gi vc rClasons why they should kPcp off railroads and a" ay 
from railroad cars Th<>s<> may lH' used on (•hnrts or be put m booklets 
P upLl A ctivihcs 
Rho\\ lllg through dra \\ mgs u nd ptd un•s the kinds of stgns and signals rail-
road~ use 
DtC'ta tmg reasons for kPcpmg off t·nilrouJs and a\\ ay from railroad cars 
11 Using Roller Skates, Scooters, and led 
Informalwnal Jlat erial and Ttnchc, J> occdurc 
ChilJren ne<'d to rPaliz:e tlH• dangc•r of playing in the streets \\lth roller 
skatPs, S<'ootPIS, and sh•ds. Tht•y should stay on the s1de" alks or other 
safe phwes, but should undPrstand that othPrs lun e rights on the stde-
" alks. Older people nul.' be injun•d b, <'hildren "ho are ca1 eless and <..Its-
courteous on the s1dc" nlks \\It h t ht·it playthings 
Let the cluldren dwtal<> standards for the usc of roller skates, scooters, 
sleds, etc 
Make a vadable to t lw c:hildren stones til ust rnt ing the proper use of roller 
• 
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skates, scooters, and sleds The teacher may also read such stones to the 
children 
Dtseuss courtesy on the sidewalks '' 1th the chtldren. Let them dectde 
upon the courtestes they may extend to others when using thetr play-
things on the- "alks. 
Pupil Activities 
D1scuss1ng and hstening wtth the teacher things to do \\hen using r oller 
skates, scooters, and sleds on the stde\\ alks 
Finding by use of table of contents and reading stories from the library 
about the proper use of roller skates, scooters, and sleds, etc. (second and 
third grades) 
12. Carrying Umbrellas 
Informational J\.f at erial and Teacher Procedure 
Accidents are sometimes caused through children carrying umbrellas care-
lessly. If the view is obstructed while carrying an umbrella the chtld 1s 
endangered. Swinging an umbrella endangers others. A closed umbrella. 
should be earned point down ward. 
Let children practice carrytng umbrellas properly on rainy days. 
\Vritjc to the 1 afety Dept. of the Amencan Automobile Associat1on, P enn 
A vc. and 17th St., Wash1ngton, D C for Loose Leaf Lessons in Safety 
Education on Carry1ng Umbrellas 
Pupil AcHvity 
!\:laking pictures of proper ways to carry open and closed umbrellas. 
13. Avoidin~ Live Wires 
Informational ]\.[ atenals and Teacher Procedure 
One should avoid handhng any wues which may be seen on the street or 
road. If a boy or girl sees a wue ly1ng or danghng 1n the street, an older 
person should be told at once orne one should guard a wire lytng or 
du.ngling until help arrives. 
When fly1ng a kite if the string becomes entangled in the wires, a child 
should find an older person to help get 1t loose rather than chmbing the 
pole which may have a live wire on It Always use string rather than wire 
for holding the kite 
Pupil Acttvtttes 
Making k1 tes correctly 
Talking about what to do if a broken w1re is observed danghng 1n t he 
streets 
E\ IDEl\CES OF MASTERY 
Children are Interested and take the street safety program seriously 
Favorable reports when the teacher or home room leader asks for r eports on 
what the ch1ldren have done the past day or \\eek for making t hemselves and 
others safe in the str eet. 
Such tests as the following and others made by t he teacher may be made 
useful 1n checking master y. 
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1E. T FOR SECOND .AND THIRD GRADF 
1. Put a circle around the kind of light that means go. 
The green light means go. 
2. Put a circle around the kind of light that means stop. 
The red light means :c;t op. 
3. Put a line under the word thnt tells where to cross streets. 
Cross streets at crosswalks. 
4 . Put a line under the word that tells how to get across the street. 
\\ alk across the street. 
5. Put a circle around the word that tells in what kind of place to coast. 
Coast in a safe place. 
6. Put a cross above the kind of track on which we do not walk. 
\V e do not walk on railroad tracks. 
i. Draw a picture of the thing from behind which we do not run into the 
street. 
\Ye never run into the street from behind a parked car. 
8 l\:I ake a picture of the plaything for which we never run into the street. 
" e never run into the street for a ball. 
9. Put a circle around the ways we look before crosstng the street. 
Look both ways before crossing the street. 
10. Put a cross on the word whiqh tells where we use our roller skates. 
\V e use our roller skates on +he sidewalk. 
Directio n s : 
____ I, 
____ 2. 
____ 3. 
____ 4. 
____ 5, 
____ 6. 
~ 
I 
9 
\Ynte ves or no in each blnnk found in the sentences. • 
Should I know mv street address~ 
~ 
Should we look both ways before crossing the street? 
Do the green lights mean stop and the red ligl,ts go? 
Rhould children obey the policeman'? 
Is It a good plan to hitch rides? 
Does the street make a good place to skate and coast? 
.._ hould we avoid handling any "'ires in the street? 
hould we keep our hands und heads Ins.de the windows when 
on the bus? 
--.hould we eYer run into a street after a ball from behind a park-
ed car? 
--__,....-10 Should an umbrclln be carried so one can see ahead of lnm? 
Directio n s : Put a line under the proper thing to do in each sentence. 
" 1. \\ hen the red light flashes one should (stop, go, look) 
2 In crossmg the street one should (run, "nlk, hop). 
3. In gotng home from school one should choose the (:o-hortest way, longest 
wa), safest way). 
4. If a ball or other plaything goes in to the street one should (run after it, 
ask an older person to get it, send the dog after it.) 
5 If there is no sidewalk one should walk on the (right, left, middle) of the 
road. 
6. " e should use roller skates on the (sidewalk, left stde of the street, right 
side of the strC'et). 
7 T he safest place to play ball or coast is (in the street, in a field, on the 
walk). 
• 
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Before crossing the street look (to the right, to the left, both ways). 
9. In getting off a street car face (toward the curb, the direction the car 19 
going the motorman). 
10. If a stranger asks you to ride (refuse, accept the ride, be saucy to hi m). 
UNI T OBJECTI\"E 
To teach safety agatnst fire 
SP ECIFIC OBJECTIYES 
To develop habits of carefulness in the prevention of fire 
To train the children what to do in case of fire 
IKrORi\IATIO'\AL i\I ATERIAL, TEACIIFR PROCEDURE, A D 
PUPIL ACTIVIT! I I, 
1. Avo iding Playing With ~Ia t c h es, Fi re, and Firecr ackers 
I nformational AI ate rial and Teacher Procedure 
, 
Children should know the results of playing \'.it h matches and fire and 
also safe places to keep matches at home. 1\Iany children have been 
severely and fatally burned through starting fues with matches A light-
ed match will readily set fire to d1 \ grass, furnishings 1n the home, bay 
in the barn, etc. 
~latches should be kept out of the reach of small children. 
Discuss with the children the reasons for not playing w\th matches and 
fire and from the d1scusc;1on get sentences for a reading or language chart 
as: 
I will not play with matches or fire because: 
I may burn myself severely. 
I may get my clothes on fire. 
I may burn others. 
I may cause the loss of property. 
' 
Develop rules for the care of matches in the home- Such may be dictat-
ed by the children and written on the board l>y the teacher. 
After using a match break the stem bet\\ een the fingers before throwing 
away. 
Safety matches should be used at. all times because they ignite only by 
striking on the box 
i\l atches should never be thrown do" n carelessly after lighttng. 
Strike matches w1th the stroke away 1rom you or do"nward. 
~iatches should be kept In metal, china, glass, stone, or tin containers. 
Give a demonstration 1n ~ lnch the children suggest the places for the 
teacher to light the ordinary match. Then let the teacher prove t hat 
safety matches are the best kind to use by trying to hght them 1n the 
same places as the ordinary match. Following the demonstration let t he 
children set up rules for lighting matches These may be hectographed 
and g1ven to the cluldren for their safety booklets. Some of these may 
be 
Children should not play w1th matches. 
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If you drop a match, pick it up. 
"\ever carry matches in your por.ket. 
Buy only safety matches because a ~nfety match will strike on noth-
ing hut the box. 
(~ ee elememtary stntc course of study, pngPs 2 nnd .) 
Many accidents arc ca\lscd each y<>ar by firecrar.kers and fireworks. 
Towns have been known to be almost wiped out as the result of fire start-
ing from fireworks. The sn.lc of fire<'I'a<'kers and fireworks is now pro-
hibit ed In may places 
Helpful material on, afety in Patriotism muy he obtained by sending for 
" af et y Education' 1 ec t ion One for .June, 1932. 
Let children tell ho" ftrecra(' kers <;a use accidcn t s. , omc of the. e may he: 
Perm1tting small children to hold sparklers. 
Holdtng lighted flrecrackers in the hand. 
Picking up firecrackers which did not go off. 
Lighting a firecracker while holding o her firecraekers in the hand. 
Carrying firecrackers in the pocket. 
Putting firecrackers under cnrs, and in the way of pedestrians. 
Let children tell some of the things firecrackers do. 
Rome of these are: 
Destro-y eyestght. 
~lake cripples fm life. 
Destroy homes b, fire. 
Cause fatal clothing hurns . 
Cause gasoline explosiOns. 
\Yaste money 
Cause neglect of better fun. 
InJure other people. 
Give wrong Idea of patriottRm. 
Pupil A ctiviltes 
Making a booklet or fire chart. \ s t hif> port ion of the safety program 1s 
studied a booklet or fire chart rna' be made, each lesson contributing It 
page. 'Yhen the unit is completed the booklet rna) be bound in smt"able 
cover. 
Putting 1nto the safety booklet sentences from the reading or language 
chart on reasons for not playmg wtth matches or fire. These may be 
Written or pnnted on strtps of paper to be pasted in the notebook by 
the c h1ldren who cannot wnt e. Other children rna~ copy them. 
Copymg Into the safety booklet reasons for not playing w1th firecrackers 
(second and third grades) 
Avoiding Vessels of H ot Liqu id s 
l nformaltonal ~fatertal and Teacher Procedure 
A number of primary children are burned or scalded to death each year 
by t1pp1ng over, or falhng Into palls tubs, h01lers, and kettles of hot water, 
or by handhng hot tea or coffee pots \Yater" hiCh 1s not uncomfortably 
hot to the hand of an adult may scald a small chtld 
Make use of children's past experiences by letting them tell about when 
• 
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and how they have been burned or scalded. Let the children tell how ac-
cidents of this k1nd might have been prevented. · 
Pupil Activities 
Telling of experience w1th burns and scalds 
Dictating and illustrating ways to prcYent such accidents 
3. Knowing Wha t to Do in Case the C lo thes Catch Fire 
Informational .J.'1 aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Discuss with the children ways in '' hich clothes may catch fire and how 
to prevent such. 
Children should be made thoroughly conscious of what to do if the clothes 
catch fire. Di:scuss and draw from the children what to do in case a 
c·hild's clot.hes catch fire. orne of these may be. 
A void running but drop to the floor or ground. 
Roll over and over slowly with ibe head as low as possible. -
If possible, get hold of a rug, coat, or blanket and "rap up in it to 
• 
smother the flames. 
If another's clothes catch fire throw him to the ground, pull off your 
coat, or other garment, and beat out the flames . 
Let the children dramatize what to do if the elot hing catches fire. 
P u pd t1 ct ivities 
Telhng stories about how a child saved himself or someone else by know-
ing what to do when the clothing caught fire 
'l'elling how to prevent clothes from <"atching fire and what to do in case 
of clothing catching fire 
4. Knowi n g \Vh a t to D o in Case o f a Fi re i n a Pu b lic Building 
I nfur ,zatiuflal 1ll aterial a rtll Teacher Procedure 
Talk to the children about: 
Public build1ngs wluch may catch fire while people are in them 
(schools, theatres, churches, hotels, etc ) 
Why doors in pubhc buildings are made to open out\\ard. 
Meaning of "Exit" and red hghts. 
Importance of al ways locating ex1ts and fire ~sea pes upon entering 
a pubhc building. 
Rcsponslbihty for the safety of themselves and others. 
Being quiet 1n case of fire alarm. 
Leaving the bu1lding by nearest exit. 
A voiding crowding. 
Walking rapidly, rather than running or pushing. 
Going far away from the burning building \\hen outside. 
Keeping the face near the floor in case the building IS filled with dense 
smoke. 
Rules whteh the children set up for leaving a burning building may be put 
on the chart or into the safety booklet 
Stories and pictures may be used to teach how to leave a burning bulldtng. 
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Pupil A clivitics 
l\Iaking exit signs, red lights, and diagrams of buildings showing where 
exits and red lights should be placed 
Putting rules for leaving a burning building into the safety booklet to be 
taken home to parents 
5. Knowing Something About a F ir e ta t ion 
I nformational .~.l! aterial and Teacher Procedure 
In order that the children may kn'ow something about a fire station and 
its importance, plan to taken trip to the fire station. Before going have 
the children set up standards which they will observe on the trip anti 
while at the fire station. If possible, have the firemen talk to the children. 
Also have the children note the care and use of apparatus. Some of the 
things about which the children will probably want to a~k are: 
\Vhy firemen slide down the pole? 
\Vhy firemen sleep in the fire station'? 
How firemen know where the fire is. 
'\\ hy firemen hurry when there is not a fire. 
'\\ hat apparatus 1:s used. 
T lus \lSlt may be followed by an experience c·hart or language lesson on 
"Our v1s1t to the Fire Statiou". 
Early fire apparatus may be compared with the present equipnll'nt. (~Pl 
elementar) state course of study, pngr R8) 
Pupil Activities 
D1scussing the fireman and his duties 
Talking about and illustrating how the firemnn drt.ssPs 
Talking about and making pictures of the fin\ man s apparut u:s 
Drawing pictures of firemen at work 
Collecting pictures of firemen 
Collecting pictures of fire apparatus 
Constructing a fire engine house or a fire engine 
(See elementary state course of study, p 8) 
6. Knowing What t o Do When the School F ire Ala rm ou n d s 
I njormattonal :fl-1 aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Teach chtldren what to do when there 1s a fire drill. Each child should 
know the designated hall and stair for ex1t of h1s room. Children ncur-
cst the doors open them. 
Let children work out and illustrate such rules as 
The bell rings D1ng! Dong! 
\\ e stop our '' ork. 
The doors are opened 
" e do not stop for wraps or books. 
\Ve close our bps and step mto line. 
'\\ c kno~ which doors and sta1r~ays to use 
We walk rapidly but never push nor cro" d. 
Our teacher follows us. 
• 
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\'-l c go to the street 'and turn around. 
\Vhen the bell nngs we come back in. 
The children rnay then copy the rules for the fire drill in their booklets 
Let them dramatize the vanous parts of the drill so that they know exact-
ly what to do when the alarm sounds 
Pupil A ctivittes 
Illustrating type of local school fire alarm and its location 1n the school-
butldlng 
Giving and illustrating things the children do when the school fire alarm 
sounds 
\Vriting or copying rules for the fire drill into the safety booklet (second 
and third grades) 
Leaving the building quietly and quiekly when the fire alarm sounds 
7. Knowing How to Give a Fire Alarm 
Informational 1."\faterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children, no matter how young, should know how to g1ve a fire alarm. 
Teach how thi5 should be done in the comrnunity where you arc teach-
ing. If in the city dtscuss the loeation of the fire alarm box Have each 
child locate the alarm box nearest his home and one near the school. Talk 
about how to use an alarm box. 
Break the glass. 
Open the door with the key. 
Pull down hook. 
Stay until the firemen come. 
In towns or in the country where there are no alarm boxes one should tele-
phone for help and notify older persons. Call central, give your name, ad-
di ess and telephone number clearly to report the fire. Be sure the children 
kno" the telephone number of the fire department. 
Pupil A ctivtttes 
Drawing pictures of an alarm box and copying direct10ns for use into the 
safety booklet 
Dramatizing the calling of the fire department by use of the telephone 
E\ IDENCES OF MASTERY 
Children seem to have developed a knowledge and appreciat10n of the dang-
ers of fire and an interest in prevent1on of fire. 
Favorable reports from the homes as to what children have been doing to 
prcven t fires. 
Children show through demonstration that they know what to do in case 
of fire. 
Such tests as the following and others made by the teacher may be used for 
checking mastery. 
TESTS FOR SECOND AND THIRD GRADES 
1. Draw and label pictures of four things which will cause or spread fire. 
2. Draw a picture of what you will do if your clothes catch fire. 
, 
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Direc ti o n s: "rite yes or no in each blank found in the sentence . 
1. hould children play with matches? ----
2. Is it safe to play with the tea kettle of hot water? ___ _ 
3. If the room is full of smoke can you breathe better near the floor'! ___ _ 
4. If your clothes catch fire is it best to run outdoors? ___ _ • 
!i. hould you moYe from your scat immediately and in an orderly manner 
wh en the firn alarm at ochool sound:-:? ____ _ 
(} , ls it safe to hold smn.ll or short firecrackers in your hands? ___ _ 
... 
I . • hould you know whore the exits arc in public building:s'l 
• ~hould fire alarms be turned in for fun'l _ 
n. hould ehildren know how to gi,•e fire alarms? ___ _ 
10. • hould one push and crowd oth<:-r "hen the fire alarm sound:s? 
Direc ti o n : Pu t a line und )r the be:st hing to do in each sentence. 
1. If you see a house on fire the fir..,t thing to do i:s to (l) run for a policeman, 
(2) notify the people at the house, (3) run home and tell your parents, 
(4) tell the first adult to be found. 
2. If the fire alarm at school sounds (l) march out quickly, (2) look out of 
the window, (3) stay in your scat, (4) ask if there is a fire. 
3. If your clothes catch on fi re, (1) run to your mot her, (2) rush out doors, 
(3) r oll on the floor, (4 ) jump up and down and suream. 
The following check-up on cvidc•nc" of mastery hy the child helps to bring 
about nn interest on the part of the pa r t>nts with regard to safety against fires. 
This bln.nk for the r eport of t he parent:s may he sent ou t at the close of the 
term or sem ester with reports which are sent nt that time. 
RgQ I~ T TO PAREN 1\ 
• 
Rmdly check on this report the points which ____________ _ 
has Clther demonstrated to you or talked with you about with regard to fire 
prcvcn tion and a knowledge of what to do in case of fire. 
1. Danger of playing with matches. _ 
2. Importance of keeping away from ves::;cls of hot liquids. _____ _ 
3. Danger of playing with firecrackers. -------
4. hnowing what to do if clothes catch fire. __ 
5. Knowing what to do if the room fills with s moke -------
6. ' "hat to do at the fire drill. _____ _ 
7 "'hat to do 1n case of fire in a public building. ______ _ 
8. How to give a fire alarm. ______ _ 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety at school 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To develop habits of carefulness 1n the use of apparatus, tools, and con-
struction materials 1n the classroom 
To develop hab1ts of safe conduct in schoolbuildings and on schoolgrounds 
• 
• 
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I NFO Rr-.1 ATIONAL !vi ATERIAL, TEACHI -a PROCEDURE, A!\D 
P UPIL ACTIYI'l"IE~.-
1. Developin~ Habits of Carefulness in Use of Appa ratu s, T ools, and 
Construc tio n Materials 
' 
I nformattonal !vi at erial and Teacher Procedure 
Cluldren need to learn care in the use of sctssors, ptns, and other sliarp 
objects Broken sk1n always carries with 1t. t,hc danger of Infection. Often 
the InJury "hich IS the least painful and appears unimportant, at first, be-
comes Infected and causes serious trouble. 
Lead the children to tell of experiences they ha vc had, or of which they 
know, concerning accidents with sharp pointed instruments. 
Let the children give reasons why injuries from sharp objects arc dan-
gerous. 
Let the children tell how accidents with sharp objects may be prevented. 
orne of these may be: 
Always carry scissors, kn1ves, forks, and other pointed objects with 
the points downward 
Always walk when carrying a sharp object. 
Hand scissors to others with the point toward self 
Keep penCils, pens, pins, and other objects out of the mouth 
Pick up and put in proper places empty hn cans, loose natls, tacks 
and nails in boards, pins, and needles 
Always close jack knives when carr) Ing them. 
Let the children tell what first aid measures to employ in case of minor in-
juries, such as, "ashing the inJury and using a disinfectant. 
~1ake use of mounted pictures and labels for teaching this unit. 
P1tpil Acttvities 
Dictating and illustrating the ways 1n which accidents with sharp objects 
may be avOided. This work may be put into the safety booklet. 
Making pin cushions for hold1ng p1ns and needles at school. 
Making a rack for holding the scissors '"hen not In use. A card board box 
w1th holes cut In the lid or bottom makes a good rack for scissors. 
Listing 1n the safety booklets reasons why 1njunes from sharp objects 
should be a voided. 
I 
2. Keepin~ Crayons , e t c. Away fr o m th e Ears, Nose, and IV1ou t h 
I nformattonal M atertal and Teacher Procedure 
The wnter knows of an Instance in "hich it cost fiftv dollars and much • 
sufienng to extract a penny from a child's throat Nose bleed caus1ng 
death has been known to result from foreign objects being pushed up the 
nose 
Let children tell why foreign obJects should be kept out of the ears, nose, I 
and mouth 
Let ch1ldren hst foreign objects wh1ch should be kept away from ears, nose, 
a nd mouth. Some of t hese may be: corn, beans, buttons, peas, money, 
p1ns, pencils, crayons, pens, chalk, etc. 
' 
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Pup·il Activities 
Dictating and copying iuto booklet reasons why foreign objects should 
be kept away from ear:,, nose, and mouth 
i\Iaking po!:>ters to carry out such an idea as "Thin~s we keep away from 
our ears, noses, and throat " 
3. Using \Vork Bench and Tools 
Informational llf at erial and 'Peacher P roccd urc 
If there is a primary work bench and toolt\ to be used, it is important to 
teach the children how to handle the tools and how to care for them. 
Before l he tools are handled bY the children: 
v 
Teach the usc of the toob. 
how how they are handled. 
how exactly where they ure to be kept when not in use. 
Diticuss the dangers of not handliug tools properly. Let children demon-
stratc before the group the proper use of each tool. • 
Pupil Activities 
Dcmonst rating the usc of each tool hcf ore the class bcf ore it is used 
l\laking a diagram of the place whcrP t>ach tool is kept when not in use 
Using tools properly in construct ion work 
4. Avoiding Falls fro m Tripping 
• 
I nfor malional i\1 aterial and Pupil A ctivitics 
Children should be led to npprcciatc the fact that serious injur1c::; may 
result from falls caused by tripping. 
Let the children list and illustrate things which may be done to prevent 
themselves and others from tripping such as: 
\Ve keep our feet out of the nisles. · 
\\ e _keep our toys in place. · 
\\ e keep our wraps hanging on the hooks. 
\\ c keep our shoestrings tied. 
We fasten our galoshes 
\\ e throw all food refuse where others will not slip on it. 
\\ e keep the chaus in their proper places 
\\ e carry our eha1rs so that they w11l not trip ourselves or others 
The above sentences whtch have been dtctated and ptctures "h1ch have 
been drawn by the chlld.ren may be placed on a chart for future reference. 
Second or third grade children may put them in the safety booklet. 
The ch1ldren may read and explain the chart or booklets to other grades 
in the building They may also be used to show parents on -visittng dn.). 
(Sec Elementary state course of study, page 3 ) 
Pu ptl A ctivtttes 
D1ctat1ng and Illustrating things which may be done to prevent tripping 
Explaining and readtng charts and booklets made in th1s unit to other 
rooms in the buildtng and to parents 
• 
• 
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Carrying chan safely to and from class (Tlus means that the chairs are 
carried in front of the children with both handb on the backs and the legs 
down.) 
l{eeping the feet out of the a1sles 
Hanging up wraps 
Picking up toys 
l{eeping shoe stnngs tied 
Developing Safe and Courteous Condu ct on Stairways, in Hall-
ways, and in Toilets 
I nf ormational .i1! aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Serious accident sometimes occur as the result of pushing, crowding, and 
colliding in the halls on the stain' a) s nnd in the toilets. 
Let the children set up standards of conduct in each of the above named 
places Such may be: 
\Ye keep to the right in meeting others while using the stairs and 
hall wa) s 
\\ e walk 1n the halls or on the stairs. 
\\ e use care in g01ng through S \\ 1nging doors. 
\V c keep our hands and feet to ourselves. 
We watch where we are going. 
\Ve are always polite at t he drinking fountain. 
Pu ptl A ctwittes 
I 
Placing on the hall bulletin board standards set up for safe and courteous 
conduct in hallways, stairs, and toilets 
Explaining standards and reasons for such to other rooms 
i\laking signs for halls and grounds such as " !Cecp to the Right" ,'\ low", 
" Play Safe", "Danger", "Exit", "Out'', " I n" 
EVIDE1\CE or 1IASTERY 
Less school acc1dents 
Interest in developing hab1ts of being careful in the usc of apparatus, tools, 
etc. at school 
Improvement in conduct in schoolroom, halls, and on playground 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety at home 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
T o develop hab1ts of conduct which will enable children to meet the situa-
tiOns of daily life w1thout unnecessary accident 
To instruct children in order to ehminatc all preventable accidents In the 
home 
I FOR~L\TIONAL "1ATERIAL, TE\CHER PROCEDURE, AND 
PUPIL ACTIYITIES 
1. Keeping Sharp and Pointed Articles in Proper Places 
Informational Material and T eacher Procedure 
It IS Important t hat children develop the habit of picking up articles 
# 
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which are harmful. These should be placed where they cannot harm peo-
ple. 
Let the children tell of accidents from needles, pins, tacks, rusty nails, 
glass, old safety razor blades, etc. which they have experienced or about 
which they have known. 
Let the children tell what they can do to prevent such accidents. uch 
may be· 
\\ e can pick up all pieces of glass and old razor blades and put them 
• 1n a box. 
\V e can pick up or turn o\•er every board with nails sticking up in it. 
\Ve can keep needles, pins, and tacks off the floor and ground. 
\Ve can be careful to put needles and pins in the right place after us-
ing them. 
\Ye can help our parents get rid of all rubbish. 
Iteml:i concerning what has been done to prevent accidents with sharp 
nnd pointed objects may be contributed to the school newspaper. 
Pupil Activities 
Cleaning up the basements and yard:-; at home and at school and report-
. Ing on same 
Heporting on what has been done at home to prevent accidents with sharp 
and pointed objects 
Dictating to the teacher '' hu.t nun be done to prevent accidents with 
sharp and pointed objects 
H a ndling h arp a nd Poin t ed In tr u ments 
I nfnr mational 1lf at erial and 1'cacher Procedure 
Infection may be the result of cuts and scratches from careless handling 
of scissors, knives, sticks, nails, tacks, nnd sharp tools. l\Iost people who 
are injured by sharp obJect:; are injured through their own carelessness 
u.l though some are injured through the carelessness of others. " hen 
carrying scissors, forks, kniYcs, pencils, pens, or other sharp objects \Yalk, 
and keep the points down. These things should be put away in safe 
places when not in use. 
Discuss '' 1 th children the reasons \\ hy \Ve use care in handhng sharp or 
pOinted objects. 
Let the children relate aecidents of wlHch they know as a result of being 
eareless in handling sharp objects 
List reasons for keeptng sharp or pOinted objects out of the mouth. 
(Stress especially sucker st1cks and penclls ) 
(See pnmary section on Developing Hab1ts of Carefulness In the Use of 
Apparatus, Tools, and Construction l\Iateflaltn Safety In School for sug-
gested act I vtties ) 
Preventing Falls 
l nformatwnal Afatertal and Teacher Procedure 
A great many home fatahttes are caused by falls. Children should know 
that ser10us Injuries such as severe sprains and broken bones resul t from 
• 
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falls and should be interested in reducing accidents of this kind both to 
themselves and others. 
Ch1ldren may dictate wa) s In wluch people may be injured through falls 
These may be 1nade Into a chart and put into booklets. Some of these 
may be: 
Chmbing tn high places where there is not safe footing, such as on 
'" tndow sllls, trees, haymo\\ s, etc. 
Attempttng to stand 1n rocking chatrs, on ladders, boxes, etc. 
Playing on stair\\ ays 
Playing practical jokes such as tripping with the foot or pulling the 
chair from under one 
Leaning out of an open window or n.gainst a windO\\ screen 
' Valk1ng In a room in the dark 
Leaving playthings strewn about the troor 
L eaving playthings on the walks 
A language or reading lesson may be "or ked out about helping mother 
by putting away toys 
Pupil Activities 
Illustrating and dictating "ays in which people may be injured through 
falls 
Organtztng a "Help-~lothex Club" for keeping playthings off the floor 
when through using, hanging up wraps, keeping playthings off the walks, 
etc. 
(See section in primary unit ' afety in the ,ehool" on A voiding Falls 
from Tripping.) 
4. Goin~ U p and Down Sta irs Prope rly 
(See section on "Safety in the School" in the primary unit on Develop-
ing Safe and Courteous Conduct on Stain\ a) s, In Hall wa) s, etc. 
5. Keeping Small Object s Away from the Ears, ose, and !\-l o u th 
(See sectlon on '\ afety in the School" in the primary unit on Keeping 
Crayons etc. away from the Ears, Nose, and l\! outh) 
• 
6. Preve nting Accide nts with Machines 
l nformattonal Afatertal and Teacher Procedure 
!vl any accidents are caused to children in the homes by meddling with 
machines when they are 1n motion or standtng sttll. Children need to 
understand how valuable labor savtng machines are in the home and also 
the importance of keeptng a'" av from them especially when they are in 
motiOn. 
Chlldren may list wtth the teacher labor savtng machines in their homes 
and on the farms. Some of these may be se" 1ng n1achines, wringers, 
washtng machines, electrtc fans, electric irons, lawn mowers, and farm 
maclunery such as tractors, d1scs, corn cutters, corn shellers, corn pickers, 
feed m1lls, t hreslung machtnes, a nd hullers, grain elevators, mowers, etc. 
• 
• 
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\Vork out with the children diff~rent way· in which machines injure peo-
ple• and how these accident~ may be prevented. 
P·upil A ci'ivities 
D ictating different way:s in which machines injure people and how +he e 
accidents may be prevented 
\1 •1.king scrapbooks of both household and farm machinery. Pasting 
labels and dictated s<>n t Ntccs nhou t J>l'(•vent i ng nccidPnts with the mach-
irwry under the pictures 
i. Preventing Poisoning 
I nformational J.1f aterial and 'Peacher Procedure 
~lany children die each year u:s the result of poi~oning from tasting the 
.. 
<'ontent of bottles, Pating pill:, unfamiliar berries, etc. 
~·tre:s the importance of eating only safe food, candy, and berries. 
Po~t<>r;) may be very helpful in teaching this unit. 
hildren may be taken on a f r·i p to the \\ oods to see poison ivy. Before 
going h~t them s ~t up .standards to be ob:served in order to make the jour-
ru•y in n :safe manner. uch ~tandurds may be: 
\\ c will stay with the group. 
\\ t• will wear long ho~P nnd shoes to prcver t set atclws and bites. 
\\ <' will eat nothing ulllPss W<' are surt• we know whu.t it is, because 
1 t may be poisonous. 
\Ve will kePp our hands u way fr·om our faces, eyes, and mouths 
\V c will wash om· hands \H•ll with soap when we return from our trip. 
\Vc arc going to wat('h for poison ivy and learn to know it whenever 
we sec it. \\ c can tc>ll pobon ivy be<·nuse it runs on the ground or 
clings to sluub'S ·1.nd bushes. 1 t has only three lea\ c~ 
(Safety Education, Section Ont> for June, 1932, shows p1etures of poison 
1\\ and tells how to Iecogni7.c it.) 
\n experience reading or language lesson and chart may be worked out 
t<'lling what was seen nnd done on the trip. 
(~ce elementary state course of study, pp -.:2, 8G, and 20-!.) 
Pupil Activilles 
Taking a trip to the wood~ 
Dictating and illustrating "hal was B<'<'ll an d done on the trip to the 
\Voods 
1\.Iaking and displaying posters to illustrate points brought out in tlus 
· um t 
(Teachers s hould make sure hcfore taking children to the "oods that the 
area is a safe place to go. S" ollcn streams, dangerous am mals, and dense 
undergrowth should be considered.) 
8. Preventing Accidents '' ith Stoves 
/nfor mational 1lf alcrinl and 'J'cacltcr P rocl du rc 
\rc:idents often ocC'ur to children as a. result of playing with gas, kerosene, 
o;.· gasoline stoves. They s hould l<>u.rn to keep U.\\ ay from stoves \Yhen 
the gas-cock on a gas s t ove 1s open "1t h out being hghted gas escap es into 
• 
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the room. Thi gas soon overcomes one and makes him unconscious. One 
cannot ahYays detect the srnell of csraping gas but when it is detected it 
should at once be reported to an adult. Children should keep away from 
a gas, kerosene, or gasoline stove which is lighted. The door or window 
beside a gas stove should not be opened thus permitting the wind to blow 
out the flame. 
... 
Let children list with you the ad van tnges of gas, kerosene. or gasoline 
stoves Let them also g1ve reasons for keeping away from these stoves. 
P osters, stor1es and conYersation will he helpful in teaC'hing this unit. 
Pupil A ctivitics 
D1spla\1ng home safety posters, free-hand drawings, pietures and slogans 
on the bulletin board 
9. Keeping the H o m e Safe fr o m Disease 
lnformationa~ J.11 atcrial and Tctrchcr Procedure 
From early childhood there is need to emphasize with children the im-
por tance of cleanliness in keeping the home saf"' fron1 disease. Children 
need to know how we arc protected from impure food and wa.ter and how 
waste may be disposed of properly. They also need to know something 
about contagious d1seases, what they arc, and how they may be spread. 
Let the children tell things they may do to help keep the home sa.fc from 
cliseasc orne of the things they may tell arc: 
\\ e will wash our hands often with soap and wa.ter. 
\Ve w11l always "ash our hands after using the toilet. 
\\-e will always "ash our hands after playing with our pets. 
'\Ye will carry a clean handkerchief, cloth, or paper napkin each day. 
\ r e will cover our noses and mouths when we cough or sneeze 
\\ c will never enter a building where a quarantine placard is posted. 
\\-e w11l not let others enter our home when we have contagious dis-
eases 
P upil A clivities 
Making handkerchiefs for use at home and at S(' hool 
\Vash1ng the hands after using the toilet. 
\Yaslnng the hands after playing w1th pets 
Checking individually on a daily health chart to show health rules ob-
served 
Telhng what may be done to help keep the home safe fro1n disease 
Mak1ng health posters and scrap books 
(See elementary state course of study, pages 88, 03, 187, 204, 206, and 
215.) 
10. Keeping the Baby Safe in the Home 
I nfor malional J.-1 ale rial and Teacher Procedure 
Small children should take an interest in keeping the baby brother or 
s1ster as safe as possible in the home 
Let the children tell t hings they should know before they may be t r usted 
to care for a baby or smaller ch1ld. These may be· 
• 
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he· ·p matches out of baby's reach. 
1\.cep pins and other sharp objects a way from him. 
Prevent him from fulling out of bed or from high place:, such as the 
high chair. 
Keep him from running into the street or highway. 
Keep tea kettles and buckets of hot water out of his reach. 
heep medicine where he cannot get it. 
Keep blankets and pillows off his face to prevent smothering. 
Keep small objects out of his mouth to prevent choking. 
fake no chances of dropping baby. 
Pupil Activities 
~laking a baby book to show how he is kept safe in the home 
Telling and putting into the baby book things children should know in 
caring for a baby or smaller child in order t,hat he may be safe 
EVI DEl\ CE OF l\IA~ TER 1 
A knowledge on the part of the children of the ways accidents happen in 
the home. 
An attitude of carefulness and an interest in preventing home accidents. 
Favorable reports made by parc•nts. 
The following questions may be endm;ed as a part oft hP regular reports to 
and from parents at the close of the semester or term: 
Ktndly ans'\\ er ) es or no to each of the following questions with regard to 
the results of the Safety in the Home program in which _________ _ 
has taken part. 
1. Is careful to avoid falls? ___ _ 
2. Does he put away his playthings? ___ _ 
3. Is he interested in keeping the premises clean? ___ _ 
4. Does he know how to go up and down stairs properly? ___ _ 
5. Is he careful to let machines about the home alone? ___ _ 
6. Is he careful not to taste contents of bottles nor eat unfamiliar berries? 
7. Is he careful not to run with a sharp or pointed object in the hand or 
mouth? ___ _ 
8 Does he let the gas or oil stove alone? __ _ 
9. Is he Interested in making the baby or other members of the home safe? 
10. Is he Interested 1n preventing accidents to himself and others? ___ _ 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safet.y 1n play and recreation 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To develop habits of thoughtfulness and care in play and recreation. 
To develop a des1re for choosing proper places for pla:y. 
To lead ch1ldren to understand the proper usc of the public playground and 
play apparatus 
To develop habits of conduct wh1eh will function In dtfficult situatiOns a nd 
at t ime of crisis 
• 
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I IFOR~IATIO~AL ~1ATERIAL, TEACHER PROCEDURE, AN D 
PUPIL ACTIYITIES 
1. C hoosing afe Places t o Play 
I nformational f.! aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should learn to choose safe places to play. In teaching this have 
the children tell the various places where they play. Let them select the 
safe places and the dangerous ones, giving reasons for the choice. \\ nte 
these on t.he blackboard as they are given. Some of the safe places may 
be. 
In yards 
In parks 
In sand piles 
In playhouses 
Some of the dangerous places to piny may be: 
In ditches 
In streets or bus} roads 
Around water (ponds, lakes, creeks, and rivers) _ 
In high places (bridges, ladders, roofs, haylofts, windwills, etc.) 
Around hot water (wash boilers, buckets of hot wat cr, tea kettles) 
On stairways 
Near fire 
Around hot stoves 
On railroad tracks 
In barnyards · 
Around machinery 
In pastures where there are dangerous animals 
Around new buildings 
There are dangers in flying kites or playing ncar high tenswn wires. There 
is grave danger in putting fine wire, rather than stnng, on a kite. A 
string with a fine wire running through it is equally dangerous 
Children should find desirable places to coast. There are dangers 10 coast-
ing into street and of allow1ng small sleds and large toboggans on same 
hill at same time. Care should be taken to stay out of the path of sled 
riders, when returning to the top of the lull. 
Let cluldren make kites of the proper material. 
Before going coast1ng w1th the ch1ldren set up standards for safe coast-
Ing. (See Safety Education Magazine, Vol. XI p 11•1 on Coasting Hazards.) 
Pupil A ctwities 
Discussing and selecting safe places to play 
!\l aking kites of proper materials 
:\l aking use of standards set up for safe ways of coasting 
(See elementary state course of study, page 87 ) 
2. Play in~ Around Water 
I nf or mat tonal M aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should know the dangers of playing around water . Discuss 
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with them these dangers. As such places are suggested they may be not-
ed on the blackboard (hor~e troughs, rain barrels, cisterns, wash tubs, 
wells, streams, lakes, poncb, etc.) 
Head or tell stories about accidents thut happened to children playing 
around water. 
\York out group or chart les ·ou~ with the children concerning the dangers 
if playing around water. The chnrts may be used as reading material. 
\\ 11te the Safety Dept. of the American Automobile Association for Loose-
Lc:af Lessons in Safety Edu<"ation in connection with this unit.) 
J>upil A clivit ics 
Telling stories of accidPnts which happened to children while playing 
around water and suggesting how these accidents might have been pre-
vented 
Placing post 1 s, slogans, and pic·t ures with regard to the dangers of play-
ing around ''at(;;r on the bulletin bonrd 
3. Choosing a fe Places t o \Vad e a nd S 'vim 
Informational 1ll aterial and 'l'cachcr Proced·ure 
~ 1 nee drowning ranks very high n rnong the causc:s of aeeidcnt al deaths in 
I ow a, children should be made as safeLy ('Ollscious as po~stble in choostng 
safe places for s~tmming anrl wading. 
l'nlk with the children about sufe places for wading and swimming and 
about cooperating with oflicials in charge of wading or ~'\Imming pools. 
After discussion let the children ~et up standards ·with regard to wadmg 
and swimming. Some of these mn.y b •: 
\V c ncYer duck anyone while wu ding. 
\V e do not splash water in other people's faces. 
\Ve never make nor take a dare when wading or swimming. 
\Ve stay 1ns1de the life line when wading or swimming. 
" e do not go wading unless with an older person who can swim or 
''here there IS a life guard. 
\Ve never wade in strange plnces. 
P u ptl _1 ctivities 
\\ r1t1ng letters to officials of a municipal s" tmming pool or Y l\I C \ 
pool asktng for "Safety First" material and rules concermng the use of 
t he pool 
\Vriting standards for wading and S\\ immtng 1n "Safety Fust'' booklets. 
(See elementary state course of study, page 202) 
4. Choosing Safe Places for kating 
I nformat-z'onal 1lf at erial and Teacher Proccdutc 
Children should be taught safe plu<'es for sku.ttng They need to kno" 
how to protect themseh es and others from Injur} while skating. 
Roller skating should be done on siclcwalks, In streets closed for pia~ pur-
poses, and on nnks provided for 1 ollrr skat mg. 
Children should know what courtes} should be extended to pedestrians 
when they are roller skating on sidewalks 
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Children should know the dangers of sliding on their shoes while the older 
children arc ice skating The\ ::;hould learn very early the irn portancc 
of skating only on 1ce which has been tested and declared safe by one com-
petent to know. 
Rule for Testing Ice: 
"One Inch, keep off, 
Two inches, one may, 
Three inches, small groups, 
Four inches, 0. K." 
After discussion let the children list things they can do to prevent acC'i-
den ts while &kating such as· 
\\ e roller skate on the sidewalks, in rinks, or closed streets. 
\\ e never bump against folks when skating on the sidewalk. 
\\ e alwa) s have parent::; permission to go icc skating. 
\V e never go skating alone. 
\\ e stay in the safety zone when skating on river or creek. 
\\ e keep off rough ice 
\Ve are always cautious about air holes and thin ice. 
P u ptl Activities 
Setting up standards for mak1ng skating safe 
Making posters to emphastze safety rules with regard to skating 
5. Throwing Sto n es, Sand , H a rd S n owba lls, or oth er Hard O bj ec t s 
I nfor matioaal J! aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should be taught the dangers that may result frorn throwing 
stones, sand, snowballs, etc. Selious accidents such as broken glasses, 
loss of eye sight, a broken arm, and other injuries may result. · 
D1scuss '' 1 th the children, If the need arises, the dangers of throwing ob-
Jects on the schoolgrounds or in other places. 
Puptl Act?Vilies 
Contnbut1ng to the class dtscussion and helping to set up standards for 
preventing accidents from throwing 
Preventing smaller children from throwing and reporting success along 
th1s line to the school newspaper 
(See elementary state course of study, pp 84 and 202) 
6. Using the Playground Appa ratu s Correctly and Car efull y 
I nformaltonal A-1 aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should be taught to use playground apparatus correctly and 
carefully. I t IS well for the teacher to be acquainted with kinds of play-
ground equipment She may get some help from "Layout and Equip-
ment of Playgrounds", ~ atwnal Recreation Association, X ew \ ork Ctty, 
New York. 
Chtldren should be grouped arcording to their ages and s1zes \\htle they 
a re us1ng playground apparatus. 
Before ch1ldren use the play apparatus in the fall they should be taught 
defin1tely how to use each ptece of apparatus on Lhe grounds. 
• 
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... orne of the following piece~ of apparatus are commonly found on the 
school playgrounds of Iowa: swings, teeter-totter~, slides, giant strides, 
and merry-go-round~. 
The following procedure may be used in tenehing the children how to use 
swings. Let the children set up standard~ in the usc of the swing to pro-
mote the safety of t hcmsclvN~ and of lwrs. l orne of t hesc mny be: 
~ it up while swinging. 
Hold on to the ropes. 
\Vise ehildren do not :swing too high. 
l top the swing before getting out. 
Stay nway from a moving swing. 
Push small children gently. 
The same procedure may be used for teaching the use of other piece of 
playground apparatus. 
Take :snapshots of the children using playground apparatus correctly. 
Let the <'hildrcn make a poster of the photos and place it on the bulletin 
board. 
J> upil A clivi ties 
'etting up standards for the usc of playground apparatus 
Psing playground ap;>aratus safely 
(SPe elcmen t ary stat.e course oi study 1 pages "'3 and 7 ) 
7. Keeping Awa) from Animals (Except Pets) 
lnfor malional llf at erial and 'l'eachar Proccd'l.ae 
~hildren need to learn that some wild and domestic animals arc danger-
ous. Even pets will sometimes do harm by biting and ~cratching1 especi-
ally if nwst rea ted. 
L •t <"hildi n talk about what 
q uest.ions as: \Vhich of these 
may accidents be avoided? 
animals 
ani muls 
they have at home. Rmse such 
nre sometimes dangerous? How 
Let children tell what animals they hu ve seen at the circus, fnir 1 or zoo. 
H.aise such questiOns as \\In are these animals in cages? \\hat care 
should children use ,\lnle lookmg at these animals? Emphastze the im-
portance of observ1ng the stgns pla<"cd near the cages Stress the fact that 
these animals should not be t eased and thn.t they should be fed only by 
the caretaker. 
Pu ptl .. 1 cltvtttes 
Read1ng stoues about both 'Hid and domestic animals 
D1scuss1ng and telling ho'\ to care for pets 
Canng for pet at school 
Taking the children to the park (if posstble) and ha v1ng the caretaker 
talk to them about animals 
(See elementary state course of study, p bti ) 
8. Preventing Acddents from l\:1a c hine~ 
(See Pr1 mary sections on Developing Habits of Carefulness 10 the Use of 
• 
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\pparatus, Tools, and Construction :\latcrials 111 ' afety in School" and 
'~...a.fetv at Home.") 
~ 
(See elementary state cour~e of study, p ~6 ) 
9. P reventing P oisoning 
(Sec primary scct.ion on Preventing poisoning in "Safety at Home".) 
10 . H andli ng S h arp and Pointed In tru m e nts 
• 
. ec primary section on Handling Sharp and Pointed Ins trumt·nts in 
· Safety at School' ' and " afctv at Home'' ) 
( ee elementary state cour~e of ~tudy, p 2 ) 
EVIDENCE OF l\lA TERY 
Objective tests simllar to the following anti others may be used : 
TE 'T' FOR~ ECO~D .\~ D THIRD GRADES 
Here are ten questions Answer them by yt•s or no. Rhould you : 
1 ~tand up in a swtng·~ 
2 thro'' soft snowballs'? ___ _ 
3. keep ptns out of your mouth'? ___ _ 
4. play near. deep water'? ----
5. climb on ladders'? ----
6. throw sand at one another'? ----
7 run '"1th a sharp knife in your hand'l ----
8 tease your pets? ----
9. skate on thin 1ce'l __ 
10. play in strange pastures? _ 
A !\l atching Game. i\l ake each sentence true by finding the right ending. 
1. Never throw high places for pla) 
2. Always sit down · hard sno" balls 
3. Never choose in a S'\ 1ng 
4. Keep away from maclnnes for p01son 1vy 
5 Never wade ''hen in use 
6. Always watch m strange places 
7 Never skate sharp thtngs out of your mouth 
8 Always keep on tlnn 1ce • 
9. Never fly kites a deep well 
10 Never uncover near high tension lines 
From the list below find the correct word to put in each of these sentences 
1 l{eep obj ects out of the mouth. 
2 Never throw snowballs 
3 Kever skate on ice. 
4 Never go wad1ng ----
5. Learn to know plants. 
6. Keep a way from water 
7 Always quietly 1n a boat 
8. Always obey signs 
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9. Come down a slide _ _ _ _ first. 
10. Carry scissors down. 
hard 
sharp 
danger 
sit 
feet 
point 
. pOisonous 
deep · 
alone 
thin 
AFETY EDUC'ATIO I INTERl\IEDIATE A D 
UPPER GRADE 
The safety program in the intermediate and upper grades may be worked 
in to the opentng exercise, general lesson, citizenship, and language periods. 
It may also be used in connection with club work . These units for intermedi-
ate and upper grades should be an extension of the work done in safety educa-
tion in the prtmary grades Continual reference should be made to the prim-
ary section. 
U IT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety on the streetts and }ugh ways 
PECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To continue from the primary grades the development of safety habtts m 
the streets 
To develop habtts of conduct in the street "lnch will eliminate accidents 
To study automobtle acctdents "hteh occur In the school d1strict, city or 
community; how, "h), "hen, and where the) occur, and "hat can be 
done to prevent them 
To have children understand the automobile and drivers hcense and their 
relation to safety 
To get the children to come to know and understand means used for the 
purpose of protecting themselves and others against dangers In the streets 
• 
I FORMATIONAL l\l ATERI ·\L, TEACHER PROCEDL"RE, A~D 
PUPIL ACTIVITIES 
1. Being Careful in the Use of City Streets and Highways 
Informational Material and Teacher Procedure 
The primary unit on this subJ cct should be rev1ewed Note especially the 
sect10n whiCh gives reasons for keeptng on the sidewalks and for walktng 
on the left stde of the h1ghways "hen on the pubhc high" U.) s ( ee ele-
mentary state course of study, p 84 ) 
Discuss wtth the children the dangers of play1ng in the streets, hanging 
on to moving vehtcles, nding on runntng boards, and steahng ndes. 
Discuss the danger of playing'baseball 1n the streets. Sho" how not only 
those playtng are In danger of being struck by cars, but pedestrians and 
passtng motorists are In danger of be1ng struck b) a ball. 
Talk wtth t he chtldren about the dangers of nding on runmng boards. 
What accidents from th1s cause have they observed? 
Discuss the danger of begging ndes from strangers. Let the children tell 
• 
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of any cases of which they know where children have been enticed a.\\ay 
in carf> h) kidnappers or murderers Discuss the question of dangers 
which motonsts sometimes meet as the result of giving ndes to strangers 
( \Vrite to the :\atlonal Safety Counc1l, I nc , 20 N "-' acker D n ve, C hicago · 
for "Accident Facts" in connection w1th this unit.) 
(See elementary state course of study, p 7.) 
\ 
Pupil Activities 
Filling blanks of safety story w1th free hand drawings or pictures cut from 
magazines is good exercise for fourth grade. Example- Children should 
not play in the (picture of street). Oftent1mes children are struck by 
(picture of cars. street cars, trucks) wh1le play1ng in the streets. Do not. 
hitch on moving (picture of truck, cars, wagons). 1\I any accidents may 
may be avoided if (picture of gtrls) and (picture of boys) refrain from 
hitchin~ their (picture of sled) to (picture of cars). 
\Vorking out a code for safe use of the streets and highwa}S 
Discussing places provided by the town or ctty for children to play -
\Vhere they are, "by they a re safe, and how they may be Improved 
Discussing the dangers of playtng baseball in the street 
\Vriting and g1v1ng a playlet for teaching children to avotd playing tn the 
street and hitching onto a mov1ng vehtcle ( u1table for fourth or fifth 
grade language). This playlet may be gtven before other grades 
Finding out whether or not any of the laws of our state make any provt-
sion against stand1ng along the road for the purpose of begging a nde 
Finding our whether or not motonsts assume habilittes when g1v1ng rides 
to strangers 
2. Using Care in Crossing Stree t s 
I nformattonal M atertal and Teacher Procedure 
To fur ther the teaching of care 1n crossing str eets emphasize crossing at 
crosswalks and look1ng to the left and then to the nght before stepptng off 
the curb (See primary d1v1sion.) 
(See elementary state course of study, pp 200, 204.) 
Have pup1l discussion on the Importance of looking all ways before cross-
Ing the street. 
Discuss with the children r easons why people do not always cross at the 
crosswalks or corners. Are they good r easons? 
Discuss Jay walk1ng and why 1t is dangerous. 
Be sure that the children understand such terms ~s intersections, diagonal, 
crosswalk, etc. 
( \\"'rtte to the Safety Dept of the Amencan Automobile Associat10n, Penn 
Ave. and 17th, '\Yash1ngton, D. C for Loose Leaf Lessons in Safety Edu-
cation on School Boy Safety Patrols ) 
*The teacher may select certain pup1ls fo r a definite period of time to be 
statiOned at corners near the school where there is heavy traffic These 
w1ll be responsible for the safety of the smaller ch1ldren. 
They will remind the children to cross the streets at the corners, to wa1t 
•see Standard Rule8 f or Operatum of School B oy P a tro ls, National Safety Council, 
Park Avenue, New York, !or detailed informa.tion on this activity. 
' 
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for automobile traffic to clear, and then to proceed directly aero~. the 
street. These patrols will not direct automobiles but wil1 stand on the 
- trb and aid in the training of :mall children. 
Sec~ afcty Education, i\lay, Vol. XI, pp \.: and 11 on t 1dcnt. Accident 
Reporting.) . 
Pupil A ctivitics 
Discussing the importanec of looking all ways before crossing the street 
Discussing the dangers of jay-walking 
Finding out how many pedestrian-motor vehicle accidents occuned in the 
community during the past year, why they occurred, and the number of 
deaths caused by such ac<·iden ts. The county clerk can gi vc this iuf orma-
tion in rural districts. 
Reporting on newspaper accounts of accidents which happened because 
the safe way "as r.ot followed 
.l\Iaking rules for crossing streets or highways- The teacher may check 
pupils by reports on observance of these rules 
:\laking posters illustrating the right way to cross streets 
Organizing a l afety First Club the purpose of which is to help prevent 
accidents. The club .may have the following officers: President, vice-
president, secretary, and when necessary, a captnin of patrols. It would 
have the following committees: bulletin board (to arrange posters, IH'"S-
papcr clippings and other materials for display in classrooms and corri-
dors), stat ist1cs (to gat her reports on accidents in school, community, and 
and state) , membership (to recruit new club members), inspection (to in-
spect school pro pert\' and keep it clear of rubbi-:;h', and playground (to 
n'lsist teachers in supervision of playgrounds). .~hort meetings may be 
held ut regular mtcrvnls for discussion of safety activities "1thin the 
sr hool. 
\laking graphs bhowing the per cent of accidents that have happened by 
not following :safety first rules. This project may be based upon statis-
tics obtained from insurance companies and other sources Compare the 
number of accidents In 1931 with those in 1930 
\Vriting real expencnce stories about accidents pupils have seen at cross-
ings and how these accidents could have been prevented 
1\Iaking acrostics, strcssmg safety rules in crossings, such as 
Cross crossings carefully 
Refrain fro m playing m streets. 
0 bey all rules . 
Stop Steahng r ides. 
Start taking precautions for safct v 
\\rilhngly help others at crossings 
.\ sk for Information concerning safety. 
Look out for cars. 
Keep on the lookout for approaching cars 
Stand still when you see red lights 
Choose the safe wav to cross streets 
... 
Act the part of a good c1t1zen. 
R eally do your best to av01d accidents. 
Enjoy safety by obey1ng rules 
Firat look to left and t hen t o r1ght . 
' 
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Unite with others in observing rules. 
Learn traffie regulation8 
Le~scn the responsibility of officers by observing rules. 
Yield to the wisdom of traffic o fli<"cr~. 
>~· Obeying, Traffic Rules 
I nformntional J.lf atcnal and Tench r.r J> rocetlu rc 
1 t is important to make children as sa f Pt y conscious as possible both for 
themselves and others with regard to obeying traffic rules and rcgula-
t ions. 'fo help do th1s discuss with them such topics as: 
N ecd for traffic regulations 
... eed for parking regulations 
One-way traffic 
Posit ion of signal lights 
~ top and go signs 
Traffic outside the citv limits 
... 
ignals in stopping 
Hight of way and courtesy 
A. utomobile lights, glare, etc. 
State high ways, s1gns, etc . 
.t\rtcrial highway approaches 
Obeying the traffic cop 
Talk about and explain road maps. Discuss their markings as to differ 
ent kinds of roads, how to use a road map, and where such maps may he 
secured. 
ecure copies of the motor vehicle law from the motor vehicle department 
at the State House These laws mav be read and used as the basis for 
~ 
class d1scussion and for test material. 
D isruss the reason why it is safer to walk on the left side of a paved high-
way or road than on the right. 
T alk about what precautions should be observed when walking on the 
highway at night. 
(Write to P ohcyholders SerVlCC Bureau, rvl etropolitan Life Ins Co ' :-..; y I 
fo r their bullet1n on " Promoting Community Safety.'') 
P uptl Aclwtt'tes 
Obta1n1ng and reporting on a cop' of the town or city traffic regulations 
t udy1ng and repor ting on the rules of the road and motor courtesy 
ecunng and report1ng on a copy of the laws governing state high"ay 
motor traffic 
Studying road maps 1n order to be able to read them intelligently 
Observ1ng and reporting on highway signs, markers, etc. 
D tscuss1ng the placement of the signal lights, their importance, etc. 
Expla1n1ng the parts of the automobile which arc particularly Important 
so far as safety 1s concerned 
Ma k1ng tests which anyone '' ho drives should be able to pass 
K eep1ng notebooks containing pictures, chpp1ngs of accidents, and slogans 
on accident prevent ion 
Mak1ng safety signs which may be placed on schoolgrounds 
• 
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l aking posters ill ust rating ..,afcty wnrnin ,~s 
\Vriting to insurance companj('~, local police, local health departments, 
and board of health for stutistic·s on accidents and making graphs to illus-
trate the results 
\laking a drawing of local ~treets and discussing the location of stop 
lights, street cars, crossings, etc. 
Interviewing a traffic officer and reporting to the group on local traffic 
rules and the duties of the traffic officer 
\Vriting playlets on obeying safety rules, the best ones to be presented by 
the class at a P. T.A. meeting 
Contesting to see what pupil can write, in a given time, the most traffic 
rules that he has learned 
i\l aking a trip to the city from a rural "'chool to observe traffic r ules and 
regulations 
Explaining \Yhy traffic ofiiC' •r and polit·ernen are our friends 
4. Running in t o the tree t s 
I nformaliollal 11! aterial and 1'eaclwr Procedure 
Training in ustng can; with regard to running out into the streets should 
be continued from the primary grades. (~ 'ee primary unit on '' afety in 
the Streets'') 
To emphasize the importanec of avoiding running out into the street from 
behind parked cars dtscuss with the children the frequenc) "Ith which 
such accidents occur " hat accidents of tlus nature have the children ob-
served'? Ch1ldren should be made conscious of how carel'essly running in-
to the street rna.} endanger the lives of the driver and other occupants of 
cars 
Dtscuss the inability of drivers to ~top suddenly when a child dar ts out 
from behind a parked car. 
Pupil A clivittcs 
Collecting accident facts with regard to running out from behind parked 
cars 
Wri t tng compositiOns on the danger of runmng out from behind parked 
ears, the best one to be published in the school paper 
L1st1ng accidents and collecting pict urcs of those "htch were caused by 
dashing out from behind parked cars 
Wnting slogans and making posters to bring out lessons on the subJ ect of 
safety in the st reets, and posting on the bulletin board 
\Vorking out a senes of pictures showing accidents which result from run-
Ding out from beh1nd parked cars 
5. Doing Errands at the Safes t Times 
l nformaltonal Af atenal and Teacher Procedure 
Children should be encouraged to a" otd doing errands dun ng t he rush 
hou rs of the day. Accidents arc very apt to happen at this time. 
Discuss t he best ti me of t he day for d01ng errands a nd t he t imes of the 
rush hours. Talk about dusk as a t ime when a ccidents happen , 
• 
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D1scuss fatigue and inattention as causes of accidents, particularly dur-
ing the evening rush hour. 
Pupil Activities 
f\:Iaking a schedule for daily procedure of" ork, putting in the correct time 
for doing errands 
Checking the number of street accidents for a certain length of time as re-
ported in newspapers. Determin1ng the number occunng at rush hours. 
!\laking a poster containing a serws of pictures showing "hy we should 
avoid, if possible, doing errands at rush hours. 
6. Riding a Bicycle 
7. 
• 
I nfor motional 1lf aterial and Teacher Procedure 
A great many children of intermediate and upper grades age ride bicycles 
and learn how to ride them the safest way. Instruction should be gtven 
for the proper use of the bicycle. Points to stress are: 
Have good brakes and signal deviCes on bicycles. 
Ha\ e lights after dark 
Keep off the sidewalks 
Keep to the nght Side of the street. 
Use hand signals to Indicate the route intended. 
J{eep a\\ay from automobiles, street cars and other vehiCles. 
Carry no passenger on the handle bars of a btC) cle. 
top the bicycle when con1ing up to a strc •t <-at which Is unloading. 
Discuss the danger of trying to ride across l he street on toy wagons, scoot-
ers, tncycles etc. . 
( ee afety Education, 1\Iay, Vol .XI, Bicycle ALcidents) 
Puptl Actwities 
\\-nting the National afety Council for the number of accidents result-
Ing from colhstons between motor vehicles and bicycles last year 
Finding out the provtstons of the village or citv ordinance with regard to 
biCycle nding on sidewalks, cat I') Ing lights at ntght, carrying an extra per-
son , etc. 
M aking a list of safety rules for bic) clc rid1ng 1n town or on country roads 
Choosin~ the Safest Stree t s 
I nformational J\Iaterial and Teacher Procedure 
Ch1ldren should be encouraged to choose the safest streets In gmng to and 
from school and "hen do1ng errands 
To teach the location of the most dangerous streets and intersections 1n 
the school dtstnct and to avo1d them, map out with the help of the chlld-
ren, the most dangerous streets and intersections 
Talk about ways of avmdtng dangerous streets and Intersections. 
Pupil A cttvities 
Drawing maps of the routes the children take to and from school. Indi-
cate dangerous streets and intersectiOns 1n red. , 
• 
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<3. H elping 0 h Pr tn the treets 
17ljurmalional J! aterial and 'l'cachcr Procedure 
On£> of the most important things to be done through the safety education 
program h> to make children responsible for the safety of others. They 
should be made to feel their responsibility for helping aged people and 
smnll <'hildrcn especialJy. I~ncourage them to help those who need help 
on the strPPt and to report the times when they actually help people across 
t.he stree t. Consideration should be shown to older people at all times. Thts 
is pnrtieularly necessary on the part of bicyclists and skaters. 
l 'up'il A ct·ivities 
Heading and discussing the poem "Somebody's i\Iother" 
~laking a memory gem booklet which will contain quotations that have 
been placed on the bulletin board. The::ie may be supplemented by other~ 
<·oHected by pupils. They mny be accompanied by illustrations bring-
ing out the idea of helping older people on the street. 
mxnmples of quotations with reference to helping others: 
"No one is useless in the world who lightens the burden for anyone 
else. '' - Dickens 
" \Vhat do we live for if it. is nut to make life les~ difficult to each 
other?'' - Georgc Eliot 
" H ow easy it IS to do kin'dly things if we onl) \\ant to."- Dorr 
" I '11 help and ) ou help nw, then whn.t a happ.) world 't \\lll be."-
,'dected 
Discussing little acts of kindness to older people 
\laking morning talks on the following subjects: 
Good mannc1s on the .'trect 
Politeness to Elders .. 
How to treat Somebody'~ \lot her. 
Giving oral or wntten comJ>oSltwns based on prove1 bs 
\Vri ting original stories on how the children or somcbod) they know, ha\ e 
helped people on the st1 eet 
\\ orking out a safety puzzle 
• Il e lpold er per so us o 
1 2 3 1 56 7 8 9 101112131115 1617 
n t h e s· t r e e t 
18 19 ~0 21 22 ~3 24 25 26 '27 
If you are supposed to help lit tie ones cross the street put the letter "h", 
in under spaces 1 and 20; if not, put an ''i' ' . 
If you arc supposed to use the safety .zonP put ''e'' in spaces ~' , 111 ~~ 
'25, and 26; if not, put "<.l ' ' there. 
If you arc supposed to watch for lights at a railroad crossmg put ''s" in 
spaces 13, 1G, and 22, if not put an "a" there. 
If you are suppo~ed to run across the street any place that is hand) put 
put an "x" in spaces 5, 14, and 17; if not put an ''o" there 
If you are supposed to play in the stl'Pets put a ''b" in spu.c:es 3 und 6; if 
not put an ''l" there. 
If you arc supposed to avoill hitching fo~· rides put a up" in spaees 4 and 
10; 1f not put a "y'' there. ... 
If it 1s nght to run from belund parked cars put au ''o" in spaces 15 and 
18; 1f not, put "n" there. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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I f you are supposed to look to the right and left before stepping off the 
curb put & "t" in spaces 19, 23, and 2i ; if not put "g" there 
I f you are supposed to avoid helping older people across the st1 eet put an 
"h" in space 7; If not put a "d" there. 
4 
\ ou now have a lesson on safety hy arrangement of h•tters. 
9. C r ossing R a ilroad Trac }{s 
• 
I nformatiunal 1\I alenal and Teacher Procedure. 
Children should learn to use care in <Tossing railroad tracks and know to 
keep away from railroad stations and ears. (~ cc primary unit on " 'ros~-
ing Railroads".) 
• 
Duscuss what we should do hcf ore <·rossing u railroad truck- ~ top- look -
hsten. 
Talk about why we should stop, look, and list <'n b<>f OJ'<• cros:si n~ t lw t rae k 
• 
even if there are device~ "hich are supposc>d to warn at tlw approach of 
a train. Talk about tlme~ when we should H void <'rossing the railroad 
track. • 
Discuss the dangers of hopping freight truins, <'lirnhing on freight curs, or 
crawling under a train '' hirh is standing still. 
Talk about dangers in "alktng on J'ailroad t rueks or bridges and "ll\ <HlP 
should look both \\ays even wlH'n a t rnin has just passed a c·rob:sJng. 
P u ptl Activities 
tvl aking a hst of unsafe railroad c·rossings in t }1(' eorn rn unity 
\\ ritlng directions for c1 o::>stng a railroad Look both ways LeforP ct oss-
ing the railroad tracks- cross only when the gat c•s an~ up. If the tracks 
are not guarded by gates or watchman, look for automatic saf cty signal 
which will tell when tratn Il'> on track. 
I nterviewing a railroad engtnePr a;:,king about c·ausPs of railroad ac<"idents 
reporting to class 
Br1ng1ng to class newspaper elippings of <'rossing a<'c·idcnts 
"r1 ting to insurance com pa ntes for data on railroad eros::-;tng aecidcn t s 
10. Becoming Acquainted with Public Traffic Offic ials 
l nformaltonal 1'-'l alerial and Teacher J>roctdure 
C h1ldren should know what pub lie ofii<'utls arc ehargcd \\ 1th regulatlllg 
t r a ffi c. 
T he teacher may, \\Ith t he help of the c·lass, work out an outlmc. The 
f ollo\Hng one suggests d1 v1ding mat erial among four groups, \\1 t h a e hair-
m an for each. Let each gt oup \\ork out a \\ay for t<>a<'hing lus part of the 
outhne. ~orne may de<'tde upon debate, ot hPIS r<>ports, pageants, posters, 
etc 
1. 
2. 
PUBLI C OFFICI.AI.,.i 
a mes of Officials 
(a) P olicemen (d) 
(b) Patr ols (e) 
(c) M ayor 
Dut1es of Public Officials 
(a) T o regulate str eet traffic 
Hheriff 
1\I a.rshall 
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(b) To take care of children and older people 
(c) To see that people obey laws 
3. Our Duty toward Public Officials 
(a) Obey the officers 
(b) Obey the traffic signals and traffic lights 
4. Penalties for Violating Laws 
(a) Fines 
(b) Imprisonment 
(c) Removal of driver's license 
Pupil Activities 
Discussing the importance of reporting accidel..ts 
Inviting the policeman, patrolman, mayor, or sheriff to talk to the 
room 
11. Kno '" ing A bout Driver 's a nd u t o Licen ses 
Informational 1lf aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Have some child bring a driver's licen~e to school. Let all examine it and 
talk about 1ts Importance and how it may be revoked. 
Discuss the automobile license, its cost and importance; children may re-
port their county numbers. 
Let the children find out ho\\ the colors for license plate~ are chosen, and 
the history of Iowa's numbering scheme and how it has changed. 
Pupil Activities 
Discusstng the purpose of the law requiring a license of auto drivers 
• 'tud.} mg and reporting on the content of the dri\ er's hcense 
l11nding out how many have been revoked this year and \\ hy 
Inviting the sheriff or other officinls to tnlk to the room 
E \I DEl\CE OF ~I A TER\ • 
As a summary let pupils work out safety puzzle or acrostic 
First 
\\ ord 
Second 
\\ ord 
Third 
\\ ord 
A , .\FETl. Pl ZZLE 
lVl y first is the initial letter of that which we should all a votd 1\l y sec-
ond are those "ho should be careful before crosstng the streets 1\rl y 
thtrd is that whtch we should all do before crossing a railroad t rack. 
~I .} fourth and last 1s those cars from beh1nd whtch we should not run 
l\rl y first IS the Inittal lctter of those who regulate traffic ~ly second 
IS that whiCh tells us when to drive and when to stop ~Iy third IS 
those streets wh1ch we should be careful of when crossing 1\l y fourth 
is that wh1c h we should not do during rush hours l\1) fifth and last 
is that time when we should a vOid doing errands 
1\l y first IS the Initial letter of those who regulate traffic ~ly second 
IS those whom "e should help cross streets. 1\l y third 1s the hghts 
"luch tell us to stop ~l y fourth IS that whiCh we should be careful 
of when crossing l\ri y fifth is that "hich we should all do to traffic 
Signals \ l y sixth IS the time '' c should all cross streets 1n the center 
of the block. ~ly seventh and last IS the zone 1n '' htch we should 
play. My whole IS a rule wh1ch we should observe. 
I 
• 
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H- Hitching 
E- Everyone 
L -Look 
P -Parked 
A -s\VER 
P -Patrols 
E - Elders 
R -Red 
... - St1 eets 
0 - Obey 
:\' - X ever 
S - ~ afety 
0 - Officers 
L -Lights 
D - Dangerous 
E -Errands 
R- Rush 
• 
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Place before the column at the left the number of the word in the right hand 
column corresponding to the statement 
___ 1. The corrc<'t place to cross streets. 
___ 2. The dirPction in which we should look be-
fore crossing streets 
___ 3. ThoRc who regulate traffic. 
___ 4. The zone in whtch we should play. 
___ 5. That which we should avoid running from 
behind. 
___ 6. The time when we should avoid doing er-
rands . 
___ 7. That "which we should do before cross-
ing a railroad track. 
___ 8 Those whom we should help across the 
street. 
___ 9. The color that signals us to stop. 
YES 0 TEST 
Policernan 
Safety 
Parked Cars 
Cars 
Rush hours 
Crossings 
Older people 
Officers 
Green 
Patrols 
Children 
Right 
Red 
Left 
Dangerous 
Both 
Look 
Stop 
___ l . Is it necessary to look up and down a railroad track if it IS not train 
time? 
2. Should one think of himself only on the street? 
___ 3. hould one avoid pla) 1ng 1n streets') 
___ 4. Is the rush hour a good time for d01ng errands because everyone 
1s 1n a hurry? 
___ 5. Should one look to the nght and then to the left before crossing a 
street? 
___ 6 Is 1t always necessary to obey traffic rules? 
___ 7. If a car is not seen coming on a boulevard, should one stop before 
dnving onto the boulevard? 
__ 8. D oes t he green light mean go? 
--- 9. Should one use the safety zone? 
• 
• 
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___ 10 . • hould one )pa rn the loc·at io11 of dangerou~ in t en:;eC't ions and a void 
them? 
2 5 6 7 8 9 
14 21 
26 
37 ~9 43 45 
49 50 52 53 54 55 57 
69 
81 
113 
121 122 123 124 
155 
145 146 147 148 149 
.\CRO 
2 A "ord meaning the opposite of stop 
5 The name of the men "ho help guide the traffic 
37 The side of the road "c should "alk on 
43. The time of day we should a v01d doing errands 
49 The opposite of out 
52. vVe should play 1n the safety 
67 Opposite of "et 
73 \\.,.hat we should a void doing on the back of cars 
1 .\ b1bhcal character connected '\\lth a flood 
105. One who i~ \\Ise; a name applied to a careful dnver 
113 A prefix meamng for 
10 11 
46 
70 
8~ 
95 
106 107 
119 
111 
121. The word that means do as you arc told by the traffic officer 
12 
24 
36 
48 
108 
~ .\ F E T Y E D U C' '\ T I 0 N 
140. A moving machine that will hurt boys n n d gi d" 1 f in 
145. \Vai ting to hear something in the distance as a train 
DO\VN 
2 . The c·olor of the light that m<>ans the eoast is <·lear 
9. A word often us<:'d 1nstead of intersections 
12. The opposite of go 
:~7. \Vhat we should follow whe n <'1 ossn1g the st rc>ets 
71. \Vonl that is the opposite of safct) 1n nwnning 
• 
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t h e wa.\' 
• 
-
77. A kindness to older p eo plP "hen crossin~ the st rPPlR 
fl I . ThP word meaning t o peer 
121. A word fhat names what is used to improve roads where tlwy are 
nci th(~r paved nor graveled 
TJN IT OBJECTIVE 
T o teach safety agai nst fire 
PECIFI OBJt_CTIVE~ 
To cont irntP the development of can•fulncss in the· JH'cvr•ntion of fir<> 
To teach ehildren what to do in case of fin• 
To t eac h ho" to give first aid in ease of burns 
INI OR~l.\TIO.:\ -\L ~1 \TERI \L, TEACIII•.~ H PHOCEJ)t H~, \ND 
PUPIL A CTI\ rr I E • .' 
1. Continuing t h e Devel o pme n t of Carefulness in Preventing Fi r es 
I nformalionn.l 1 ! aterial and Teach er Procedure 
Training in fire preYention cshould be continued from the primary grades. 
Talk to the children about the dangers of pluving with matches, firecrack-
~rs, the use of candles for Christmas trres, H allowe'en, and birthday 
parties, and the danger of playing ncar opPn fires, hot stoYes, or lighted 
k erosene and gasohne lamps and lant rrn8 
Let. the children list wtth you reasons "h~ rna t c h <:'s should be kept tn a 
safe place ( Revww primary section on "Safe!\ from Fire.'') 
Emphasize the follow1ng rples \\lth regard to the use of matches: 
Use safety mate hes when ever possible. 
Keep match es 1n a covered earthen or metal container and out of 
the r each of children. 
Alwa\ s strike a match away from you. 
Get the latest bulletin from the ~ t a tc Fin~ ~larshal and make problems 
from the figures given on fire losses 1n I owa 1n the past ~ear. ( ee ele m en-
tary state course of study, p ) 
Dtscu ss w1th the children . 
Safe ways with candles with regard to candle sticks, drafts, and keep-
tog a way from curtatns 
Danger of using a candle to look for someth1ng in a closet 
Dangers of hghted candles on Chrtstmas trees 
H ow to decorate a Christmas tree w1thout hghted candles 
• 
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Dangers of lighted candles at a birthday party and Hallpwe'cn cele-
bration . 
\\'r·itc to the Playground and Recreation Department at Los Angde 
alif., for a bulletin on making candles from clothespins for Christmas 
t rccs. 
(\VritP to tht' vfcty Dept. of the American Automobile Assoc . Penn 
A VP. and 17th St., \Vashington, D. . for Loose Leaf Lessons in 'arety 
gducntion with regard to a~ afc Christmas nnd New Year.) 
Discuss safe heating systems, dnngcr of overheating, and banking of fires 
for the night. 
Talk about special fire hazards on the farm, especially the storing and u~P 
of gasoline and kerosene, striking matches around hay or straw, and SJ,\HJ-
t a nco us com bust ion. 
Di::scuss care in the usc of kerosene and gasoline lamps and lanterns. 
A short answer or yes and no test may be made over the folJo,ving: 
Keeping lamps and lanterns clean 
\Vays for cleaning burnel's 
Keeping gasoline and kerosene lamps in good condition 
Places to set gasoline and kerosene lamps and lanterns 
l\.eeping lamps away from curtains and other things hable to catch 
fire 
Leaving a burning lamp for a long time 
Leaving lighted lumps ,.., hen going away from the house 
Use of kerosene lantern at the bar·n 
l se of kerosene soaked rags to thaw frozen pipes 
Talk about the proper places for storing gasoline and kero~ene. 
Emphasize the law which calls for making all gasoline cans and contain-
ers red. 
(See elementary state course of study, p .) 
I'alk about dangers connected with cleaning with gasoline. Gasoline 
fumes will ignite and explode with friction 
Discuss the danger of reviving a fire in the stove with kerosene 
Talk about the Importance of not allowing rubbish to collect and the dang-
ers of having oily rags used for cleaning or painttng lying about 
Talk about how spontaneous combustwn might be prevented in hay barns, 
Send for the Farmer's Bulletin on "Spontaneous Combustwn". (I t con-
tains InformatiOn of value to farmets who have straw and hay to store) 
If possible, show the cluldren a fire extingUisher and how to use 1t. 
Talk about the Importance of dtsconnectmg the electnc iron "hen not in 
usc 
Dtscuss safety in the use of gas. 
Dtscuss how the 1nstallatwn of radios may be a fire hazard. 
Dtscuss wtth the children the items "hich should be put in home and 
school Inspection blanks and then have the Inspectwns made (Thts 
should come as a climax to the division of the unit on" afety from Fire".) 
(See elementar) state course of study, pp 6 and 87 ) 
Pupil Activities 
Ftnding out u fires 1n the community were started by the careless use of 
matches 
Making p osters which sh ow safe ways for t he use qf match es 
I 
• 
• 
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Demonstrating the proper way to strike matches 
Finding out what kind of match is appro\ ed b; the Underwriters Labora-
tory, Inc., Chicago, Illinois 
lllaking a list of the various ways In "hich fires are started 
~1aking safety statements about each of the following: 
IGnd of matches to use · 
Carrying matches in one's pocket 
Leaving matches lying about where children can get them 
Permitting young children to play with matches 
Throwing cigarette stubs into rubbish, waste baskets, or out of the 
car or train windows 
rooking around inflammable materials 
Throwing burned matches Into the waste basket 
Noting the difference between the common match and the safety rnatch 
Finding out local laws concerning th·e sale and shooting of fireworks 
\Vriting safety statements with regard to the following in order to have a 
safe Fourth: 
gunpowder 
lighted firecrackers 
dynamite caps 
thro" 1ng down a lighted match 
sparkle1s 
picking up a firecracker that didn't go off 
carrying fire'\\ orks In the pocket • 
throwing firecrackers towards people, buildings, and automobiles 
Telling about accidents which were caused by firecrackers 
l\laking a list of safe '"a~ s with regard to Christmas trees and decorations 
Looking up accounts of fues at Chnstmas entertainments 
\Ynting stones about: 
A afe and Sane Fourth of July w 
choolhouse Fires 
Christmas Tree Traged1es 
How to Use l\latches 
D1scuss1ng stoves, furnaces, and fireplaces of different kinds and finding 
how many fires have been caused by defective flues 1n the community 
during the year 
Wnt1ng safety rules with reference to· 
Pounng kerosene into a stove to revn'e the fire 
Putting ashes 1n wooden boxes or barrels 
Using dampers and drafts 
1\.l aking stove pipes red hot 
l{eeping stoves, furnaces, flues, and chimne) s clean 
Hanging wet clothing near a stove 
Drying wood in the oven 
creening an open fireplace 
R ead1ng to find out what percentage of deaths cau::>ed by fire In Io'' a could 
be attnbuted to open flames 
Making a drawing or d1agram of the heat1ng system used at home 
Mak1ng graphs and problems showing the loss In Iowa caused by fires in 
the city, towns, and country 
• 
I 
• 
• 
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Discussing the proper care of a chirnn ~y , how it may become defective, 
proper ways for building chimneys, neces ity for cleaning them, and prop-
er way to close fiue hole~ into the chimney when not in use 
Listing uses of gasoline and wuys for being safe in using it 
• howing by means of posters the following: 
J{t>ep gasoline in a lightly closed red can 
'\hut off the muto1· while the gasoline tank is being fi lled 
\ ' oid smoking when filling or having the gasoline tank filled 
<.asolinc should lw kept in u reeepti<'le painted bright red 
Tlw word ''Gasoline" ~hould be printed on it plainly in large letters 
Nt>vcr· u!je gasoline for <"leaning clothes. Friction from rubbing may 
cu tl!:)C fire 
Discu!S~ing tlw duuger of having ~to\'C pipes come in c·ontact with wood-
work 
lt inditw out what firp~ in the community w e r ~ caused b~. spontaneous 
combustion and how some of them might have bt.~e·n prevented 
11 in ding out rules in factorit>s c•one --rniug ~moking, pro\ hJUn for refuse and 
urrungemeut of aisles 
Discussing in eonneetion with sc hoob i he importance of keeping the hall 
<"INlr, allowing no refuse to <'<>II Pet , and need for fire drtlls 
\\ nting to the ~ational Fire ProtP<'tion Assn<"intion for esti mates of fi re 
l o~~m; ot<"usioned by earcl<•ss hundling of elPet t·ie irons 
\\'riting hafcty rules for the usc of gus c·onc·<•rned with . pipe eunncctions·, 
what to do wlwn a lPak is diSC'OV<>rcd, ligbting a matc·h to look for a gas 
leak, and the use of rubber gas tubing 
Listing safct.) rul<'s for installing radios eo11sidPring ~ctting up outdoor 
aerials, radio installations, and t lw g1·ouru.ling of a radto set 
l\l aking and using school insppc·tion blank~ . .\ fter pupds and teacher 
have decided what should lw put into th • blanks a certain lt:ngth uf ti me 
is givPn for mspecting the sehoolhuilding. Hep01 t~ mny then be made in 
lungungc- or· <'ltli.Pn:;hip c·lnss. \ s tmple of su<"h blanks might hE': 
~' C II 0 0 L I '\ S P I~ C r I o :\ ~ 
'\ume of School -----------~ DatP ____ _ 
1'\ arne of Inspector ___ _ 
1. K md of building 
2. Number of sto11e~ 
3. l<md of roof __ ,__ --~ 
Number of exits 4. 
r. 
, ) . 
u. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 . 
ll. 
12. 
Number of sta11 '' av~ __ ~ 
A1 e halls kept clear? __ _ 
Do doors open out? ----~-
H ow man;: fire escapes? __ 
\ re fire escapes 1n good tuuditiun'? _ 
\ rc do01s and fire PS<"apC's kept unlocked~ _ 
\ re fire d t Ills held at least once a month'? __ 
Is the firP a la i m pffcctive'? _ 
• 
1 a. Il o\\ long does lf take to <' rn pt\ the building'? ------- -
• 
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14. Are there fire extinguishers and water hose located about the build-
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 
19. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25. 
• 
ing? ------
Are fire extinguishers In good conditwn? ------
Is there a fire alarm box at your school and do you know how to use 
It? _____ _ 
Are the boiler room and basement clean and free from rubbtsh? 
Is the attic in good cond1t10n? 
Is there proper disposal of waste paper? 
Are the boilers 1n good condition? ------
Does the bulldtng heat '':ell and easily? ------
Are chimneys kept cleaned out'l _____ _ 
Is the fuel stored too close to the furnace? ------
Do electri(' fixtures seem to be in good condition? -----
Are the science laboratories, home economics and manual traintng de-
partments provtded with fire extlngutshers and fir~ blankets? ___ _ 
Home Inspection blanks may be made In the same \\ay and the children 
encouraged to make home safety 1nspect10ns. 
Name _ _____ __________ Date ------------
Telephone number Address ----------
1. Are matches kept in safe places'' 
2. Do you use safe ways With Chnstmas trees and on Fourth of July'? 
3 Are fires properly banked at night'' __ 
4 Do you have asbestos shingles on the house? 
5 Is the floor above the furnace protected'? ------
6. Are ch1mneys 1n good condition? 
7 Are chimneys cleaned regularly '? ------
8 Do stove pipes pass through the attic? _ 
9 Are unused stove p1pe holes properly closed., ------
10. Is gasohne used in stoves and lamps? ------
11. Is the gasoline can the nght color'? -----
12 Is gasohne used for clea1ung In the house? 
13. Is the gasohne can kept 1n the house? ------
14. Are there any gas connections made with rubber tub1ng? ___ _ 
15 · Kind of heating system used? 
16. Are kerosene lamps kept In good condi t 10n ·> 
17 Are fires started with kerosene'?-------
18. Are the att1c and basement free from rubbtsh and old papers?-'-----
19. Are oily rags and paint buckets left in the basement? _____ _ 
20. Are there any fire extinguishers In your house? ------
21. Do you have a water hose? 
22. Have ) ou an electric iron? 
23. I s your radio properly Installed? ------
24. Are electnc fixtures In good cond1t10n? 
25 Have you any worn electric cords? ------
• 
• 
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2. Kno wing \Vh a t t o Do in (as~ o f Fir e 
I nformational .i\1 ater'ial and 'Peacher Procedure 
Children should know how to assbt in preventing injury to people in case 
of fire and to prc,·en t spread of fire. 
Discuss what to do if one's rlothes catch fire. \Vrap in a rug, blanket, 
coat, or can\'as, and roll slowly on the floor or ground. Emphasize the 
importance of not running n!'l that only fans the flames and drives them 
upward toward the face and mouth. 
I~xplain the danger of br •at hing fire and smoke. 
Talk about: 
Attacking fire at its base 
Beating out fire with n "et broom or coat 
\voiding the use of water in case of fire from gasoline, oil or grease 
. mother this type of fire or use a fire extinguisher 
Discuss the points in giving a fire alarm. Children should know the exact 
thing to do if a fire is disco,·cretl in the city, town, or country. 
If the fire is discovt>rcd in the city: se the telephone to call the fire 
department or usc the fire alnrm box. All children should be taught 
the number of the fire <Jepurt ment. \Vhen telephoning it is neces-
sary to report street address of fire. \Vhen using fire alarm box, break ._ 
glass, turn key, or pull lever cleur down, wnit for fire apparatus to 
arr1ve and then ~how the location of fire. (Some alarm boxes ha\ c 
le\ ers and not ke) ~.) Discuss the importance of knowing ''here the 
nC;arest alarm box is loea t cu. 
If the fire 1s discovered in the town: sc the telephone to call the fire 
<.l•partment and the neighbors. Give the exact location of the fire. 
If the fire is dJ~{·ovcred in the country: Give the line signal on the 
telephone or call ccn tr'l.1 n rHl usk her to do it. ~luke u L' of fire e~­
tinguishers and hose ( \\ rite to the :\ational Fire Protl:t;tlve .\ ::;soc-
iation for Safcguarclzng tltc II omc _1 gat1tsl Fire, a fire prevention manual 
fo1 school children, and to the :'\ational Board of Fire ·uderwriter::, 
for Safeguarding the Farm Agaznst Fi're.) 
Talk about: 
Looking for the nearest e~it when going to the theater 
A VOl ding cro" ding or screaming if in a public building which 1s on 
fire 
Finding t he fire esenpes before going to bed in a strange house or 
hotel 
Crowding near a burning building "here firemen a re " orkmg 
Saving hfe before property . 
Importance of clear thinking 
D1scuss ho" to escape from a burning building Emphasize the follow-
Ing· , 
Close the doors and windows. (Fire cannot burn without air.) Put 
a "et towel over the face, or place a "et handkerchief in the mouth 
an<.l breath through it (to keep smoke out of lungs) If t he smoke I ::, 
ver) dense era wl along the fioor. l' se the wall as a. guide D1 ag an)-
one With ) ou that ) ou see left bclund (" rite to the :\ ational "af et) 
Counc1l I nc., 20 I'\ \\ ncker Drive, C hicago, fo r A cczdenl Facts 1n con-
nectiOn w1th th1s umt.) 
• 
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Pupil Actiuittes 
Learning how to use a fire extinguisher 
l\Iaking a small fit e extinguisher from sodium bicarbonate and sulphuric 
ac1d 
Demonstrating what to do in case) our clothing or that of another catches 
fire 
Demonstrating calling the fire department by telephone, gtving the cor-
rect number for the fire department 
D1scuss1ng best ways to escape from a burning building 
3. Knowing \Vhat to Do ~hen the chool Fire Alarm Sounds 
Informational .J.l! at erial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should know exactly what to do when the school fire alarm 
sounds 
\\ ork "ith them in organizing a fire drill so that the exact procedure is 
understood. (See Safety Education, Vol. XI, pp 31, 34, 133, and 17i on 
Fire Prevention.) 
Puptl Actwities • 
Organizing a fire drill-such organization as the following Inay be set up 
Cluldren nearest the door are taught to open the doors quickly and 
hold them open 
\Vhen the alarm sounds all work is dropped at once. 
No one stops for wraps or books. 
Everyone quickly steps Into line. 
The exit 1s known by all. 
Children pass quickly down a designated stairs and hall to the out-
Side. 
The teacher follows her group. 
Go a safe distance from the building. 
When the bell sounds, all come back to work. 
Roll call taken. 
4. Using First Aid in Case of Burns 
I nformattonal !.:1 aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children should know how to use first aid in case of burns and also what 
to do If the burns are severe. 
Explain the need for taking care of burns and scalds. 
Talk about the dangers of burns If care is not taken. 
Discuss the ways of treating burns and scalds and emphasize the fact that 
the burn IS shght tf the sk1n IS not broken but severe if the sk1n IS broken. 
The air should be kept out and the burn bandaged loosely with a clean 
bandage. Cut around the clothing if it adheres to the flesh and in this way 
avoid pulling off a portion of the sktn. Call a doctor if the burn IS severe 
In case of severe burns immerse the burned part in a water and baktng 
soda solutiOn at normal temperature until tha doctor arrives. If soda 
bath is impossible apply gauze saturated with fr esh salad oil, vaseline or 
• 
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pure petroleum or corn oil. Lard, cream, or motor oil may be used in an 
emergency. 
Pupil Activities • 
Demonstrating the care of burns 
Lea.rn1ng what ts in a first aid kit, and purpose of each item 
, 
EVI DE "fCE~ OF !\1 \RTER Y 
Children show a greater interest in fire prcven tion 
Interest and sensibility shown in inspection reports on home and school 
Improved self control at times of fire drill 
\ b1lity to prevent burns and scalds 
Knowledge of the wa\ 8 of treating burns 
r~IT OBJECTIVE , 
To teach safety at school 
l PECIFIC' OBJECT!\ LL' 
To have children study the causes of accident .. on the way to school, and in 
the schoolroom, and on the playground, nnd how t~) prevent them 
I FORMATIONAL M \TERI \L, TEACHEH PROCEDeRE, ~ND 
PUPIL ACTIVITIE~ 
1. Avoidin~ Accid e nts o n the \Va) t o c h oo l 
I nfor malional ftf at erial and Teacher Proccdttre 
. There 1s need to train children for being ~afc on the way to and from 
school !\lany accidents happ('n to them at thts time The unit on 
"Safety at chool" in the priman section should he rev1e" ed. 
tress espectally the danger::; of pla' 1ng 1n the streets, hopping trucks, 
cross1ng at other places than 1n t ersectwns. Stress the 1 mportance of keep-
lng to the left when \\alkmg on the pubhc htgh,\ay (~ee elementary 
state course of study, p 4) 
D1scuss the importance of av01d1ng nd1ng \\tth strangers "hen on the "ay 
to or from school. · 
Talk about the conduct of the children in the bus when g01ng to or from 
school. Emphastze waiting unttl the bus stops before attempting to get 
on or off, helping to keep the bus clean, helping to keep order 1n the bus, 
and doing nothing to distract the attention of the drtver 
D1scuss places to get out. of car "hen parents bnng children to school. 
They should dnve to the curb duccth 1n front of the school entrance, or 
stop at a corner near the school If the car is stopped across the street 
from the school, the children should go to the nearest corner to cross 
rather than at the place where they get out of the car ( \Vr1te to the 
Natwnal Safety Counctl, Inc, 20 r \Yacker Drtve, Chtcago, for Acct-
dent Facts for use in connectiOn w1 t h t lus umt.) 
Pupil Activities 
Listing all accidents whtch happened to chtldren in the d1stnct on t he way 
• 
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to and from school last ',ear and tPlling how thr:se aecidents could have 
been a voided 
\Yritlng the ;...ationall afety Couneil, ::\rw York, for a list of the accidents 
which happcnPd to children on the "a · to and from school lnst vear 
. ~ 
H ow could t hcse accidents have been prevented'? 
R eporting on conferences with parents about plac·cs to stop whcm they 
bring the chi ldren to school in cars , 
R eporting bus drivers who smoke while driving, and who do not stop for 
railroads nor regard highway traffic signs and who arc• ot lwrwise carelPss 
2. Avoiding Acci d ent in t h e c h oolroom 
I nformational 1ll atcrial and Teacher Proccrhac 
Senous accidents oft en happen as a rPsttl t. of c•a.rPlPSSnPss in the school-
room. In teaching th1s unit, it, 1s \\Cll to review the tuuts on "Safety at 
chool" and ''1 afety Against Fire" in the prima1·y section. 
tress the importance of avoiding falls and talk about. the various acci-
dents that result from fall~. H ow may such ac<'idents be avoided? 
Discuss the dangers connected with throwing ohjec·ts in the sC'hoolroo m. 
Children have lost their eyesight as a result of throwing pencils, ink bot-
tles, etc ( ee elementar\ stat c coursP of study, p 20 !. ) 
Explain ho \\ some kinds of runmng games arc not used in the sehoolroo m 
because the children rna) collide WIth each other or with dec;kc;. · 
Discuss the importance of health safety emphasizing espeCially ways of 
preventing diseases. 'Vhat to do when c·oughing and snee1.ing; how vac-
cination prevents some diseases; how to prevent the spreading of sk in 
eruptions, and running sores. · 
Pupil A clwtltes 
Discussing each part of thP schoolhuilding from the point of view of snfety 
D etermining whet her or not eve-ry body in the school does his or her part 
in avmding accidents and insuring the safety of others 
R elahng the circumstancrs or causes of falls which caused accidents of 
wh1ch the children kno\\. Talking about ways of preventing falls on · 
stairways or \\ alks 
• Disc).lssing the dangers of tripping in thr schoolroom, hall, or s t ai l'S or of 
pulhng a chatr from under a pel son 
Talking or writing about the dangers of leaning out of upstairs windows. 
Making a hst of running games safe to play in the schoolroom. orne of 
these may be of the relay type\\ htch include running, hopping, and thrO\\-
1ng relays In which soft balls or bean bags are used 
Writing to the state department of health for h terature on comm on dis-
eases. This information may be read silent ly and made the basis for a 
discuss10n on how to prevent diseases. 
3. Avoiding Accide n ts o n o r ea r t h e Sch oolg r ou n d s 
I nformational .ll-f atenal and Teache1 Procedure 
Children sh ould learn safety ways on or near the schoolgrounds 
, 
R eview the units on "Safety at School," "Safety from Fire," and "Safety 
in Play" for the primar y grades (Write to the National Bureau of Cas-
iO IO"TA COUR. E OF STUDY 
ualty and urety U nderwritcrs, One Park Ave., N. Y., for Community 
,)nfely A clivities from American Legion Posts.) 
Discuss accidents in playing hall. \Vhat accidents occur in football as a 
result of tackling, blocking, and kicking'! \Vould touch football for boys 
be less dangerous? • 
\Vhat ar.cidcnts may occur in plnying baseball as a result of the ball, bat, 
and running to base'? How may pitcher or catcher help protect themselves 
from the ball'? \Vhat accidents may occur in basketball? How may many 
of the accid<>nts which hnppcn in these games be avoided? 
Discu~s safe ways on playgrounds. Rc\' iPw the use of play apparatus In 
the primary di,rision on " afcty at Play." 
Emphasize the importance of safe ways in playing on the swings, teeters, 
slides, etc. 
Discuss the danger of scratches, bruises, sprains, and cub from accidents 
on the plavground. \Vhat may be done in each case? How may such 
accidents be prevented? ( ce elementary state course of study, p ~04.) 
Explain the schoolboy patrol nnd try to interest the children in organiz-
ing such Information for organizing and operating the schoolbov patrol 
may be sec.ured from the American Automobile Association, \\ aslungton, 
D. C., or the ::\ational afety Counr.il :'\ " \ ork. The following '\\til need 
to be emphastzed· 
\York of the Sc hoolhvy patrol 
Instructs, du·ects, and controls pupils in cross1ng streets near the 
school 
Does not direct traffic but calls attention of motorists to children 
cross1ng the streets 
Uses flag attached to n light staff for signaling 
, 
Pupil Activities 
Discussing the accidents which have occurred in your school in playmg 
football, baseball, and basketball 
Listing ways 1n which one may be injured in playing football, baseball, 
and basketball, and naming accidents to avoid in connection with each 
Keepmg a careful record of all acCidents happening on the pla}ground, 
classifymg them under the different game~ as baseball, hockey, football, 
etc., and studying ho" to pre\ ent :such accidents School acc1dent report 
blanks may be seeured from t.he ::\' n.twnal Safety Council, .. ev. 1 ork City. 
Padding dangerous p11lars and posts wluch may cause acCidents In the 
gymnas1um 
Us1ng mats under all apparatus work and not going on the apparatus un-
less the mats are 1n position 
lVl aking safety rules regarding the usc of the S\\lngs, teeters, shdes, and 
other eqmpment 
Giving remedies for scratches, brmses, spra1ns cuts, etc., and telhng how 
to prevent such accidents 
Wn t1ng to the American .\utomobile Association, \Yashington, D C., or 
to the National Safet) Council for regula t10ns for organiZlng and opera.t-
ing a Schoolboy Patrol. 
Organ1z1ng and operating a Schoolboy Patrol 
Wear t he standard 1nsign1a for patrol members wh1ch is the white 
Sam Browne belt . 
• 
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Patrol officers wear special badges on the left arm. 
What the patrol does on duty 
tands on curb. 
Does not enter street more than three steps. 
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I{eeps back the pup1ls until he sees a lull in traffic and then signals 
them to cross. 
Signals dnvers to slow up or stop. 
E ligibility to be a patrol 
AppOinted by principal or teacher. 
Both boys and girls are eligible. 
Patrols are usually s1xth, seventh, or eighth grade bo) s or girls. 
The pohce sometimes Instruct and help the pat.rols. 
~I ust be patient and courteous 
:\lust give strict attention to bu::>iness ·while on duty. 
Other duties of patrol 
Take charge of stairways and halls when pupils are pass1ng out. 
Responsible for order in going 1n and out of building. 
Help with fire dnlls 
Formulating a set of health rules for safety 
Pract1c1ng health rules at all times 
EVIDENCES OF ~IASTERY 
Less acc1den ts among school children on Lhe way to and from school, on the 
playground, and In the schoolroom 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety at home 
SP ECI F I C OBJECTIVES 
To have chtldren study the causes of home accidents 
To cultivate cooperation and service as a special form of safety education 
in these grades 
T o study methods of first a1d necessary in comr~on accidents 
I NFORMATI ONAL l'v1ATERI AL, TE-\CIIER PROCEDeRE, AND 
P UPIL ACTI VIT IES 
1. Reviewing " Safety at Home " f o r primary grades 
2. Reviewing "Safety from Fire" fo r primary a nd f or inte rmediate 
and upper grades 
3. Preventing Accidents from Elec tric ity 
I nformahonal Ill atenal and Teacher Procedure 
4. Preventing Accidents in the Use of G as Stoves and Carbon Mono-
xide Gas From Cars. 
Ch1ldren should be taugh t to use care wtth regard to the use of electriCity. 
They should know safety precautions 1n the use of electrical appliances, 
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proper conduct during an electrical ~torm, the danger of touching live 
wires, and first aid for lectrical ~hock. 
I~rnpha~izc the importance of avoiding the touching of any two electrical 
appliances at the same time, suc>h a~ turning on an electric light while 
handling the telephone. 
Dbcuss with the children the danger of electricity If a static machine 
or rl<>d rici t y is a vailahlP, one mny gi vc the puplls an idea of electricity. 
Ont• may also have t hrm join hands to show how the current is carried 
from on~ body to anothPr. 'l'hb experience may be used for all the topics 
unde-r electricity. 
Talk about wa - '::i in whi<·h Plcctricity make~ life easier and more pleasant. 
( \Vri t e to the ).. utionul Bur )au of Casualty and '-,urety Underwriters, One 
Park Av ... , 1\. '\ ., for Community • ujety Acltuzi'les for A111erican Legion 
Posts.) 
E ..xplnin how can•lcss harHlling of electrical appliar'ces defective wiring 
and overloading of cireuit~ urc the <'hicf cau~cs of fires started by electrici-
ty. 
Discuss the import unce of a voiding tlw touching of electrical fixtures "it h 
wel hands or a datnp eloth or while stnnding on a damp or cement floor. 
Talk about the danger of turning n. light on ot· off while in the bathtub. 
g:xplain why frayed or worn cl •dric cords should be replaced by new ones; 
when the insulation on win•s bcconws worn or frayed, or when connec-
tions become loose, there is almost et•rtain to be short circmt .\ hort 
cir<·uit <·a uses a shower of ~parks or u. ourst of flanw. If wm n cords "ere 
replaced pt omptly by JW\\' onf'~ muny fin•s and other U<'cidt•nts would be 
u voi dNl. 
gxplain why ordinary l>l'ndnnt <"onl only should he used, dropped direct-
ly down from the l'cil i ng ·and not around wu lls, o\ t•t nails, along floors, 
through windows, Pte. 
Talk ahou t the reason why <>Ill' should not cover electric light bulbs with 
<"loth or paper to serve as a shnd<' L •t the <' hildren feel the heat from a 
light bulb. Take a. mngnifying glus~ on a day when the sun 1s s luning 
bnghtly and dire<'t the sun's rays t lu ough the magmfytng glass. flus may 
he compared to the electuc light bulb. \\ ould thts affect the paper shade 
on the light bulb the sume as that untlet the magmf) tng glass·~ \\ hat are 
used as shades for light bulbs'? \Yhu.t "ould orw use as a temporary shade? 
H ow would one fix it on n. hght? 
Dtscuss why it is necc:ssary to not onh turn off tlw S\\ 1tch when t hrough 
iromng but to dtsconne<·t the iron ft om the cord 
D tscuss fuses and their Uti<' \\ ln ~hou1d a fuse not be ehanged \\hen the 
<·urrent 1s on'? 
\Yhat is the danger of replaeing a. f usc "1t 1\ a penny or a piece of \\ 1re? 
" hat should be done if the light go<'S off at ) our house as a result of a fuse 
blo\\ ing out? 
Dtscuss proper conduct during an electrical storm Places 1n the home 
"luch one should avoid during nn electrical storm are 1n the open door or 
ncar an open wtndo\\, or the telephone, ru.d10, stoves, bathroom fl-..tures, 
u.nd plumbtng. Places outdoors to be a' mded are telephone poles, \\t re 
fences, trees, and barns Tlw grcn.t<•r ntunber of people struck b} hgh t-
mng are struck whlle m ovmg rapidly oi standtng under a t rC'c a pat t fr o m 
other t rees. 
• 
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end to the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture for a free farmer's bulletin ~ o 
1512 on ProtP.clion of Bvild1ngs and Fann Property from L1ghtning 
Explain the danger of fallen wires and what to do when one 1s observed-
Guard wire and warn others not to come near. End omeone to tele-
phone the Police Department or Elect ric Company. A votd touching any-
one who has corne in contact with a live wire. Try to remove the \\ 1re 
with a dry "'ooden stick. 
Talk about, high voltage lines and transformer sta tior1s, and the danger of 
climbing light or telephone poles. 
Talk about how guy wires and ground wites which run down wooden poles 
may be dangerous. 
D1scuss the danger of tn~talling radio aeriab either over 01" under high 
voltage c1rcui ts. 
Explain \\ hy one should keep off sign boat d~ whieh arc hghted by elec-
tricity 
Discuss the importance of avoiding the u~e of wire in making a kite. 
Discuss fir~t aid procedure for electric shock. The following points should 
be brought out in case of ~hock from contact with a live wire: 
( 1) Get the patient loo~c from the wire without entlangering yourself. 
(2) A void touching the patient's flesh. 
(3) If possible, notify the electric company to shut off the current. 
(4) If the electric company cannot be notified use a dr) stick to push 
the victirn off the wire or pull it away from his bod~. 
(5) If it isn't possible to get hold of a dry stick or board, throw a coat 
or other d1 y garment around some part of l he patient~ body and 
use for pulling a::, you would a rope. 
(6) A v01d use of "'et &ticks or any metal thing. 
(7) If the ground IS wet try to find a dry board or ne\\Spapers upon 
wh1ch to stand. 
(8) A void getting closer than l 3-1 f ect to the wire. 
(9) As soon as the vtctim is loose from the wire and in cases of light-
ning shock start artificial respiration. (See unit on •, afety in 
Play and Recreation" for 1ntermediate and upper grades.) 
(10) After respiration has been restored treat· the burns (See unit 
on "Safety from Ftre" for intermediate and uppCl grades) 
(Wnte to the NatiOnal Safety Council Inc ., 20 N Wacker Dnve, 
Chicago, for Accident Facl s for use 1n connectiOn \\Ith tlus untt.) 
Pupil A cliviltes 
Ilooking up several dry cells so that there is enough current to give a slight 
shock. Explaining in notebooks how the current pas-:>es through the chil-
dren's bodtes and where 1t goes 
Giving examples of how one recc1 ved a shock and incidents of wluch the 
children have known 
Explaining how It would be dangerous to touch two electrical appliance~ 
at the same t1 me 
L1st1ng all the ways In which elcctrieity is useJ 
D1scuss1ng the hazard~ against which one must guard in putting up aerial~, 
maktng connectiOns, and handling 1 adio equtprnent 
Ftnding out how rnany fires \\ c1 c caused by electncal \Hre~, and faulty 
connections or appliances 1n the community clurtng the past year 
• 
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r sing the static machine to ~how how much greater the shock is when the 
hands are wet, and discussing and explaining the reason 
AnswPr!ng the following que ·tions and writing in notebooks 
\\ha t is mPant by a good conductor of electricity? By a poor con-
ductor? 
\\ hat arc some good c·onductors of electricity? 
'Vhat are some poor r.onductors of electricity? 
For what arc some poor conductors used? 
\\hat docs insulntion mcan'l 
\\hat five rules will you follow concerning electric currents and elec-
trit·al fixtures? · 
'Vriting safe rules for the handling of electrical fixtures 1n the home. 
Explaining why it i ~ dangerous to touch a metal fixture when the feet are 
'r wntcr or in a damp plnce. 
~howing through demonstrat ion how a spark will fly across a small pace 
to complete the circuit. 
~howing how an el<•ctric cord may tempornrily be fixed with tape if it is 
not po s1ble to replaec trhe frayed cord ut once. 
"omputmg the following problem and others: 
• 
In 1929 due to the carelessness in the handhng of elertrical appliances 
a fire loss of Sl ,632,2i0 was suffered in the Cnited ~ tates Thirty-
:se\ en per eent of t lis total wus eaused by Improper use of electr1c 
1rons and old worn eords. ''hat lo~~ \\as caused by the Improper use 
of electric irons and cords'? 
Graphing the above and other problems 
~laking po::;t ~rs showing ·the proper use of electric irons 
D1scus::>mg how an electric pad mny be dangerous 
~,'ho,Hng how a paper will burn by being near an electric hght bulb 
:\laking po~tc~rs to show why care should be used in covenng hght 
bulbs . 
Finding out how electrical fuses are made and how they work 
~laking a diagram of a fuse and fuse box to sho" how It '' orks 
Explaimng ho\\ lightning 1 odb "ork 
Finding out to "hom reports concerning broken light and telephone 
"1res should be made in } our commumty 
Suggesting proper dange1 signals for transformer stat10ns 
Explatmng the safe "tl.} to make a k1te 
Discussing safe places for flying k1tes 
Expenment1ng w1th the static mach1ne to see how the current is car-
IICd from one person to another 
.1. ot1ng the voltage signs and their mean1ngs 
Show1ng the connection bet" een "et hands and a "et stick in 
making greater shocks 
Dramat1z1ng a scene showing a person "ho has rece1Yed a shock from 
a fallen wire He IS dtsCo\ cred b} a member of the class "ho calls 
others to hts aid 
M ak1ng posters concerning fallen \Hres each poster carrymg a safety 
rule 
Outhn1ng first aid for electriC shock 
• 
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4. Preventing Accide nts in the u e of Ga ' t ove and Carbo n ~1ono­
xide Gas fro m Au t o m o biles 
• 
Informational Af aterial and Teacher Procedure 
Children need to learn to exerctse care in the use of gas stoves and to know 
the danger of carbon monoxtde gas from automoblles. 
D1scuss how one rna) knov.c when gas lti escaping into the room Empha-
Size opentng doors and wtndo" s, children notifying adults and the neces-
Sity for promptly reporting gas leaks to_thc gas company. 
The mo~:>t common causes for gas suffoeation arc from gas escaping from 
light fixtur0.;; or from gas stoves, c. haust from automobiles, heaters in 
small rooms witho,tt proper ventilation, ·racked domes tn hot air fur-
naces, gas 1n :;ewer') 1n some wells, and in mines. 
Talk about kceptng the cocks closed on the gas stove only when the gas 
1s hghtcd. 
Emphasize the use of a flashlight when searching for a gas leak, and if 
poss1blc, show the children how readily gas ignites when a lighted match 
ts brought near it. 
Talk about avoiding the use of rubber tubing as a connection between 
gas plates and stove. Find an old rubber t ubC' nnd show why it should not 
be used. Let the children blow through it and sec if the air doesn't escape 
through the little cracks. Find a new rubber tube and let them see the 
difference between the old one and the new one. Because tt wears out 
rubber tubing should not be used ~Ietal tubing should be used and one 
should be sure that the ends fit securely. 
Emphastze the fact that gas water heaters and stoves quickly exhaust all 
oxygen 1n a room. \Vhen burning them, open the windows unless the 
heater ts connected with a pipe leading to the chimney. A v01d turn1ng 
the gas burner~:> too high. 
D iscuss the danger of starting an automobile engine in a closed garage. 
Automobiles throw off a tasteless, odorless, colorless gas which ts deadly 
p01son 
To teach first aid for cases of asphyxiation from gas emphasize the fol-
lowing po1n ts; 
The rescuer must not breathe while in the gas filled room 
Open doors and drag vtctlm outdoors or take him into another r oom 
w1th wtndO\\S open and lay him on the floor 
If 1n a garage open the doors and drag the VICtt m outside. 
Apply art1fictal respiration. (See un1t on "Safety 10 Play and Re-
creation" for intermediate and upper grades for apply1ng artifictal 
r espiration.) 
K eep the patient warm. 
P u ptl A cttvittes 
D1scuss1ng the uses and dangers of gas 
F1ndtng out how gas IS obtained 
Drawing a diagram of a gas stove showing how the cocks should be kept 
closed 
D em onstrat1ng what to do in case of a gas leak 
Wr1t ing why a flashlight should be used when search1ng for a gas leak 
Visiting the gas_plant 
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Finding out why carbon rnono.·ide ga::s which is deadly poisonous is pro-
duced bv automobile 
• 
·Demonstrating the saf(• way with an automobile in order to be free from 
the danger of carbon monoxide gas 
Practicing artificial respiration until it can he done effectively 
EV I DE"\CE~ 01 \1 \ "l EH Y 
Children arc interested in t lH• preYcntion of home accidents and reports 
show that what is being taught nt school is hcing r.arricd over into the home 
• • • 
actlvlttes. 
hildren ha\·e a knowledge and can npply first aid in case of electric shock 
or suffocation from gas. 
l '\IT OBJECTIVE 
1 o teach safety in play and recreation 
L_ PECIFIC OBJECTIYE"-2 
To develop habits of cart>fulne::-.s "hen near or in the water 
To teach first aid in cas<' of drowning and other accidents 
To deYclop habits of cart>fuhwss when on the playground in the use of all 
play apparatus, and when engaging in out-of-door sports 
I FOR!\1ATI O:\AL !\1 \TEHIAL, TEACHER PROCEDURE, D 
PUPI L ACTI \ ITIES 
1. taking Childre n a fet) Con sc.ious with Regard t o "ater ports 
I nformalional AI at erial and 1'c achcr Procedure 
Children need to learn saf cty in connect ion with water sports. 
Dtscuss with the children rules and regulations of bathing beaches and 
pools 
Discuss why one should learn to obey the regulations of the beach or pool 
which he 1s to enjoy. 
Talk about the Importance of learning how to swim at the earliest oppor-
tumty Have the children make up a list of " afe ' Yays for Swimmers" 
Send to Ch1cago Chapter, American Red Cross, 616 South l\h ch1gan Ave 1 
Chicago, Ill, for a bulletin on "at.er games, races, and stunts 
Talk about the importance of h..nowing how far one can s~ Im safel) 
l\1any swimmers meet "1th disaster when they become exhausted or a re 
d01ng stunts 
Find out and report to the children places where the) may learn to s'Hm 
under superviSion during the summer. Some of the places "here lnquir-
mes may be made are: Park and recreat10n boards, 1 \\T C A 1 1 l\1 C 
A , Four-H Clubs, Farm Bureaus, Boy Scouts, G1rl Scouts. Camp Fu e 
G1rls, and count) agricultural 1tnd home demonstrat10n agents ( ee ele-
mentary state course of stud), p 202.) 
D1scuss the dangers of "ad1ng and of deep "ater. EmphasiZe keeping 
ou t of '\ater wh10h 1s over the head until the person can sw1m, and never 
g01ng wad1ng 1n unfam1har places until the depth of the water, abrupt 
slopes, etc. ha ve been deter mined 
• 
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Talk about accidents of which c·hildren know that have happened in s hal-
low water. 
Explain why little children need to be watched when playing around shal-
low water such as wading pools, bath tul5s, wash tubs, etc. 
Dt::,cuss the danger when wading of going out too fa1 If one cannot swim. 
Let. the children read to find out whet her or not the bed of a pond or 
stream 1s always the same, how long 1t takes for the bed of a st.ream to 
make a decided change and have holes in it where it was smooth before, 
and what causes abrupt slopes and deep holes in running water. 
Discu~s how to be safe In boats, canoes, and on rafts, and why a boat 
should not be overcrowded. 
D1scuss why it it dangerous to stand up in a boat or change seats when 
out on the water, and also the danger in rocking a boat for fun. 
( ee Safely Education AI agazi ne, Vol '\.I pp I 99, 230, 262, and 27~ on 
L "lmming and '\Vater Safety.) 
Pupil Activities 
!\l aking a list of regulations which all should know and ohserve at a hath 
1ng beach or pool 
• 
ending for literature on swimming and water sports 
I\I ak1ng a list of "Safe \Yays for~ \\tmmcrs.'' L'ome of tht'se may hP: 
Choose swimming places where there arP life guard:s 
Use the Boy Scout 41 Buddy" plan of two swimmers always keeping 
near each other. Kever go swimming alone. 
Avoid deep water until you can swim well. 
Avoid swimming just after a heavy meal. 
A void going into strange water without first finding out aoout s" ift-
ness of the current, tides, undertow, holes, shore slope, and cold cur-
rents. 
Have your heart examined if swimming makes \ ou tired or weak. 
A voids" imming in stagnant water. 
A\ oid d1ving unless you know the wate1 IS deep enough and there are 
no sharp objects against which to strike the head. 
!(now how to perform artificial respiration. 
l' • .taktng such danger signs as should be posted near places in lakes, ponds, 
and streams that are unsafe for swimming 
F1nd1ng out how the number of deaths from dro" ning compared w1th the 
number from automobile and other acddents 
Finding out about hfe buoys and ropes and how to adjust a life belt, and 
bnnging a life belt to school where pupils take turns In adjusting it 
l\l aking a hst of "safety rules" for observance when 1n boats or canoes 
A void g01ng In a boat or canoe on deep water or a nver unless you 
can swim. 
A v01d canoes or boats that leak. 
. Sit 1n a boat so that it IS evenly balanced. If necessary to move take 
care not to disturb the balance 
R efrain from playing while 1n the boat 
K now how to row before trying 1t by yourself. 
Carry a life buoy fo r each person when going out Into deep water. 
• 
• 
.... 
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2. 
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Learning a fe t \' in R o ller a n d Ice 
• 
kati n g 
lnformntional Jll alcrial and 'J'cacher J>rocedurc 
GhildrPn m•ed to lf'aJ'n safety with n·~:ud to both roller and icc skating. 
\lnny children lose tlu\ir livP~ Pvcry winter by going through the ice while 
~knting. 'l'o teach this unit tnlk with the <'hildren about safe places for 
roller skating rtnd the danger~ in .ska iug in the stref't or on a paved high-
way. · 
Let the children explain why one should remove his roller skates before 
cros~ing a heavy traffic street. 
Let the children talk about and li t <'ourtesie" which should be ob.spn•ed 
when roller skating on the sidewalk . 
• 
Discuss the dangers of ice ~kating. 
Tnlk about how holes or dangerous :spot. in thP ice ~hould be marked. 
Let the children rcu.d to find out whethC'r a lake or river is apt to ha\·e 
more dangerous pots and why. 
Let the children di:s('USS tripping playmates wh n they arc 6kat in g. 
Discuss the danger of pouring wat ron th 'sidewalks to make ice for skat-
ing or sliding. 
Discuss with the children how to rcscut> one who has broken through the 
icc. The following points may lw brought out: 
If posstblc, throw a slil'k tiPd to the <'lld of a rope to the person '\O he 
ean se1ze the stick and pull himself out. . 
If there 1s no rope push a plank or a pole toward the opening A 
human cham may be mnd<>. The first person era wls on hand~ and 
knees toward the opening while the second person holds on to hts feet. 
The next person holds on to the second person, etc., untll the Ylctim 
is reached and pulled out. Get the pLrson who has fallen into the 
water to shelter as soon ns possible. Keep him warm. If he 1s not 
breathing, when rescued, perform art1fiutal respiration 
Talk about proper places to put :;kntes when through usmg them, how 
lca\'ing skates on the floor causes injury to others and t.he best way to 
care for skates "hen not in usn 
( \Vrite to the Kat10nal ... afct\ Council, 20 :\ "acker Dr1vc, Chicago, for 
Acctdent Facts In connectwn \\1 t h this unit.) 
Pupzl Actwtltes 
Making a set of safety first and courtN>\ rules to be obserYecl in roller sh.at-
mg for the hall bulletin board 
Making safety slogans for icc skating such as 
One-inch 1ce, keep away. 
Two-1nch ice, one may. 
Three-Inch ice, shall group stay? 
Four-inch ice, 0 l{ 
Discussing how to rescue one who has broken through the ice 
DramatlZlng the rescuing of one who has fallen through the ice 
Dtscusstng the best places to keep sku tes and why 
3. Selecting Safe Places for Coasting 
I nformat~onal M atenal and Teacher Procedure 
Children need to find safe places for coasting in order to prevent accidents. 
• 
• 
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T o teach safety with regard to coasting dvscuss safe places for coasting. 
\Vhat safe places do the children know about'? 
D1scuss reasons for a voiding the use of streets for coasting. 
\Yhere should one walk when returning to top of coasting hill'? \Vhy? 
Discuss danger of hooking a sled to a car or sl~tgh. 
D1scuss danger of coasting Into a busy street, railroad track, or into a 
t ree or fence. (See elementary state course of study, p 87) 
Pu ptl Activities 
:t\.Iaking a list of places about the community where it is safe to coast 
Finding out who has authority to close st rccts for coasting 
Discus::;Ing whether the toboggans should precede or follow the small sleds 
do" n the hill 
D1 cussing ways in which coasting ucciden l::, may be a voided 
Choostng a traffic cop who regulates truffic at the cousting party 
4. Bei n g Carefu I in t h e Use of Firearm 
• 
5. 
I nfor malional Jlf aterial and Teach er Procedure 
Every year many accidents happen from using or playing with firearms. 
I ntermediate grade pupils should not ww firearms. Upper grade children 
sometimes carry guns "hen hunting. 
To teach safet.y in the use of firearms talk about the danger of playing with 
firearms 
Dtscuss the u::;e of firearms 
Dtscu::;s whether firearms ate needed for protection in your community, 
• 
and th~ extent to which they are used for hunting. 
Discuss the danger of pointing a gun at one even if it is not loaded. 
Talk about the importance of carrying n gun safely. Ho" should this be 
done? 
Talk about the safe wa v of getting ovm· a fence with a gun and the posi-
tion of the hammer and safety catch until one is ready to shoot.· 
Dtscuss the danger of 1 unning ahead to <'hase out rabbits ''hen you are 
hunting \Hth father or brother. (~ ee ~ 'afcly Ed·ucalion, Vol X I , pp 76, 
114, 142, and 14 7 on Dangerous \\capons and Explosn es.) 
(See elementary state course of study, pp 8G and 204.) 
Pupil Acttvtttes 
Findtng out from the sheriff or an utt orne} the lu w regard1ng the cat ry-
ing of concealed weapons 
D1scuss1ng precautwns which should be observed when walking in the 
fields or "oods during the hunting ::;eason sueh a.., 
Carr} tng a rifle 
\Veanng a bright colored cap on the head 
:t\.1aking a hst of safety rules for those who must handle firearms 
Discussing accidents which have happened 1n the eommunity from fire-
arms and ho\\ they mtght have been prevented 
Hiking a nd Camping 
I nformattonal 11 ate rial and Teacher Procedure 
Children need to learn to take respons1b1hty for t hemselves and others 
when h iking and camping. 
• 
• 
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To teach !)afety in hiking and camping discus:s :safe ways for hiking and 
camping. tress the importance of : 
\Valking on left side of highways 
Always facing traffic 
Avoiding walking on railroad tracks 
~ taying with the rest of the party 
\Vearing suitable and comfortable clothing and shoes 
losing all gn t es after going through 
Having access to a first aid kit 
Discussing nwking campfires and the importance of extingUislnng them 
when lea \'ing .1fety Education ~ection One for June, 1932 gt ves a play 
entitled The Ga nt pfire. ~ ce elcmcn t ar·y :,bite course of study, p 6.) 
P11.pil A clivi tics 
Asking s<"outs to give talk:\ on things on) should know when hiking or 
• c~ Ill pmg 
\\ nting for language work why hikcr:s :should not take liberties with other 
people's property 
Reading to find out how much damLq~e hus been done by forest fires with-
in the past year and how this lo:s:s could hnve bt•en prevented 
Explaining the difference between two kind:s of fires needed in camping, 
one for cooking and one for warmth, light, and cheer 
Outlining safe ways in whi t; cnmp fires may be extinglll:shed upon break-
ing camp. (~ee elementary state course of study, p 20-1.) 
Learning how to make fires for ('amp cooking- Pupils demonstrate wa' :s 
to make campfires 
Kindling · 
The best kindling i:s fat pine or the bark oft he paper birch. Fat pine 
is found 1n the stumps nnd butt euts of pine tn.e:s Good kindhng 
sure to be dry undernenth the bark in all weather is procured b) 
:snapping off the :small dead brarH·hes or stubs of branches that are 
left on the trunk:s of small or medium "SlZtd trees, near the ground. 
Directions for what rna Y be called the "Dinner Fire": 
~ 
Get plenty of wood and kindling. 
Find two large fiat rocks a.nd lay them (facing you) three feet apart 
On these rocks lay t" o, four-foot logs, parallel and several inches 
apart, as rests for ) our utensils. 
Arrange the ktndhng between and under the logs wtth small st1cks 
laid across the top of the logs. 
~\dd fuel as needed. 
Dircctwns for "hat may be called the " Luncheon F1re": 
Dr1ve a forked stake into the ground. 
La) a green shck across it, slanting upward from the ground. 
\\ e1ght the lo\\ er end "tth a rock. 
The slanting stick should have a notch on it to hold the pot. 
Gather a small armful of twigs from the stze of a lead pencil to the 
stze of your finger. 
Shave three sttcks through, for half length, leavtng the lower eod of 
sha'\ mg attached to the stick. 
Stand these tn a tripod 
Around them build a small comcal w1gwam 
Feed tt with small sttcks as needed . 
• 
• 
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6. Learnin~ t o Reco~nize and Avoid P oiso n ou s Plants and Danger -
ou s Anima ln ath e to t h e Sectio n 
Informational J.'f aterial and Teacher Procedure 
To teach children to recognize and avoid pOisonous plants and dangerous 
an1mals native to the section, supply pictures, references, and read1ng 
materials about them. (See clemcn taq. state course of study 1 p 86.) 
Discuss the following: 
How poison ivy affects people. 
The best remedies to use for poison ivy. 
Care necessary 1n using remedies. 
Emphasize: 
The poison ivy is found running on the ground or clinging to bushe~ 
or shrubs. 
Poison ivy looks like the harmless five-leaf ivy except that the poison 
ivy always has three leaves. 
Beware of poison oak whose foliage is poi::;onous. 
Avoid eating unknown bernes 
A void eating mushrooms unless .} ou know they are not pousonous 
toadstools. 
A v01d drinking doubtful wat(.I 
Dtsposal of garbage and wastc-s is i rn portan t. (See elementary sta te 
course of study 1 p 86.) 
Pupil Activities 
Observing pictures of the pmson ivy; have these show the leaves, spring 
and fall coloring, flowers, and the fruits both ripe and unripe 
Copying from books pictures of the lea\ c':>, flowers, and fruits of poison 
. 
IVY 
Telling of personal experiences with ivy poisoning 
Making a poster of poison ivy with warnings for the bulletin board 
Making drawings of po1son oak 
Reading about places where pmson ivy may usually be found 
List1ng animals and insects to be avoided when hiking or camping 
Finding out remedies to be apphed 1n case of pmsoning 
Show1ng by drawing and description the difference between mushrooms 
and pmson toadstools (Safety Educatton, Section One for June, 19321 
shows p1ctures and g1ves a descnpt1on of poison Ivy) 
7. Performin~ Ar t ifici a l R espiration 
I nfor mattonal Jf aterial and Teacher Procedure 
To teach children how to resuscitate one who is near death by drown1ng, 
by asphyxiation from inhaling gas, electric shock, etc., have much drama-
t1zat10n of how it is done. 
Wnte the Ame11can Red Cross, The United States Health Service, and 
others for methods of resuscitation. (See elementary state course of study, 
p 202.) 
T each the boys and girls exactly how to perform artificial respiration 
The following IS one plan: 
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Place patient, face down, head to one side. Both arms above head 
and one forearm back so head rests on it. 
Operator astride patient's lower thighs. pread hands out on back 
so that little fing )rs are at the lower line of the ribs. Thumbs on each 
side of the spine and about two inches from middle line. 
Operator swings on hi::s knees. Presses steadilv and gently so as to 
expel air from lungs (takes about two seconds) Draw back andre-
lease the pres~ure suddenly so as to draw a1r Into lungs (takes about 
two seconds). Repeat about 15 times a minute. 
Continue until patient breathes naturally. It often takes half an 
hour or several hours to bring back life. Loosen collar, have tongue 
forward and throat clear, keep body warm, get wet clothes off, cover 
with blankets or coats, rub body. 
Keep bystu dcrs back so patient can get fresh air. ee ~afely Edu-
cation, \"ol ~1, p 153 on First Aid and Resuscitation., 
It i:s suggested that it may be helpful to get a local doctor to come to the 
schoolbuilding to :show the children the correct way to perform artificial 
respiration. 
Pupil Activities 
Performing artificinl respiration until it can be done effectively 
E\ I D~~ CE OF 1\L\ f~R 't 
1. Children show an interest in being safe in their sports 
2. .\n increased interest in the safety of others "hile engaging in recrea-
twn and sports 
AFETY EDUCATIOX J_T THE HIGH CHOOL 
~lthough safety education has its most important place in the grade and 
rural schools, nevertheless the high schools ha Ye a special part in ~oh·ing the 
problem of safety. .\ study of a<X~Idcnt stati:::>tics sho"s that certain types of 
accidents are particularly common to the lugh school age. It is an age "hen 
boys and girls are driving cars, S\\ Imming, hiking and camping, using firearms 
when hunting and engaging in athletics. It Is the age when ) outh begins to 
lace some of the real problems of en'\tronmcnt. It IS natural then that htgh 
schools should stress the prevention of the Yarious t) pes of accidents particu-
larly common to this age. 
Provtsion 1s made In this bulletin fort hrec units of safety education for high 
school pupils It 1s 1mportnnt that instruction be given 1n such a manner that 
the boys and girls of th1s age will take it seriousl) Care must be used not to 
make them feel that the' are being "preached to". As much of the Instruc-
tion as possible should be ot the incidental nature and \\orked in with the regu-
lar high school courses and actlvttics. The most important point Is perhaps 
to induce a safety conscwusness and make the pupil feel the respons1b1lity not 
onl) for making himself safe but for the safety of others 
The three un1ts offered in this build in ar<> · 
1. Education to promote the safety of pedestrians and motonsts In the 
streets and htghways. . 
• 
• 
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2. ~ afety education which may be taught in connection with tl 
of study for high school. 
3. "afcty education promoted through a course in first aid. 
I:Dl"CATIO~ TO PR0~10TE THE S \FET\ OF PEDE TRI.\. S .\ D 
l\10TORISTS IN THE TREETS \~D IIIGH,Y.\ YS 
l"~IT OBJECTIVE 
To promote the safety of pedestrians and motorists in the streets and high-
wa \ s 
PECIFIC OBJECTIYES 
To aid in the solution of special traffic and parking problems caused by pu-
pil drivers 
To teach general traffic principles to all pupils 
To teach the major provisions of the Iowa l\lotor Vehicle Law to students 
who drive or who are near the legal driving age and about to become drivers 
To teach pupils, who have cars or who arc responsible for the famtly car, 
the importance of properly maintaining a motor vehicle 
To teach the specific causes of automobile accidcn ts 
To teach the value and content of an automobile first aid kit 
ThACHER PROCED'CRE 
1. To aid In the solution of specific traffic and parking problems caused by 
pupil drivers, discuc;s the proper parking of pupil and faculty cars on 
school property or In streets adjacent to school. '\\7hen cars are parked 
in streets near school discuss relation of parked vehicle to fire hydrant, 
alley, pedestrian crosswalk, and private driveway. 
~- If necessary survey the neighborhood and assign specific parking space to 
each faculty and pupil driver. 
3. Discuss the capacity load of various types of passenger cars and discour-
age over-loading, carrying passengers on running boards, etc. 
4. To tear h general traffic principles to all pupils, discuss the need for both 
pcdestnans and motonsts to use the highways and streets in a con~iderale, 
courteous and safe manner. 
5. To teach the maJor provis10ns of the I ow a 1931 Motor Y chicle Law, dis-
cuss. 
Registration of cars- Every car must be registered by the owner with 
the county treasurer and hcense fcc paid. The fee, never less than 
$10.00 a year, vanes with the weight and value of the veh1cle and 
should be paid not later than January 1st of each year The county 
treasurer Issues to the owner a registration card and a set of plates 
The card must be kept in the veh1cle and the plates placed upon 1t 
in their proper places A certificate of registratiOn must be secured 
with a second-hand or used car. 
Licenses for drivers- All automobile drivers in Iowa must have li-
eens~s Issued by the Department of Motor VehiCles. Licenses are 
not Issued to persons under 15 years of age except when a parent or 
guardian requests that a minor's license be Issued to someone be-
tween 14 and 15 years so that h e may dnve to school. Such minor's 
• 
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licenses are valid only in going to and from school. If one is under 
1 his application for a license must be signed by his parent or guard-
ian or if he has neither, by his employer. If he is under 16 he cannot 
be licensed to drive a school bus or if under 21 to drive a regular 
public passenger bus. Licenses are not issued to those who are phy-
sically handicapped in such a way as to interfere with their control 
of a car nor to those who cannot read road signs in English nor to ha-
bitual drunkards, users of narcotics, f ecble-minded, or epileptics nor to 
anyone whose licenoc has been suspended during the period of sus-
pension or, if a license has been revoked, until a year after its re-
• 
vocatiOn. 
Application for licenses must be made on approved blanks and sign-
ed by a sheriff. Each applicant must give his correct name, age sex, 
residence address and tell if he has been licensed by another state and, 
if he has had a license suspended or revoked, when and ·whv The 
license fee is paid when the application is filed. Applicants are ex-
amined as to physical and mental qualifications to opera.te a car 
safely by count, sheriffs. After a successful examination every li-
censed driver rc.cbives a license from the state capitol. The l'cense 
must be signed by the driver and kept in his possession :-\o one 
elsE; can usc it. A duplicate license may be s "'cured if OIH 1s lost or 
destroyed . Licenses xpire December 31 every odd numbered year 
and shall be rcn£.wed upon application, payment of fee, and if 
thought necessary by the Depart mont, examination. 
A driver's license must be revoked for one year upon conviction of 
(1) manslaught.er resulting from the operation of a motor vehicle, 
(2) driving while drunk or under the influence of a narcotic drug, 
(3) pcrjur) or making false affidavit, under a rn state la" governing 
registration and usc of motor vehicles, (4) any felony Involnng a 
motor vehicle or the motor vehicle law, (5) conviction or forfeiture 
of ball on three charges of reckless driving within 12 months, (6) con-
' Iction as hit-and-run dnver in rase involving death by a motor ve-
hicle A driver's license may be suspended when the department has 
reason to believe a pe1son has (1) committed any offense for the con-
VICtiOn of which revocation IS mandatory (see 1 to 6 above), (2) by 
unla "ful or reckless driving causing injurv, death, or serious property 
damage, (3) become incompetent to dnve or su.ffenng from mental 
or phys1cal handicaps rendenng 1t unsafe for such person to dnve a 
motor vehicle on the streets and highways, {4) become a habitually 
reckless or negligent dnYer or hns committed a serious violation of 
t he motor vehicle laws of the state 'Yhen the department suspends 
or revokes a hcense the person "hose hcense Is revoked 1s Immediate-
ly notified and gtven an opportumt) to present his case before the 
department In the county In which he hves If an apphcant has been 
demed a dn ver's or chauffeur's hccnse, he may petitiOn in his own 
distnct court a. heanng of his case w1tlun 30 da) s and the court must 
grant him a hearing witlun 10 days after the time he has apphed 
Licenses cannot be suspended for more than one year Any person 
whose hcense has been revoked cannot apply for a new hcense until 
one year after such revocatiOn. I t 1s aga1nst t he law for t he owner of 
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a car to allow it to be driven hy anyone who has not a legal right to 
do so. 
Local regulations- Local officials may adopt special ordinanecs 
governing one-Wa) streets, boulevards, parking, school 7.ones, etc., 
but such ordinances must not be contrary to the general state law. 
chool zones may be est a bhshed and all Toot or vehicles required to 
stop when movable stop signs hav~ been placed in the streets at the 
hm1ts of the 7.0nPs 
G. To teach the major rules of the rond (C'outairH'd iu the Iowa l\lotor \'e-
• hicle Law), discuss 
Automobiles are driven to the right of the center of highways. 
\Yhen meeting another \'chicle, or being passed by one, n driver· keeps 
to the right. 
\Yhen O\.'crtaken by a fa~tcr moving vehicle, proceeding in the snme 
direction, the law provides that upon a signal either by the sounding 
of a bell, horn or other signalling device of the overtaking car, ca us-
ing his vehicle to be dnven to the r ight of the center of the travelled 
way if he can do so safely and remain to the right of the renter of such 
tra veiled way until such overtaking vehicle shall ha. ve safely passed. 
The Yehicle approaching from the rear shall puss to the left and shall 
not return to such road or path within less than thirty feet of the 
vehicle which has been passed, except in passing a street car 1,he ve-
hicle approaclung from the rear shall pass to the right in all cases 
"here the condition of the street permits such pass9.ge. 
Cars are to be driven at "reasonable and proper" speed with due re-
gard for traffic, road conditions, etc., except when speci fie limit is set 
by municipalities. In Iowa, we haYe no definite speed limit but every 
person dnving a motor vehicle on a highway shall drive the same at 
a careful and prudent speed not greater than nor less than IS reason-
able and proper, having due regard for the trnffic, surface and width 
of the highway and of any other conditions then existing and no per-
son shall drive any vehicle upon a highway at a speed greater than 
w1ll permit him to bring it to a stop within the assured clear distance 
ahead (It \\Ill therefore seem that the dn ver of every motor vehicle 
must be the Judge under all .existing circumstances as to what is the 
reasonable and proper speed- It is obvious therefore that If there IS 
snow and ice on the highway or 1f there IS rain and the highway IS \'vet, 
dnvers should be more cautiOus and dnve at a slower rate of speed 
as compared to conditions when the h1ghway is dry and the atmos-
phere is clear. It should be also noted in this connection that when 
the surface of the high way 1s wet and shppery a vehicle cannot be 
brought to a stop 1n as short a d1stance as when the surface of the 
highway 1s dry. At night and on foggy or misty days drivers should 
drive at more moderate rates of speed because vision IS not so clear 
and pedestrians and obJects 1n the h1gh way are not so \\ell defined 
through the \Hndshield to the driver.) 
Reckless and drunken driving IS punishable by fine. 
An operator of a motor vehtcle shall before stopping, turning, or 
changing the course of his vehicle, make the following observatiOns: 
(1) See that there is suffiCient space to make such movement in safe-
t y. 
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(2) Give a visible or audible signal to the drivers of vehicles follow-
ing, of his intention to make such movement by raising and ex-
• tending the hand indicating the direction in which he wishes to 
turn. 
The operator of u. motor Yehiclc in turning to the right from one 
street or highway into nnotht}r shall turn the corner as ncar the right-
hand as practicable and in turning to the left from one street or high-
wny into a not her, shall paRs to the right of and beyond the ccn ter 
before turning. 
\Vhere two Yehicles nrP approaching on tlH' street or highway so that 
their paths will in t crse<'t and there is danger of collision, the vehicle 
npproaching the other from the right shall have the right of way. (A 
great many accident.~ o ·cllr at intersections, because of the failure of 
at least one of the drivers to obey the law and yield the right of way 
to the driver entitled thereto. 
The party approaching from the right is now alwa s entitled to pre-
cedence at the interscetion. It is only when the vehicles are ap-
proaching each other so that thei r paths will inter 'ect and there is 
danger of a. <'ollision that the party approaching from the right is en-
titled to the right of way. In <'aSP of doubt as to whether or not you 
arc entitled to the prcfcrcncp at the intnsection, it ts always well to 
remember that the saf.est fH'O<'Pdurp is to) 1eld the nght, of way to the 
other driver. Vt>ry little time \\ould he lost in doing tlus and acci-
dents could be prevented. 
It is unlawful for the operator of any motor vehicle in cittes and towns, to 
overtake and pass a not her vehicle at street intersections 1n the bus1ness 
districts. 
• 
A driver should bring his automobile to a full stop not less than five feet 
from the rear end of an v street car headed in the same dlrection which 
-has stopped for the purpose of takin~ on and discharging passenger~ and 
remain standing unhl such street car has taken on and d1scharged its pat-s-
engcrs. 
lthough the law provides that all traYclling should be done on the right-
hand side of the center of the street or htghway, it Is thought by man) 
that it is much safer for a pcdcs~rian to \\alk on the left of the center of 
the street, thus \\alking against the traffic rather than wtth the t.raffic 
There is considerable merit in this contentiOn because 1n travelhng a-
gainst the traffic a pedestrian can sec obJects movtng toward htm "1th-
• out being rcqutred to turn around. It 1s hoped by many that a law "ill 
be enacted at the next lcgislnturc, pro' 1clmg for pedestnans to travel on 
the lcfthand s1de of the center of the street or h1ghway and agatnst the 
traffic rathet than on the righthand side of the street or high"ay and with 
the flow of traffic. 
Drivers stop behind standing street cars and school busses loading or un-
loading children, (All school busses must be clearly marked, front and 
rear, by "School Bus" sign) except "here there 1s a destgnated and defi-
nitely mat ked loading zone. 
Brakes, horns, head and tail lights must be kept in good condttlon 
Horse drawn vehtcles, as well as motorcycles and automobiles, must carry 
ta1l hghts after dark. 
• 
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Cars parked on hard surfaced highways or streets must be lighted after 
dark. 
Parallel parking 1s required except where head-in parking 1s permitted on 
certain streets b) c1ty ordinance. 
Park1ng 1s now allowed 15 feet from an intersection or 15 feet from a fire 
hydrant in the bus1ness dtstrict 
In case of accident, dnver caus1ng accident must render first aid to victim, 
and furnish him or some reliable adult in case of severe injury, with name, 
address, and car number. lie then reports the accident to the police offic-
er or county attorney or sheriff or chief of police if accident occurred in 
city. Failure to report IS punishable by fine of not rnore than $500.00 or 
by imprisonment for not more thnn two years for first offense. In the 
case of property damage driver gives his nan1e, address and ~ur number 
to owner of property. 
7. To teach pupils the care of an automobile, diseuss defective equipment ns 
a cause of accidents. Give special attention to the following: 
8 
• 
Brakes - :\ eed for reliable brakes; value of periodic brake tests 
Lights -Position on car, focusing of head and spot lights on the high way, 
tail hghts, parking lights, "dimming" lights when meeting another car 
Horn- Proper use 
Mirror-As an aid in clarifying vtew to rear. 
Automatic s1gnalling devices- \" alue of "stop" light and direct ion an <J\\ s 
on rear of car 
Safety and automobile construction-In selecting a car note the folio'' 
1ng Add others. 
Does driver have unobstructed view'? 
Is driver's seat comfortable or will he become easily fatigued'? 
Is the car equipped with safety gloss'? 
To teach the specific causes of automobde accidents, diBcuss the follow-
Ing facts 
Causes of accidents from the standpoint of the action of the driver* 
Failure to conform to the rules of the road 
Speed1ng 
Inattention 
Failure to recogn1ze unfavorable driving conditions 
Lack of appreciation of the rights of others-courtesy 
Fa1lure to slow down at IntersectiOns 
' 
Causes of accidents from the vie'\ point of the net ion of the pedestrian 
Crossing between intersections 
Cross1ng at intersections (no signal) 
Play1ng In the street 
Crossing at 1ntersections against signal 
Physical and mental actions as a cause of ac:cidcnts 
Fatigue 
Preoccupation 
Worry 
Inattention 
Physical handicap 
"Blinded by headhghts" 
•National Safety Council, Statistical Bureau, Amwal ilf' port, 1991 • 
• 
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Confusion 
Intoxication 
au~es and prevention of grade crossing accidents 
fl . To teud1 the value and content of automobile first aid kit, discuss: 
Fir~t aid a a safety measure ( fir.:,t aid to minor injury may prevent com-
plications resulting in seriouo injury, even death) 
~lany automobile accidents oecur at points some distance from doctor's 
ofiiccs and drug stores. 
An automobile first aid kit should contain thP following: 
1 }.1 oz. absorbent cotton 
2 gauze bandages 
1 yard plain gauze 
1 .t rin.ngular bandage 
1 arotnatic :;,pirits of ammonia 
1 iodine or mercurochrom" 
1 tourniquet 
1 tube vascli ne 
1 bicarbona tc of soda 
1 drinking cup 
1 miniature tlrst aid e hart 
P UP JL A C'Pll' JTIEJ"') 
1. Selecting \\Ith the aid of the teacher a SJW<·iu.l committee to survey pupil, 
and facult) parking problems as to SJHl<'C a vnilable, parking practices, co-
operation with residents ncar school, etc. If problem IS acute, encourage 
this committee to map neighborhood showing bt:>st parking space~ near 
school and assigning a part ieular spacw to •ne h du ,·er. 
2. Forming a club of students already driving and those nearly old enough 
and planning, to secure drivers' licenses . This club should have a pie~l­
dent, a vice-piesidcnt, and a scert-tary, antl n teacht.!I should be a~ked to 
s<>rYe us sponsor. l\leetings should be held at regular periods during the 
<'lub actnttles peuod or, 1f there isn't such a period, outs1de of school 
hours. There should be progra.m and publicity committees and such 
special committees as are nece~snry from time to time. 
The club should dtscuss the automobile und its relation to the school; lo-
<'al traffic ordinances, 1f an:;, the Iowa l\Iot or Vehicle La. w; and other 
t.opirs of IntClest to the club members. The club should prepare bulletm 
boards shO\\mg facts on automobile safety and, at least once a year, ar-
range a general assembly program for the school. The club may. 
Prepare graphs sho" 1ng the important causes of automobile acci~ 
dents 
List features of an automobile related to safety 
Secute and examine application for driver's hcense 
Inspect own car· Are lights in good cond1t1on'? Are brakes 111 good 
condition? Does the horn work? How about the license plates 
are they properly placed, securel) fastened, clean'? 
~ nte the Department of !\lotm \ chicles to ask if there have been 
any important changes in the l\lot01 \ C'lucle La." pussC'd in 1931. 
EVIDENCE OF MASTERY 
The State Department IS Indebted to Professor A R. Lauer of the Depart-
• 
-
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ment of Psychology, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, for the two following 
tests over the Iowa ~iotor Code. How many of the questions can your htgh 
school boys and girls answer correctly? How many of the questions are the 
teachers able to answer correctly? 
IOvVA lYIOTOR CODE EXAMINATION 
Name Age Occupation _ __ _ 
Indicate the best answer at the right by putting a check mark on the line. 
Give only one answer unless two are requested. 
1. \\7hen a car is over- 1. 
taken by another car the 2. 
dnver of the overtaken 3. 
car shall 4. 
2. Sound signalling de- 1. 
vices are to be used only 2. 
3 
4. 
3. It IS legitl mate to al- 1 
low a car to stand with- 2. 
out tail lights ou tstde 3. 
city limits when 4. 
4. No car or trailer's 1. 
axles can be closer to- 2 
gether than 3. 
Turn to the right as far as possible 
Turn to the left as far as possible 
Take the center and step on the gas 
Blow hts horn 
\Vhen passing 
On curves 
As warntng of danger 
When approaching hilltop 
The road 1s hghted 
The car IS halfway off the paving 
The ca1 1s ent1rely off the pavtng 
o cars are in stght 
40 inches 
30 inches 
60 inche~ 
--
--
4. 54 inches 
5 Any person driving 
a tractiOn engtne on a 
publtc htghway must 
1. 
2. 
3 
4 
6. If you were drivtng 1. 
a car which was In an ac-
cident and the other 2. 
driver who was alone was 3 
unconscious and was 4. 
betng taken care of you 
should first 
7. "Car-in-tra.nstt'' 1. 
cards may be used for 2. 
only 3. 
4. 
8. License fee for cars 1 . 
• 
lS 
2. 
A v01d fright of horses a.s far as posstble 
Go over a bridge not. less than two mtles 
per hour 
1\.Iake no more n01se than necessary 
Not pick up hitch hikers 
Gtve your name, car number and address __ 
to a d1s1nterested bystander _ _ 
Dnve on and later write htm 
N ottfy the nearest pohce 
Take charge of affaus until a policeman 
came 
10 days 
5 days 
30 days 
60 days 
• 
1% of value plus 40c for each 100 pound 
wetght 
3 % of value plus $3.00 for each passenger 
besides the driver 
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fl. Truiler '' eighinp: 
less thnn 1000 lb;5. or· 
with a loud capa<·ity not 
Pxcccding 1000 lbs. 
10. It is a misdemeanor 
to load u. truck or trailer 
in ex ·c:s:> of its licen:;c ca-
pa('ity of more than 
11. 1f you report on .Jan. 
1 that in the fir::;t half of 
the previous regbtrutiou 
period your car was junk-
ed, stolen and never re-
"overed, or sold outside 
the stutc you will receive 
12. The registration fcc 
for n u1 omobiles, except 
in the ca.::;e of deal<•rs or 
OURSFJ OF STUDY 
3. 5~ of purchase price minus one dollar for 
each year driven 
4. . 15.00 plus a wheel tax 
1. Need no licen:se 
2. • Hequire peeial license 
3. Ila\'C license fcc of. 5.00 
·1. Arc licensPd according to type of tire 
USPd 
1. 
') 
-· 
3. 
1. 
1. 
? 
-· 
3. 
·l. 
1. 
? ~-
3. 
10% 
') ~ (ff 
-D 0 
-
50% 
• 
}.j 00 
~o rcfu· 'l 
Credit o 3 00 on any future registration 
you nut.) be making 
Hefund of % of your licen:se fee 
H.-.fund of 3-2 of your licen:se fee 
\n\·lo<·al cur tn.x 
Luxury tax on purchase price of <'fir 
tntc road tax 
man uf:u·turers, take~ the l. 
place of 
Poll tn.x 
• 
' 
13. If vour license f ce is 
-
uot paid by .JH n uary fir:-.t 
1. 
') 
-· 
No license will be Issued 
PenaltY of .,.1.00 "1ll be added for each 
w 
month of tardine":s 1n payment 
--
--
--
3. ) on will not be allowed to drive your car 
1 or one week 
L 
1. 
5.00 is added to original fee 
14. ~o chauffcr's license 
may hP issued to a nyonc 
u nd<'r 
15. '\ o r<'g, ular driver's 
licensP rna\' be issued to 
• 
Hll\'OllC undPr 
~ 
2. 
3. 
•1. 
1. 
') 
AJo 
3. 
16 \'CUI'S 
21 ) cars 
18 ) ears 
25 ) CHIS 
15 years 
• 
14 years 
1 years 
• 
4. 21 years 
16. No driver's or chauf- 1. 
fpur's license mav be is- 2. 
((Dope'' addicts 
Habitual dnmkauls 
~ 
S\l('d to (ituli<'atc G an- :3. 1:"1 • 1 orPigners 
swers.) 4. 
5. 
Criminal:-. 
Hobos 
6. Communi:sts 
7 Epileptics 
8. Illiterates 
• 
--
--
--
--
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17 No person may drive 
a sch ool bus if he is under 
18 No person may drive 
a pubhc passenger carry-
ing car if he 1s under 
19. Driver's examina-
tion for license mav 
~ 
cover 
20. A driver's examina-
tion need not be gi vcn if 
applicant has dri\·cn a 
car one year and applies 
w1thin 
21. No driver's hcense is 
vahd unle-ss "ilgned by 
9. 
10. 
11. 
I. 
2. 
3 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
I. 
2. 
3 
4 
1. 
? 
-· 
3. 
4. 
22 D n ver's hcense shall 1. 
be earned 2-
3 
4. 
23. Driv er's license ex-
. p1res 
24. Ltcenses may be re-
voked because of (gi \'e 
two answers) 
25. W hen a car owner-
s hi p 1s transferred the 
owner shall not1fy 
I 
1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I 
2 
3. 
4. 
A person knowing only French 
Colo'red servants 
l\I entally incompetents 
21 vears 
1 years 
16 years 
24 years 
21 years 
18 years I 
16 vears 
v 
25 years 
Anything the department wislws to a~k 
Nothing eX<'Ppt facts directly pertain-
ing to t.hc applicant's ability to drive 
Applicant's formal education 
Applicant's ancestry 
3 mont.h8 after law takes cfT(~<'t 
G mouths after law takes offcet 
•1 months after law takes effect 
1 month after law takes effect 
Owner of license 
Owner of car to be driven 
Local chief of police 
The driver's banker 
At all times 
\Vhen doing business at home 
• 
' 
\Yhen doing business in a strange city 
\Vhen driving a car 
One year from date 1ssued 
Dec 31 of odd years 
T\\ o years from date issued 
" hen ,dr1 ver has been out of the state 
one year 
3 con viet ions of reckless driving in one 
year 
() failures to stop at signs 
D1scourtesy to traffic officer 
Drtvtng a car while intoxicated 
Fatlure to pay income or poll t.ax 
The local police department 
The County Treasurer 
The County Auditor 
The County R ecor der 
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26. The purchaser of a 
car shall 
27. A penalty of five dol-
lars is charged if notice 
of t ransfer of o" nership 
is not given Within 
2 Cities and towns 
may make their own 
(mark two answers) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
G. 
29. The co rrect distance 1. 
to park from an alley 1s 2. 
3. 
Apply for a certificate 
New license plates 
A new driver's license 
A driving examination 
of car 
30 days after sale 
·10 da vs after sale 
~ 
10 days after sale 
60 days after sale 
Gasoline tax rate 
Dri vcr license rules 
Rules concerning state 
in their city limits 
chool zones 
Parking regulations 
Car registration fee 
4 feet 
15 f cct 
7 feet 
of regist ration 
• 
using new type 
buildings with-
4. 40 feet 
30 No car wtth It s load 1 
should be "'1der than 2 
3. 
4. 
31. The maximum legal 1. 
candle power for head- 2. 
lights in I owa 1s 3. 
4. 
32 If license plates are 1 
lost one should 2 
3 
4. 
Iowa State College 
Ser1es III 
6 feet 
10 feet 
20 feet 
8 feet. 
21 candle power 
25 candle po" er 
1 candle po" er 
32 candle po" er 
Explain to officers "ho inquire 
R eport. to the County Treasurer 
l\1ake a ne" one hke the plate lost 
R c-h cense the car 
IO\VA l\10TOR CODE EXAl\IINATION 
Name Age Occupat10n 
Indicate t he best answer at the right by putting a check mark on the line 
G1ve only one answer unless two are requested. 
l. Any driver who does 1. 
not allow another to pass 2. 
lS 3. 
4 . 
• 
\Y1thtn his own r igh ts 
Gwlty of a misdemeanor 
A reckless dr1 ver 
Showing only bad ethics 
• 
• 
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2 No person under 15 1. 
shall dn ve a car unless 2. 
accompanied bv another 3. 
person at least 4. 
3. A driver "hen on a 
public high" ay In Iowa 
may dnve 
4. peed signs are plac-
ed on pnmary roads at 
the advice of 
5. If some but not all 
of the hghts of a car fail 
the dnver should 
1. 
2. 
3 
4 . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. Head lights should 1 
not throw a direct beam 2 
above 3. 
4. 
7. Spot lights should be 1. 
directed 2. 
3. 
4. 
8. The maximum legal 1. 
candle po'\\""er for head- 2. 
hghts In Iowa IS 3 
4 
9. Cars may be stop- 1 
ped on city streets at 2 
potnts other than author- 3. 
ized by law If 4. 
10. The correct distance 
to park from a hydrant 
or Clfire plug" is 
11. A car may be parked 
as near to the en trance of 
a crowded building as 
12. It IS against the law 
to drive a car whiCh 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
21 years old 
19 year::, old 
35 year::, old 
25 years old 
At least at a reasonable rate of speed 
As fast as he pl~asPs 
45 miles an hour 
35 miles an hour 
Farmer::, whose Ia nd adjoins the road 
..... tate Leg1slaturc 
X earest town 
Highway Commission 
Stop where he is 
Dn ve on toward his destination 
Have someone pull him to a garage 
Honk his horn at approaching cars 
42 Inches 
30 Inches 
84 inches 
72 Inches 
Off the road io the left 
To the left of the center of the road 
To the right of the center of the road 
Off the road to the right 
21 candle power 
25 candle power 
1 candle power 
32 candle power 
Right side of the car is near the curb 
Tatl light IS left burning 
A policeman IS In the same block 
Street IS vacant 
4 feet 
15 feet 
7 feet 
40 feet 
100 feet 
42 feet 
15 feet 
50 feet 
Discharges large amounts of smoke or 
gas 
Has poor tires 
Has no windshield 
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13. No car plus its load 
(except loads of hay, 
etc.) shall be wider than 
4. 
1. 
') 
... . 
3. 
4. 
Is painted more than four colors one if 
whie h is red 
6 feel 
10 feet 
20 feet 
feet 
• 
• 
14. "\ o passenger car's 
lond shall 
1. Exceed 1000 pounds 
2. Extend more thnn three feet beyond the 
car 
3. Extend beyond the fenders on the left 
side 
4. Ride ncurer than three inches above the 
rond surface 
15. "\ o car or t r a i 1 • r 1. 
shall be more than 2. 
3. 
4. 
16. ~ o car or trailer can 1. 
be more than 2. 
3. 
•L 
17. If a car or combina- 1. 
tion of cars 1s over thirty 2. 
feet long 1t shall not as a 3. 
rule be dnven closer to 4. 
another car than 
18 The next thing to do 
after an acc1dent, after 
g1 \ 1ng personal data, 1s 
to 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5 feet high 
20 feet high 
12 feet high 
163.1 feet high 
12 feet long 
20 feet long 
45 feet long 
30 ieet long 
600 feet 
•100 feet 
50 feet 
100 feet 
Clear the road of any debris 
• 
Report to police or peace officer 
~ 1t down and write a complete ac('ount 
of the aecident 
4. ::\otify the injured person's family 
19 If you ''ere dn v1ng 1. 
a car "th1ch damaged 2. 
some one else's property 3 
and the 0" ncr of the pro-
perty ''as not there you 4. 
should 
20 Pnmary roads and 1. 
extensiOns "1th1n cthes 2. 
and towns are called 3. 
4. 
21 At intersections of 1 
s1de roads and arter1al 2 
the sideroad traffic shall 3. 
4. 
Duvc on and '' rtte him about it 
Stop and repatr the damage done 
Tr) to hunt up the o"ner and tell him 
about it. 
Fasten your name, address, and car num-
ber on the damaged property 
tate roads 
·\rterial highwa) s 
County roads 
Through high ways 
Come to a full stop 
lo" down 
• 
Dnve r1ght onto the highway 
Be responstble for accidents 
--
--
--
--
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22. If a school bus stops 1 
to take 1n or let out pu- 2 
pils in front of you on the 3. 
high way you should 4. 
23. B e f o r e a s c h o o 1 1 
board buys a new bus it 2 
must be sure it has 3 
4 
24 It 1s unlawful t o pos- 1. 
~ess or dtsplay 2. 
3. 
4. 
25. :\on-resident cars 1. 
must be registered with 2. 
the County 1 reasurer 3. 
without fee 4. 
26. Each car must dis- 1. 
play two license plates 2. 
3. 
4. 
27. The certificat e of r e-
gistration should be plac-
ed in the driver's corn-
partment in order t.hat 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
' 2 "Licens e-applied- 1 
for" cards may be used 2. 
only 3. 
4. 
29. If one hcense plate 1. 
is lost or destroyed you 2 
should 3. 
4 
30 If a car is sold out- 1. 
Side the state or wrecked 2. 
the hcense plates and cer- 3. 
tificate of registration 4. 
should be 
31 A full year's reg1s- 1. 
trat1on fee is not charged 2. 
for new cars registered 3. 
4. 
Honk ) our horn and dn ve on 
Pass on the left of the bus 
Pass on the nght of the bus 
top five feet from the door of the bus 
A non-shatterable wind shield 
Four wheel brakes 
Front and rear entrances 
Adequate heating device 
Cancelled license plate~ 
Three head lights 
An unlicensed tratler 
A patented steering wheel lock 
20 days after entering the state 
10 days aft er entering the state 
30 days after entering the state 
GO days after entering the state 
No more than 3 ft. from the ground 
Fastened so they will not s wing 
Placed as low as possible on the car 
Securely fastened to the car 
It can be read from the back seat 
So anyone riding in the car can see it 
So the driver can sec it 
So it can be seen \\ i thou t entering the 
car 
60 days 
30 days 
15 days 
90 days 
Explain to officers who inqu1re 
Report to the County Treasurer 
!V1ake a new one as near hke the other 
as possible 
Re-hcense your car 
Left on the car 
Destroyed 
• 
Returned to the County Treasurer 
Put on another car 
Before January 15 
Between January 20 and February 1 
Durtng February 
Before January 5 
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1. S 10 00 per ton weight 
Proportional to ton capacity 
--
--
32. L i c c n s e fee f or 
trucks with pneumatic 
tires is 3. 2% of value plus 50c for each 100 lbs. 
weight 
33. \Yhen a car owner-
ship is trans£ erred the 
owner shall notify 
• 
4. 
1. 
') 
-· 
3 . 
4. 
According to power of motor 
The local police department 
The County Treasurer 
The County Auditor 
The County Recorder 
The following te:,t was preparr"l "or the American Legion by the Depart-
ment of Psychology of the Iow:1 · 1te College under the auspices of th£: Xa-
tional He.-, "arch Council omm• cc on "P~ychology of the High way." Per-
mi~sion for its use in thb bulletin ha:, been secured from the Ames Post ~o 
:~7 of the American Legion. How many question:, are your teachers and lugh 
~chool pupil able to n nswcr conectly'l 
'IE 'I' Qli' IO\VA l\IOTUH. vgniCLE CODE 
SponRored nnd Released by '!'he Ilighwu) S·tfety Committee of Ames Post 
No. 3", The A mencan Legion 
(Compute the score by rn u 1 ti plying number of errors by 0 0 a nil subtract thts 
result from · 1 00%. Omissions will be <'on~idcred a:s en ors. Check "right 
if correct, and "wrong" if not correct.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 
G. 
7. 
8 
9. 
10 
<:;core ____ _ 
Age----- Occupation _________ _ 
\Vhcn passing u cnr from the rear, pass on the ught of the 
car ahead. 
It must first be proved that the correct signal for pass1ng 
has been given before the driver being passed can be prose-
cuted for ignoring the signal 
There is no penalty in the Slate 1\Iotor Code for dnv1ng 
'' lule intoxicated. 
The owner of n. car is liable for du mage done by the negli-
gence of the dri\ er if the ln,ttei 1s under 15 ) ears. 
No hand signals or other signals for t.urning are requned by 
la" 
At Intersections the car to the right has the nght of way 
It is leguJ to pass another car at iuter..,ections tn the business 
district of a city or town. 
_ \. full stop 1s required by law before pu.sstng a loadtng or an 
unloading school bus. 
The state law does not stipulate the specific t) pe of signal-
ling device to be used on the cur. 
\Vhen changing course in trafiic il IS ncccssmy to give a sig-
nal of some type. · 
R1ght __ 
'rrong. __ 
Right __ 
\Yrong __ _ 
\Yrong ___ _ 
R1ght 
\Vrong 
Rtght --
\Yrong 
R1ght 
\Vrong __ 
Rtght 
\Yrong __ _ 
Rtght __ 
\Yrong. __ 
Rtght --
\Vrong __ _ 
R1ght 
Wrong __ _ 
11. It is illega l to 
highway. 
S A F E T Y E I> U A T I 0 N 
turn off lights to avoid idpntification on the 
12 To fail to comply with the law after an acc•idcnt, is punish-
able by fine or jail sentence or both. 
13. A car on an art erial high way has the right of way only in a. 
CitY 
14 It Is legal to sell a car without ligh tR. 
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Right __ 
\Yrong __ 
Rtght __ 
\Vrong __ 
Right __ 
\Vrong __ 
Right __ 
\Vrong __ 
15. The wotds 1 Srhool Bus ' arc r cquirc·d by la.w on tlw fron t Hight. 
and rear of all such veh1cles. \Vrong_._ 
16. \Yhen coming into the stat c one must rc•gist cr his <'ar with Right __ 
the county treasurer within a period of ten days. \Yrong __ 
17. The lice nse plat e;~ from a totally wr<wkcd car may lw 1 ,gaily Hight, __ 
transferred to a new car. \Vrong __ 
Local traffic regulations arc authorizccl .a nd recognized by Righ t __ 
state law. \\t ong, __ 
1 
1 n. \Yhen driving carefully the owner of a <'ar is not lia hl<> for in- Rtght __ 
jury to guests riding with him. \Vrong __ 
20. The la" pro \·id cs that one should sound thP horn ''hen com- Rtght __ 
ing to the top of a hill. \\ rong __ 
21. \Vhen a used <'ar IS transferred hot h the purclwscr· and the Rtght __ 
seller must notify the county officia ls. \Yrong __ 
22 If a n e w <'ar is registered any time in the first half of 1 h e year Rtght __ 
one must pay full license fee \Yiong __ _ 
23. All county trunk roads outstd (' of cities arc c:onsiclcrcd ar- Rtght. __ 
terial highways. \\7rong __ _ 
~4. The law provid es the parallel parking of autornohilcR with- Right 
in 25 feet of railroad tracks if the tail light is showing. \Vrong 
25 Traffic on arterial highways has the right of way over any Right. 
other street or road when no ~top lights nrc used. '\Yrong 
(P repared for American L egion ln the D epart mcnt of Ps\ chology of Iowa 
~tate College und(lr the auspices of the National H Pscarch Council Commit-
tee on "Psvc hologv of the High way. '') 
( Copyngh t., 1932, Ames P ost :\ o 37, A rncri<"u n Legio n.) 
' 
~FETY EDPCATIO~ \YHICH ~1 \1 BE TAUGHT I ~ CO~"\;EC­
T ION '' ITII THE COURSES OF .'TrD1 FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Drowning 
Reference for correlating safety education with the I owa high school cours-
es of study· 
General Sc1ence, page 32-specific objective 15 " To understand t h e prin-
Ciples of buoyancy and their application to submerged and floating objects" 
UNI T OBJ ECTIVE 
T o teach safety from drowning 
SP ECI F I C OBJ ECTI VES 
T o teach pupils to swim 
• 
... 
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To teach life !)aving in case of accident 
To teach pupils how to perform artificial respiration 
To get pupils to understand and appreciate the causes of accidents to swim-
m "'r~ 
To get pupils to understand and appreciate the causes of accidents to non· 
• 
swtmmers 
TI \CHgH PROCEDUH14} 
I!Jn('ourage pupils to learn to S\\"im. Try to interest them in " Learn-to-
• wi m '' educational campaigns. i\la ny of t hcse are sponsored as summer pro-
jecb by various agencies such as park fl nd recreational boai'ds, Y .l\1. C.A., 
Y. \V.C.A., farm bureaus, Boy. couts, Girl -..,couts, Camp Fire Girls, and other 
organizations. 
Interest pupil:s in life stn-· gin case of art•idont. \Yrite for the Red Cross 
Life ~-aving ~lanual or Bo ~rout ~lunual "'"Imming and \Vater afety." 
Di ·cu~s the performance oi artifieial rcspirat,wn and compare with pupils the 
difference between the prone pressure method and the ylvester met hod. 
Find out through the reference material the causes of accidents to swim-
mers. Some of these mav be: ~ 
Cramps and heart trouble 
Currents and undertow 
'rrying to save a drowning person not, knowing life s~n·ing methods 
Diving into shallow water 
c.oing into \'\ater too soon after cntinp; 
Staying in the water too long 
G01ng into water when tired or ovPrlwn t cd 
Going swimming alone 
Going beyond depth 
Trying to swim ashore after a boat or canoe has capsiZed 
... 
Going on unsafe ice 
Talk about causes of accidcnh to non-swimmers. orne of these may be: 
Going beyond depth when "ading or ~tepping in a hole 
Going out in a boat or cnnoe "tthout knowing how to sw1m 
l.;ndertO\\S and river currents 
Going on unsafe Ice The following rules may be applied to ice: 
One inch-keep off 
Two Inches one may 
Three Inches small g1 oups 
Four 1nches 0 K 
PUPIL ACTIYITIES 
I 
Sending to the Chicago Chapter, American Red Cross, 616 outh :\hchigan 
\ ve , Chicago, Ilhn01s, for a bulletin on water games, races, and stunts Also 
secure the swimmer's tests uom the Amencan Red C1oss Encourage puplls 
to pass these tests 
Reporting on success 1n learning to swim 
Reading and reporting on how to rescue a person, breaking "holds" and 
ho'\ to use the different "carries" 
Demonstrating the performance of artificial respiration. 
\\o ritmg the Camp Directors Assocwtwn and U S. Volunteer Life Guards 
for hterature concerning the "hfe savmg" work 
• 
SAFETY EDUCATION 
• 
L1st1ng some of the causes which may be factors 1n water accidents. 
of these may be: 
Lack of protection of the water front 
G01ng into water too soon after eating 
Tak1ng chances by sw1mming too far from shore 
Overloading boats or canoes 
Foohng or playing while In boats or canoes 
Not knowing life saving methods 
Inadequate life preservers on passenger boats 
Finding out about: 
The organization of life-guards 
The "buddy" system 
Physical examination of swimmers 
\Vhat is required in Red Cross Tests 
F ire 
' ~orne 
References for correlating safety education to the high school courses of 
study 
General science, pp 36 and 40. 
Specific obJective No 6 on page 36 "To gain a. knowledge of the danger 
due to carelessnesl3 In use of fire" 
Specific obJeCtive ~ o. 7 on page 36 "To develop a feeling of personal r<>-
spons1bility in the matter of observing precaution in fire prevention" 
Pupil activity X o 24 on page 39 "Keep records of fires in the community 
and determine the causes, loss of each, as well as what preventable measures 
could have been used 
I 
Teacher procedures Xos 11 and 12 on page 40 "Have pupils study fire 
losses" and "Have pupils study fire prevention" 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach fire prevention and safety against fire 
SPECIF-IC OBJECTIVES 
To teach care with regard to matches and smoking 
To emphasize the dangers In starting bonfires or burning rubbish 
To teach care In the use of gasoline and kerosene 
To teach pupils caution in handling gas and other kinds of lamps and can-
dles 
To teach care in regard to the use of fireworks 
To teach pupils the need for care in the use of stoYcs, boilers, and furnaces 
To teach care relative to hot ashes, open grates, and fireplaces 
To emphasize the Importance of keeping rubbish cleaned up and oily rags 
placed 1n proper recepticles 
To teach pupils the Importance of keeping chimneys and flues cleaned out 
To teach puplls how to Inspect homes to locate common fire hazards 
To teach pupils how to use fire extinguishers 
To teach pupils how to put out a fire 1n an automobile 
To teach puplls what to do if the clothes catch fire 
To teach puptls how to escape from a smoke-filled room 
I 
• 
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T!CACIIEH PHOCgD HE 
DitScus~ way. in which fire. originate from careless use of matches and 
~moking 
Talk about ndvi:sable steps before burning rubbish 
Lbt poinb to kPep in mind in building a bonfire and with regard to extin-
guishing it 
Talk a.hout how acetylene lumps may prove dangerous, how to light a gas 
oven und how to look for a gn~ 1 :\nk 
Dbcu~:s how fir<'!:.-> may h ~ <'altn •<l by ovt>rhenting stoYes and furnaces, using 
dcfP-div< .. oil burners, ovPrhcating ovens, carele;,~tH ss with oily rags, electric 
h ~ntPr:s, hot asll<'!S, open gratc:s, and fireplaces 
Bt• sure tls.at pupil~ know how to adminbter fir:,t aid to one suffocated from 
:smok .. , what to do if the <·lothc:s catch fir •, and how to treat burns ~ee pri-
mnry and intermediate and upper grade secLious in th!s l 1 tlletin. Taih. about 
how automohil<- fir<>s ur"' <'au::->ed and how to extingubl s 1 ·h fires 
PlJPI L ACTI VITIE~ 
l•itHling out the fire lo:ss whieh was o<·<·n~ioned in Iowa la-st yenras a Ie .... ult 
of tlw <·nrclcss usc of rnut('hes and ~Smoking 
Finding out the frcqucn<'y of fin·~ from honfirt>s or rubbish in comparbon 
with oth<>r <·a uses of fires 
Diseussing the hPhl and saf st wuy to make a cnmpfire 
HPport ing on t lw unport niH'l' of <"ar' in: 
Shutting off motors when st upping to gPl gusoline 
• moking ncar gasolinP tanks 
I< Pepin~ gasoline in t lw housl' 
Cl('aning with gasoline 
'"'t 1rti ng u fire with ga:soli ne or kerosene 
1· llldmg out the national fir • loss in 1931 
Looking up nutiunul lo~st>s tlu<' to fireworks 
gxpluining how ltHlcpPnd<>nce Duy may be eelebra ted without firecracke1 ~ 
!l.nd Hr<>works 
I nspccting home-s and schools for dangerous fire haza1 ds 
• 
Fin{ling t lw c·ause and illustruting spontancow.- ('Ombustwn 
Finding out ho" dirty flues or <·himnpys rank 111 causmg fires 
Dcmon~tutting ho\\ short. circuits may cause fi1es 
H.cpo1 ttng on the col reetion of home fire hazards 
Demonstrating the usc of the fire extingU1she1 
Dis<'ussing the yalue of fire p:xtingutshrts on n.utomol)lles and airplanes 
l>lst·ussing tht> preYPntion of a.utomobilt> fnps 
Railroad t\cc ide nts 
HcferCIH'C for conclating safety P<ln<'ntion to the high sehool courses of 
st u<h : 
P hysics, png<' l G, specific objective ''To understand the part that fnctwn 
plays in t ht• opel at 1011 of mu<' hin£'s" 
u IT OBJ ECTI VE 
To prev<>nt rai lroad accidents 
SAFETY EDUCATION 101 
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To know some of the <;afety methods being used by railroads 
To emphas1ze some of the hazards of railroad-high way grade crossings 
To teach the dangers of "hopptng'' trains and of trespassing on the Iathoad 
nght of "ay 
TEACHER PROCED"CRE 
Discuss With the pup1ls the Installation of safPt? dcvic•ps such as automatic 
signals, warning deYtces at crossings, automati<· swit<'hcs, etc. 
Have pu ptls find out ho" many JH'O plP W<'l'" killt>d on railroad I>I'UJH'rt y 
last year. 
Let pupils find out how many were killPd aL gra<IP <'rossings last year. 
Discuss the dangers of walking on railronds. 
Let pupils find out how many accidents havP oc('urred from hopping trains, 
e.g. bet ween 1930 and 1932. Com parp wi Lh ot lwr u<·<·iden ts for the sa me 
length of time. 
PUPIL ACTIYITIE~ 
Writing the Interstate C'om rnerce Com mission for t hPir 1nspectionul pro-
gram for railroads 
Discussing the following topics: 
Elimination of grade crosstngs 
Keeptng pedestriens off the right of way 
Analyzing raihoad-automobile ac·cidcnts to find out causes of these acci-
dents 
Discusstng the precautions which should bt> observed upon approaching 
grade crosstngs. \Vhy should one slow down for <'l'ossings and underpa~ses'? 
Electrical Accidents 
Reference for correlating safety ed U<'a.t ion to the high school <:out sc-; of 
study • 
Phystcs, pp 4 -53, speci fie object ivPs ' \ olt ate ( Plls a~ sources of electrical 
current" and "Resistance in con ne<'tion "1 t h cle<:tuc ei 1 cut t '' 
General Sctence, pp 62-66 "Elect.rictt) and our daily hves" 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To prevent electncal acc1den ts 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To teach the dangers of high voltage cu cuits 
To teach the hazards of electrical de\ 1ct,!i u.ntl cords 
To teach \\hat to do 111 ease of electrical a<;cidc>nt:-; 
TEACHER PROCEDURE 
Ltst the "a r s 1n whic h htgh volt ag;<• cir('ui t s may be dangerous ~'orne of 
these are. 
Flying kt tes near lugh tenswn "1res 
Climbing poles or trees near the ''Ires 
Installing radio aerials over or under the eircmt s 
Broken and dangling wires 
To teach what to do in case of electrical a<'cident S<'C course of study for 
intermediate and upper grades. 
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Dil:icuss what may be done to muke the usc of electrical appliances and cords 
safe. 
PUPIL ACTIVI1 IE 
1• in ding out nnd making a list of electrical hazards in connection with elec-
t ri£'al appliances used in the home. orne of t hesc may be: 
sing worn out or frayed cords 
Overloading electric eircuit~ 
H<>placing blown out fuses wi l h pennies, ct c. 
Poor installation 
1• nilure to disconn •ct ele(•tric irons, toa~ters, etc. when through using 
Ii'i nding out what accidents have happened in the community from the im-
proper use of eh•ct rical appliances and poor cords 
H o m e -\cc1dent 
Prevention of home accidents muy be correlated with the course of study in 
home economics. 
UNIT OBJECT!\ E 
To prevent home accidents 
~'PECIFIC OBJECTIYES 
To know the dangers that exist around the homes 
'l'o know how to prevent horne nccidents 
TEACHER PROCEDUHE 
List with the pupils the most common accidents which happen to children 
up to five years of age. orne of these nrc: burns and scalds, mechanical 
suffocation, poisons, drowning, automobiles, cutting and pierc1ng Instruments, 
and falls. 
How may these accidents be prevented? 
PUPIL \C'TI\ ITIE 
Reading and dtscusstng the following : 
Dangers of burns and scalds 
Perm1tt1ng childr0n to pla) w1th matches or build bonfires 
Use of dangerous fire" orks 
Permi UIDg children to have dangerous tovs sue h as guns, etc. 
l\Icchanical suffocation 
Tu.lktng about how to prevent such accidents as drown1ng in c1sterns, tubs 
of water, etc , p01son from medicines, linaments, etc , wh1ch have been left 
within the reach of children, falls, tnJ ury from sharp 1nstruments, and street 
accidents 
Firearm 
References for correlating safet) education with the high school courses of 
study: 
Physics, page 33- pupll activities and evidences of mastery 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety from firearms 
• 
• 
• 
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PECIFIC OB~TECTIVES 
To teach the danger of firearms 
To teach care in the use of firearms 
TEACHER PROCED"C'RE 
Discuss the hun ter's license and 1ts purpose 
Discuss safe ways of carrying firearms ''hen hunting . 
PUPIL ACTIVITI E~ 
Finding out how a hunter's hcense 1s secured · 
L ooking up the Ia w in t hts state With regard to currying concealed wca pons 
R elatiug Incidents of accidents occurring from the c:ueless use of firearms 
bowing the proper way to carry a gun 
Listing things to avoid when carrying a gun 
Poison 
• 
R eferences for correlating safety education with the high school courses of 
study. 
General e1encc, page 21, pupil activit) I\o 14, ''Find out what. plants in 
the vicinity are poisonous and how to id<'ntJf) tlH•m, as poison h·y, etc." 
Home Economics- Correlate the study of ho\\ to prevent. poisoning with 
related science and home making. 
UNIT OBJECTIYE • 
To teach safety from pOisoning 
PECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To teach the importance of care in taking medicine 
To teach care in coming in contact with poisonous plants 
To teach first aid treatment for common pmsons 
TEACHER PROCEDURE 
Discuss different ways in which people are poisoned. 
List corrosive poisons such as carhohc acid, sulphuric acid, nitric actd, et<' 
List Irritant pOisons such as rat poison, P an s Green, phosphorus on mat ches, 
lead 1n pa1nt, gasohne, etc. 
List nerve pOisons such a balladonna, strychnine, prussic acid, opium, para-
goriC, h eadache powders, etc 
Send to t he U. S Dept. of Agnculture for copies of Farmers' Bulletin No 
1166 on POison Ivy and P01son Sumac, and ~o 796 on Edible and pOisonous 
Ivl ushroo ms 
Talk about t he pOison Ivy, how and where it grows, and how to dtstlng\ush 
it from the harmless ivy 
Presen t first aid treatment for the various poisons listed. 
PUPIL A CTI\"ITIES 
List1ng safety precautions w1th regard to bottles or boxes of medicine 
Some of these may be: 
Label all medicine carefully. 
Mark poisonous m edicine such as carbohc acid w1th croi sbones and skull. 
A void getting the wrong med1e1ne bottle 1n the dark . 
• 
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Kt~ep m )dicin) beyond reach of children. 
HPintin~ ac<'idcnls which have happcrwd us a rPsult of carelessness in hand-
ling rnf'dicinc 
Finding out what to do in <'HSP of corrosive, irritant. or nerve poi ·oning 
Li~tin~ nll the poisons about the horne and making sure that they are pro-
perly In belNl 
Hoporting on first aid treat mf'nt for corrosive, irritant, and nerve poisons 
Gas 
Hef<'rcnces for correlating :safety Pducation to the high school courses of 
study: 
Phy~i ·s, pp ~~4 -35 "gxpansion and the measurement of temperature and 
hen t ." 
orrclnte with tlw C"'Ollr~e of sludy in home economics. 
(~cnf'rul • cience, pages 7 !-75, toucher procedure "How the \\ orld Ride ." 
{ NIT OB.JECTIVE 
To J)I'PYcnt gas ac<"iclents in t hP home 
To l<'a<'h the common <'auscs of gus H<'eidcnts in the home nnd how to pre-
von t them 
To tea<'h tlw dangers of exhaust ga~ from automobiles 
To teach what to do when a person hns been overcome b) gas 
TbACIIgR PROCEDUHE 
Discuss the <.·ausr~ of gas ac<."id 'nts nnd in each lase bring out means of pre-
Vt'ntion. 
• 
D1scuss especially: 
Gas leaks from poor tubing 
Using n match in looking for a gas leak 
Turning on the gas aceidcn tn1ly 
' Poor installation 
Flame put out b\ \\ tnd or boiling over of liquid 
Talk about the danger of running the automobtlc motor in a closed garage. 
Tench ''hat to do for one "ho has been overcome by gas. tress the follow-
mg: 
Open windows or take into a room free from gas 
Call the doctor if the case 1s serious 
Rub limbs to increase circulat10n. 
Keep patient warm. 
Sttmulate with black coffee, <.·amphor, a nd ammonia. 
Perform artificial 1 esp1ration. 
PUPIL ACTIVITIES 
Demonstrating the proper way to lighl gas burners or ovens 
Inspecting gas stoves at home to find out "hetber or not there are danger-
ous Installations 
D1scuss1ng the danger of sleeJnng in rooms "here gas stoves are burning 
• 
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Ex ami ni ng gns burnC'I s to see if they turn too easily or if wrong kind of 
tubing is used 
Listing accidents as the result of carhon monoxide gas 
l\1achines 
References for correlating safety educDtion to the high school courses of 
study· 
• 
Industrial ArtR, page 1 , number 1 11 1\luke a list of all tool processes lobe 
taught In the "ood l\'ork course (sawing, planing, e hiseling, boring, ct c.) 
l~XIT OBJECTIVE 
To teach safety in industrial al'fs,and vocational :shops 
... PECIFIC OBJECTIVE~ 
To teach safe practice in the woorl working shop 
To teach safe practice in the machine shop, various shops including metal 
working, auto mechanics, printing elPctrical, and other shops 
TEACHER PROCEDURE 
Teach the safe usc of comrnonly used hand tools before pupils make use of 
them ... uch tools as hammers, knt \ cs, hand-saws, planes, and screwdtt vcrs. 
Before such machin0s as Jointer, circular saw, lath<>s , planer, grtnder, etc. arc 
used, teach the safe use of the machines. 
Explain the importance of the safeguards and the keeping of suC'h in posi-
tion. Talk about the position of the operator~ body and hands and the u~e 
of the push stick where applicable. 
In connection with the shops give 1nst1 uction in the usc of the various mach-
ines and guards Emphasize especiall) always keeping the safeguards in pla<'e. 
PUPIL ACTIVITY 
l\!lak1ng of various articles in the shops at. which time safety is practiced 
Aviation 
Reference for correlating safety education with the high school courses of 
study: 
General Science, pp 74-75 "How the '\ orld Rides" 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To Interest pupils 1n aviation safety 
PECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
To show the Increase in a1r transportation and aviation industry 
To study the dtfierent causes of aviation accidents 
To note some of the factors which have made av1at1on safer 
TEACHER PROCEDURE 
Read and dtscuss the gt owth of aviation. 
F1nd out through reference material \Vhat part aircraft has taken in war. 
Talk about the common causes of av1at10n accidents. 
Find out through reference material such as newspapers and periOdicals 
what IS being done to reduce av1at10n acCidents. 
• 
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, ·ee , 'afet • Education i\IagazinP, Vol. .... f, pp 63 and 172 on Aviation . 
PUPil.~ ACTIVITI E. 
Reporting on the development of air mail service 
Reporting on the devPlopment of transport service 
Ftnding out the cnuses of aviation accidents 
Finding out what the following are doing to reduce aviation accidents: 
~lunicipal and federal landing fields 
Improvement of student training 
Protection from fire 
Improvement of aircraft parachutes 
Improvement of structural design of aircraft 
\\ ork of the Dept. of Commerce in installing atds to air navigation 
~ \l ETY EDUCATIO:\ PRO~IOTED THRO GH 
A COUR, E I~ FIR T AID 
The experience of large industrial concerns and other agencies has · proved 
Ftrst \td training to be of matenal aid where accidents have resulted in in-
junes to persons that it has a tpuch more important signtflcance in that it 
develops a safety consciousnese resulting in accident prevention. S1nce the 
school of today produces the adult of tomorrow it can render no greater ser-
vice in the matter of safety than the development of safety consc10usness . 
UNIT OBJECTIVE 
To develop safety consciousness and to teach the fundamentals of Ftrst Aid 
to the tnJured 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIYES 
To teach Junior and semor high school pupils the elementary principles of 
Fust .\id to the injured and to dtscuss the problems of the Ftrst .\tder in ac-
cident prevention 
TEACHER PROCEDrRE \KD PUPIL .\CTI\.ITY 
1. Tins outline ts designed to serYe as a bas1s for a junior course 1n First A1d 
It IS prepared with the hope that 1t wtll be of asststance to the Instructor 
and that it "111 help to secure greater uniformit) In the method of pre-
senting the information contained in the textbook 
2. Qualtf.,caitons of Instructors. Cnless the Instructor 1s a graduate of a re-
cognized medical school "1 t h the Degree of Doctor of l\Ied1cine, he, or she, 
must havo had a mtmmum of fifteen hours ' Red Cross F1rst Atd Instruc-
tion and have successfully passed the regular standard examination. Cer-
tificates will not be Issued unless the Instructor holds a card of appoint-
ment Issued b} the proper Branch Office or ~at10nal Headquarters of the 
American Red Cross authonztng lum to conduct the course and give the 
final cxam1nat10n. 
3. Stze of Class and Age of P u pzls It 1s desirable that a class be small rather 
than large, as 1ndiv1dual tnstruction 111 practical work must be given each 
student. Classes should cons1st of not less than ten nor more than forty 
• 
• 
• 
4. 
• 
5. 
6. 
• 
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pupils. Students who have completed the sixth grade r equirements in 
school, or "'ho have reached their twelfth birthdays, are eligible for en-
rollment. 
The Course. This course requires a minimum of fifteen hours' instruction 
for satisfactory completion It 1s a combinatiOn of the lecture or discus-
sion method with regular rev1ew or qu1zzcs covering each lesson. The 
course also Includes a demonstration and explanation of first aHl methods 
by the instructor followed with actual practice work by each student. At 
the end of each les on a problem including one or more points covered in 
the day's lesson has been Inserted for class dtscusston. 
\Yhile the teaching time or length of each penod may be one hour, ex-
perience has sho" n that more satisfactory results will be obtained by 
shghtly decreas1ng the length of each class period and increas1ng the 
number of sessiOns. This outhne, therefore, divides the material 1nto 
eighteen lessons of fifty minutes each. The class period recommended 
corresponds to the usual school period. 
As First A1d instruction for juniors should be simple and devoid of too 
many deta1ls, some of the material appeartng in the textbook has been 
purposely om1tted. An attempt has been made to avoid the use of tech-
nical terms 
T extbook. The Instructor will be expected to use the American Red Cross 
First A1d Textbook, Third General Edition. \\ hlle the use of a textbook 
by the pupils 1s not required, it IS recommended that in older age classes 
each pupil have a copy of the textbook. This matter rnust of necessity 
be left for the dects1on of the Instructor. 
lrf atertal J\Teeded for Class Work. 
2 triangular bandages for each member of the class 
1 roll of bandages 2" Wide for each two members of the class 
6 gauze compresses 3" square 
6 arm splints ~" x 21 -2" x 16" 
4 leg splints about ~" x 3" x 21" 
2 thigh splints about 34" x 3 1'2" x 4' 
2 poles about 1 >1" x 7' or p1pes for stretcher 
1 set Anatomical Charts 
1 or 2 strong woolen blankets 
The triangular bandages may be made by the class A square yard 
of 36-inch unbleached muslin spht diagonally "\\111 make two ban-
dages. The splints may also be made from some light soft wood, 
such as packtng boxes, etc 
The set of Anatomical Charts may be secured from the Amencan Red 
Cross for $4.50 per set. The series consists of five wall charts, mounted 
on hnen and heavy rollers. The charts are Illustrative of the following 
1. The skeleton 
2. The muscles 
3. Scheme of Systemic Circulation (3 colors) I 
4. Fracture and dislocation 
5 Arteries and Pmnts for Controlling Hemorrhages (two colors) 
7. How to Get Started The local Red Cross Chapter will be glad to assist you 
• 
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with your· \\ ork. 'fpx t books, supplies, and junior examination blanks 
( li'onn 325-B) ~hould he obtained from their local chapter. If you are un- · 
able to lo •ate your local chaptPr chairman or secretary, or if the chapter 
is lcrnporurily inn<'tivc information and assistance will be promptly fur-
nbhed by the ""tate ~uperintendcnt of Puhlac Instruction, tate House, 
o .. ~ ~~ oi nes, I owu. . 
s. 'l'cachcr's 1lfantwl- A manual containing general suggestions, complete 
le::-son outlines, u nd dernonst ration and di~cussion aids will be ~upplied to 
(>Prsons who qualify for and expect to tench the .Junior First Aid Course 
The manual is known as .A. H. C. 101 Instructor's :\Ianual Junior F 1rst 
Aid our c and is a vailnble through the local cha p~.ter. 
H. Outline of Course-The following is a synopsis of the lessons of the course 
li'ifty rninutPS should be given each lesson. A. total of not le"~ than fifteen 
clock holu :-; is a rigid rule of the American Hed Cross It }(sson periods 
are shortened more periods must be added to give the requned hours of 
in~t ruction. 
I.P~son I 
Purposes of fir!:'t aid; brief discussion of circulation; bandages kinds 
and uses in first aid and application of open triangular bandage of 
head nnd hn.nd 
LPSSOil 11 
Banduges- applicntion of open chest, open back, open foot~ com-
presses or dressings; wounds - dangers, kinds, treatment ot small 
wounds and eongulation of blood 
Lc~son I II 
Bandages-ern. vat to neck, eye, and arm or leg, figure of eight to 
elbow and knee and ~houldC'r spica; wounds with 'iE'vere hemorrhage 
-use of comp1 es~ for ~topping bleeding, digital pt essure, tourniquet; 
shock-causes and t1 eatment 
Lesson IV 
Bandages-open arm shng era vat unn sling, figure of eight of hand, 
lup spica and ankle, wounds -pun<'tureu, clean cut and lascerated, 
use of iodine; tetanus or lock-ja" cause and prevention, tnfection 
wounds- S} rnptom~ and first aid treatment 
IJesson V 
Bandage practice- review of previous 
pt.oms, causes, pre\ cntion, treatment, 
T~esson VI 
bandarrc work· shock S\ m-b I • 
and importance tn first atd 
Transportation with stretchczs -loading patient, imprO\.ISlllg stretch-
er; fainting-cause, prevent ton, treatment; hts ·S} mptoms and treat-
ment 
Lesson \ I I 
Transportation "tthout stretcher - six man carr}, three man carry, 
fireman's drag and eany, eha.ir litter and carry; dressing or compress 
-det:uls regarding stenhzntion, preparation and uses 
L esson VI II 
Control of arterial l>lcecling; locatiOn of digital pressure potnts; con-
trol by pressure bandage and pad, digttal prf:'ssure and control of ven-
' 
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• 
ous bleeding; tourniquets; burns and scalds -kind, prevention, 
treatment 
Lesson IX 
Artlnc1al respiration- respirator) S) stem, symptoms of suffocation 
and explanation an& demonstratwn of artificial respiration; drown-
Ing; asphyxiation; hang1ng 
Lesson::\.. 
Elcctncal ~hock-symptoms and treat nlCnt , removal of victim from 
electric "Ire; stoppage of breathing by blow in pit. of stomach 
Lc:sson XI 
Fractures- simple, compound and skull; splints- purpose, materials 
and rules for applying 
Lesson XII 
Bandage splint:s -for broken jaw, collar bone and ribs; dislocations; 
spra1 ns; strains; brutses 
Lesson XII I 
Sol ut10t1 of a complete first aid situation by a t earn; rabies, snake 
bites 
Lesson XIV 
Revtew of bandages, C'arries and splints; team problem; poisons; and 
cramps 
Lesson Xv 
Removal 
artd)cial 
tion 
Lebson X\ I 
of foreic.rn bodies from eve· removal of splinters· practice b w , ' 
respiration; ear ache; nose bleed; sunstroke; heat exhaus-
Team problems; unconsc10usness in gen ~ral; poison ivy; insect bit(":>, 
colds 
Lesson XVII 
Team problem; frostbites; freezmg; apoplexy; and bleeding from the 
lungs 
Lesson XVIII 
A general 1 ev1ew Including quest10ns to be used in the final exanuna-
tion 
EVIDE~CE~' OF I\tlASTERY 
The final examutatton should include questions comparable to those found 
on the first page of the American Red Cross form 325-B. This IS the form on 
\\ h1Ch the final report for the class mu:st be made through the local chapter 
of the Amencan Red Cross to the 11Id\\estern Branch of the American Red 
Cross, 709 \Yashtngton Ave., St Louis, l\lissouri. '' herever possible, the 
local chapter of the American Red Cross should be invtted to furn1sh a local 
phystcian to conduct or ass1st 1n conducting the final examination. Those 
complettng the course w1th a final average of 75 0"(, may be recommended to 
the American Red Cross for the Elementary First ~\td Certificate 
I 
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APPE DI 
.. Ul\llVIARY OF CAUSE OF ACCIDENTAL DEATH 
IN IOWA I 1926-1929 
The following figures supplied by the Iowa State Department of Health 
give a summary by age groups of the causes of accidental deaths in Iowa from 
1926-1929 inclusive. 
CAt"LE OF ACCIDENTAL DEATH IN 10\VA 1926-1929 
• Age Groups 
Cause 5-9 10-14 15-19 
AcCidental, Other, or Undefined 317 270 404 
P01sons 4 4 3 
ConflagratiOn 9 1 4 
Burns 35 11 9 
Mechamcal Suffocation 5 3 1 
Gas 4 0 12 
Drowning 47 57 76 
Firearms 7 20 
• 50 
Cutting or Piercing Instruments 2 2 5 
Falls 18 17 13 
Mines 0 0 3 . 
~1achines 7 5 8 
Railroad 14 24 50 
Street Car 1 1 7 
Automobile 110 82 124 
Other Veh1cles 10 10 6 
Au plane 0 1 2 
Landshde 1 1 2 
Animals 11 7 2 
Excessive Cold 0 0 1 
Excessive H eat 0 0 2 
Lightning 2 0 1 
Electric Shock 3 2 7 
Fracture 1 1 1 
Other External V1olence 22 20 15 
CHARTS GIVING INFORMATIONAL SAFETY MATERIAL 
The following are charts prepared by United States Fidelity and Guaranty 
Company, Des Moines Branch Office of which Mr J. Dillard Hall is manager. 
These charts give valuable informational material which may be readily used 
by schools. 
• 
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Chart No. 1 
UNITI<;O STATES FIHE LO~'"" 
Five Year Period 
1026 S561 ,9 o ,751 
1{)27 • 472.933,969 
H>2 461,607 ,102 
Hl29 t.)9 ,445 ,7i 
Hl30 199,730,132 
1931 tfi2 ,Oti ,026 
10\YA FIHl~ LO~. 
FivP. Year Period 
No. of 
Year Lo!-<q Fire..' l>f'aths 
1026 i ,98-1,007 5,665 106 
1027 ; ,211 1 31 5 ,107 7t3 
1928 6,141,522 5,232 82 
1029 6,7i6,473 5,339 Hfl 
lfl30 ~.353,175 6,9 7 fiS 
1fl:ll ,5!>3 ,966 6,201 90 
l··i~ures from St'lte Fire ~Inr::hnlt 
Oes ~f,nncs. Iowa 
Chart '\;'o 3 
UNITED TATE-.; \ t. fO~IOBILg 
DEATH"> 
Yenr 
1917 
HHS 
1010 
1020 
1021 
1922 
1023 
102·1 
192.'> 
1926 
1927 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
Fifteen Year Period 
U. S. Deaths 
10 ,196 
10,689 
11 ,154 
12,557 
13,056 
15,344 
18,416 
19,356 
21 ,926 
23,509 
25,851 
27 ,966 
31,215 
33,300 
34,400 
309,835 
lo"a <\uto I>c:~th !! 
~i '\ Yen r Period 
312 
315 
3 5 
455 
645 
·8·> \) -
2,604 
Figures for the Umted Stat~~ Are from the Nn-
1 iounl Snfcty Council 
Figure~ for l o" a nre from the State Ilenlth De-
partment. 
1. 
., 
-
3. 
4 
5 
Chart No. 2 
ECONO~liC LOS 1931 
DUE TO AUTO ACCIOE~TS 
... 2,500,000,000 
Thi!' 1. .More than the annual cost of 
I..o~ public school education in the 
is U. S. (~2,200,000,000). 
~. Five times the country's aver-
n~~:e yearly fire loss. 
3. One half more than the amount 
required to maintain all the 
ngendes of the Federal ~~:overn­
rnent each yenr. 
. 4. Damage to propcrt.\ 
ta cost of $20.00. 
per cap1· 
Chnrr '-. l 4 
I i PES OF ~IOTOR ,\CCIDg~ 1 ~ 
1931 
Deaths 
Collision with {H.'dC!-i· 4') I)C;I_ 
- · ... 10 
tria n 
Colhswn "ith auto 24 .9% 
Colhs10n "1th fixed 
obJect 12 . 1% 
N on·collision 12 .2% 
\I i'-cellaneous 8 . 6% 
34,400 De.'lths 
09i ,600 Injuries 
S60,000 Arndt>ntq 
• 
Injuries 
29 .S% 
53.1% 
5 . 6% 
5.6% 
5.9% 
• 
• 
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Chart No.5 
HUi\I AN ACTIONS PRODUCING DEATHS 
1931 
1. 
2. 
~. 
4. 
6 
.. 
I 
8 
Drivers 
Drove off roadway 
Exceeding speed limit 
Did not have right of way 
Reckless drh·ing 
On wrong side of road 
Improper passing-turning 
~kidding 
\1 iscelln neous 
Pcd~trian 
1. Crossing between inten,ection" 
2. Cro!'sing at inter~ec tions 
3 . Walking along highwav 
4. Children pll\ying in street 
·>. Coming from hehind parked cnrs 
6. ~Iiscellaneous 
23 . 0% 
14 . 7% 
11.7% 
0.7% 
8.7% 
7. % 
6 . 5% 
17 . 0% 
100 . 0% 
27 . 0% 
21.9% 
16 . 1% 
11. % 
11.2% 
12 . 0% 
100.0% 
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Chart No. 6 
CONDITION OF ~IOTOR YEHICLES IN 
ACCIDEN r:-; COVEHI~G DEATH::> 
,\ ~D INJURIE::> 
1931 
In apparently good condition 
Brake defective 
Steering mec•lmni~nu defective 
Glnring h<•adlights 
Ouc or both hendliJ!;ht.s nut 
Tnil light out or obscure 
No clw in~ ( \\ et or ~lippery road) 
Othor defects in equipment 
Punct urc or blowout 
Clear 
C loudy 
Rrtin 
Snow 
Drv -urfacc 
Wet Surfac•t> 
l oy ~urfacc> 
\\'cn thcr CondJttunq 
Hoad Conciitious 
05.8% 
1.4% 
.4~ 
. 3% 
.4% 
.3% 
.7~ 
. 3% 
.4% 
---
100. 0% 
82.2% 
5.0% 
10.7% 
1.1% 
100.0% 
~1.3% 
15 . 7 % 
3.0% 
100 . 0 % 
Chart No 7 
NUMBER OF DEATH:-' C\ L ~ED BY A UTOi\tOfHI.IC \CCII>l~NT BY COUN'l'IES \'\iD BY 
CITIE.., OVER 10,000 POPULATION 
State of Iowu, 1032 
\rea No. of Area No. of Area No. of Area No. of 
Death~ Deaths Deaths l)l"ath, 
1. Adair 0 28. Delaware 0 -r: Ku!'soth 8 i~. Pot t.a'nat tnmie 3 '-'',). 
2. Adams 1 29. Des ~1oines ') 5{). Lee ') Council Bluffs 12 
-
-
3 Allamakee <) Burlington 6 Keokuk 3 70. Po"esheik 5 
-4 Appanoose 4 30. DH·kinson 1 Ft. i\lndi:-on 2 80. Ringgold 0 
- Audubon 0 31. Dubuque 2 57. Linn 2 81 '-'ac -\) I 
6 Benton 4 Dubuque City 13 Cedar Rapids ~1 82 Scott 2 
- Blackhawk I 2 32. Emmet 1 .)b. Louisn 4 Davenport 14 
Waterloo CHy 8 33. Fayette -59. Lucas - 83 Shelby 0 I :> 
8 Boone 5 34. Floyd ( 60. Lyon 1 84 ~lOU X 
•) 
-
Boone City 7 3:) Fra.nklin 4 61 .1\l:l.dison a 85 Story 1 
0 Bremer 7 36 Fremont 3 62 Muhn:;kn 1 Ames •> -
10 Buchanan 1 37 Greene 1 Osknloosa 7 86 Tam a 6 
11 Buena\ ista 1 38 Grundy 1 63 \tnrion 6 87 Taylor 1 
12 Butler 1 39 Guthrie 1 61 \larshnll 0 88 Union 5 
13 Calhoun 4 40 Hamilton - \Iar~hnllto\\ n 15 89 YanBur('n 0 ,) 
H Carroll 5 41 Hancock 3 65. Mills 3 90 Wapello 0 
1 .) Cass 5 42 Hardin 7 66. Mitchell 3 Ottumwa 12 
16 Cedar 3 43 Harrison 1 67. .l\lonona 2 01 Warren -<> 
17 Cerro Gordo 0 44 Henry 1 6S. :;\Ion roe 3 02 Washington ·1 
~Iason City 10 45 H oward 1 69. .l\lontgomery 5 93. '\V nyne 3 
18 Cherokee 41 46. Humboldt 2 70 \tu~catine 1 94. Webster 2 
10 Chickasaw 1 47. Ida 2 \Iuscatine City 12 Fort Dodge 0 
20 Clarke 6 48 Iowa 4 71 0 llrien 0 95 "\'\"mnebago 5 
21 Clay 2 49 Jackson .. 72. O!'lceola 5 96 Wmneshiek 3 I 
22 Clayton 3 50 Jasper 8 73. Puge 5 07 'Woodbury 3 
23 Clinton 0 ~ewton 4 74. P ula Alto 4 Stoux City 29 
Clinton City 6 51. Jefferson 5 .. - Plvmouth - 98 "\'\·orth 0 I U. I 
24 Crawford 5 52. Johnson 1 76. Pocahontas 2 99 'Wright 2 
25 Dallas 5 Iowa City 14 77. Polk 4 
26 Davis 1 53. Jones 1 Des \loines 39 Total 541 
27 Decatur 3 54. Keokuk 3 
Figures furmshed by D IVIsion of \ ltlll Stnti~t il'~, State of Iowa 
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hart, No. 11 
A ppPari ng on the n •w Operator's Lie ~nse in Iowa for driving an auto- .,.. 
mobile is printed th<> following: 
OPERATOR'~ PLEDGE 
1. I will think ahead. 
2. I will always be rareful. 
3. I will ugsume rc ponsibilit,y. 
·1. I will gi vc pedest nuns the right of way. 
5. I will always slow down. 
6. I will obey traffic regulations. 
-I I will always have my car under control. 
I will gi vc the other fell ow a chance. 
9. I will especially watch for children and old people. 
10. I will observe- the Golden Rule. 
Nine ~t a tes protect their cit izcns by having operator ·s license Ia ws 
with mandntory examination of new drivers, state police or state high-
way pntrol forces, and some degree of similarity in regulation of motor 
vehicles upon the highways. 
TA TDARD RULE FOR OPERATIO~ OF CHOOL 
BOY PATROL 
1. Function. The function of the school boy patrol 1s to Instruct, direct 
and control the members of the student bodv in cro stng the streets at or near 
• 
schools Patrol~ should not be charged "It h the responstbtht) of directing 
"chicular traffic, nor be allowed to do so, other than signalling to a motonst 
who approaches the crosstng after the student pedestnans have left the curb. 
Note: Patrols need not and should not, thercfo1e, be recognized by 
cit) ordinance. They mu~t not be termed ''police" nor orgamzed as 
such. \\hen a patrol member raises his hand to \\ arn a motorist ap-
proaching a group of children "ho are c1 osstng the street, he is not 
directing or controlling the motonst but merely calling hts attent10n 
to hts obligation under the Ia w to respect the nghts and safety of 
pedcstnans at eross" alks 
An important funct10n of school boy patrols 1s to Instruct the school 
children 111 safe pract1ces in the1r usc of the streets at all times and 
places 
2 Selection. Patrol members should ord1nanh be app01nted either by 
the pnncipal or by the officers and farulty of the authonzed student organi-
zatiOn. These members arc ordinanly boys but g1rls may be appo1nted 1n 
certa1n cases. The' should be selected from the seYenth and e1ghth grades, 
or from the s1x th grade tf that 1s the lughest 1n the school. Patrol members 
should be selected for leadership and rchabihty Thetr service should be vol-
• 
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untary and approved by parent or guardian. Officers should serve for at 
least one school term; other members may be changed at Intervals of about 
six weeks Any officer or member should be removed for cause. 
3. Size and Office1s The s1ze of the patrol vanes with street conditions 
and s1ze of school. The average patrol has ten to tweh e members including 
officers. Every patrol should have a captain. Lieutenants and sometimes 
sergeants may also be appointed. 
4. Instruction and upervision. These are essential if the patrol is to be 
efficient and permanent. In general the best results have been obtained where 
the patrols operate under immediate Instruction and supervision of police 
officers detallcd for that purpose and acting under general supervision of the 
school authority and the spon::,onng body which may be the motor ('luh, safe-
ty council 01 other ciVIC bod). X e\\ mcm lwrs of the patrol should, "here 
practicable, serve \\it h and under the guidanee of experit-nccd rnem be1 s for 
at least a "eek. 
5. Insignia. The standard insignia for patrol members is the white Rum 
Browne belt made of 2 Inch material. 'I'lus must Le worn at all tim •s wlnle on 
duty. pecial badges for officers may he '' orn on the left breast of left arm. 
Auxihary equipment, if any, should be standard throughout the community. 
~ote If local bodies or individuals \\lSh to encourage the patrols hv 
furnishing raincoats or slickers, or an) other additional equipment, 
tlns should be done in consultation with the sponsoring body. In 
general, black raincoats are to be preferred, the white belt being worn 
over the coat. 
6. Flags and \\ lustles Patrol members while on duty shall not have in 
their possess10n any signs, signals, flags, sticks, or ·whistles. 
Note \\ h1stles have no place u1 the t) pe of patrol here outlined. 
Flags of small s1he have been successfully u~ed in some citiPs to con-
trol and d1rect the children, but the use of them is generally objected 
to because of the danger that it will lead both the patrol boy and the 
motonst to feel that the former is controlling traffic. 
7. Position and Procedure The patrol membet should stand on t.he cut b, 
not In the street, and hold back the children until he sees a lull in traffic. 
\Yhen this occurs, he motwns for the children to cross the street in a group. 
He still keeps his position on the curb, except that if Ins 'iew of traffic 1s ob-
structed by parked cars or otherwise, he may step into the street a sufficient 
dtstance to obtain a clear VIC\\, but not mo1 e than three pares; after the 
cluldren have crossed, he returns to hus station on the curb. 
chool authorities should arrange for proper parking of cars near schools 
so that only in except10nal cases will the patrol need to walk three paces into 
the street. 
\Vhere the street IS "Ide or the traffic heavy, there should be two patrol 
boys at the crossing One operates as dcscnbed in the preceding paragraph, 
on the side from whtch the cluldren are coming. The other operates similar-
ly on the opposite curb, giving attentiOn to possible traff1c approaclung on that 
s1de and ass1st1ng the group of childtcn to reach that curb in safety. 
Note: This practice is recommended 1n preferen<'e to havtng the 
patrol boy escort the group of cluldren across the street. 
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8. Hours on Duty. The patrol members should reach their posts ten or 
fifteen minutes before the opening of school in the morning and at noon and 
should remain until the lust bell. At noon nnd afternoon dismissal they leave 
their clas:ses two or three minutes before the dismissal bell and remain on 
duty for ten or fifteen minutes while children nre leaving. If any clas:ses are 
dismissed earlier than the others, it is essential that patrols be on duty at all 
times while children arc erossing the streets. 
Note: From the standpoint of safety and of efficiPnt patrol opera-
tion, therefore, it is prefcl'nble that nil clnsscs be disn11scsed at the same 
time. 1 f not, the size of the patrol should be increased and the groups 
rotated so that no one memlwr will be absent too long from h1s class. 
I 
9. Relation to Police Oflicers. AL intersections when trnffic IS controlled 
by an officer or· a raffic :signal or both, the patrols will direct the crossmgs 
of the children in eonformity with the directions of the signal or the officer. 
At intersections without regular traffic control, the traffic may be sufficient-
ly heavy lo req uirc the special assignment of a police officer at the times when 
children arc going to or from school. \Yhen this is done, it 1s recommended 
that the police officer should not stand in the intersection but at the curb and, 
when n. group of children has been collected, escort them acro:ss the street, 
~topping vehicular traffic for this purpose if nccessar·y. The func.twn of the 
patrol boys is then to hold the children at the curb until the police officer IS 
ready to take them across. 
These standard rules were formula ted in \lay. 1930, by the joint commit tee 
of the National S·l.fct\ Council and the American Automobile Association, 
• 
also including rcprc!:>entatlOn of the 1\u.tional Congiess of Parents and Teach-
ers. They arc based on experience and cnrcrul obserYation of patrol opera-
tion in approximately 1,000 cities, in several of which th1s "ork has been car-
ried on for from five to ten yeurs with outstanding success in the practical 
elimination of accidents and the Improvement of morale. The rules also are 
in harmony with t.hc best legal advice and court decisions on quest10ns of 
authority 'lnd responsibility. These rules therefore arc recommended to all 
school authorities and to all bodies sponsoring patrols The rules do not cover 
the operatiOn of other types of safet v patrol~ in :school buildings, on pla)-
grounds, at coasting hills, or in conncct.ion "It h school buses. 
C1v1c Opera Bldg., 20 ~ \VackPr Dnvc 
Chicago 
• 
• 
~A riO~ AL AFE'l'Y CouNCIL 
• 
INFORl\IATIO FOR A CIDE T RECORD DEPARTMENT 
Issu ed by 
Office of Honorable G. C . Green walt , ecretary of State 
VEHICLE NO. 1 Report sent in by-----------
Driver's name __________ County in which accident occurret ..... l __ 
Driver's address _________ Sex _____ _ Age, _____ _ 
• 
Date of accident _______ _.__Type of car __________ _ 
VEHICLE NO 2 
Driver's name Add res 
Age Se· Type of car 
Age Age Age Age 
l\iale ~I ale :\I ale l\Iale 
Number killed Female F e male Female Female 
Age Age Age Age 
Male l\Ialc l\1 ale Male 
Number injured Female Female Fcmn.le Female 
TIME OF ACCIDENT : DAy ___ NIGHT _____ _ 
PEDESTRIAN 
Physical defects 
Intoxicated 
Confused 
View obstructed 
Disregarded officer 
Disregarded signal 
Playing In road way 
\Vorking on roadway 
\V alking on road way 
Coasting on road way 
Crossing at Intersection 
Crossing between intersections 
Getting on or off street car __ 
Getting on or off other vehicles __ 
Hitch hiking 
\\ EATHER 
CO~DITIONS ROAD CONDITIONS: 
Clear 
Cloudy 
Fog or mist, __ 
Rain 
Snow 
Ha1l 
Storm 
Lightning 
Flood 
water 
Road under repair __ 
Defect in roadway __ 
Obstruct10n not 
hghted 
Br1dge or under-
pass 
ROAD SURFACE 
Dry 
Wet 
Muddy 
Snowy 
Icy 
Pavement 
Gravel 
Dirt 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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cngCh. \\ ITII X gACH ITL :\1 L "\.PLAINI.NG ACCIDEXT 
\YHA'l' \VA E.\CII 
D1UVI~R DOI:'\C,'? 
Going straight through 
Turning right 
Turning left 
~laking turn 
Backing 
.. k dding 
Park "d or standing ~till 
Exceeding speed limit 
fail ed to stop 
, lc eping 
Drove off roadway 
. tarting from curb 
Dr1ving improperly 
Parking improperly 
Vehicle 
1 2 
~---
Disregarded oflicer or sigunl --r~ 
Passi ng on curve 
Passing on hill •• 
-Passing standing strec>t car 
Passing ~t1 cPt car on 
the wrong side 
-
-
RE!\.1 \HhS 
' 
CAl ... h OF ACCIDENT 
Improper or no taillight 
Improper lights 
Glaring headlights 
~o lights 
Crowded off roadway 
Defective steering mech . 
Dcfecti,•e brakes 
Physical defects of driver 
Driver intoxicated 
Poor vbion 
C'nr ran a wny - no driver 
~~ tdding 
Blow out 
Fire 
!\IOTOR \ ~HICLE 
COLLIDED \VITH: 
H. H . train (cros~mg 
unguarded 
H.H. train (ctoss1ng 
guarded) 
Electric car 
i\lotor V chicle . 
Pa~:scnger car 
1 ru<.k or commercial car 
Pnrked car 
II ox se dt·a" n 'chicle 
11 otorcycle 
Tn. '-1 cab 
Towed veh1cle 
B1c' cle ~ 
Bus 
Pedestrian 
Am mal 
Ftxcd obJect 
• 
IIISTOHJCAL APPI~OACII TO AUTOMATIC 
1\IA IPULATI O 
Yehicle 
1 2 
--
--
I 
--
• 
The folio" mg 1s an excerpt from Psycholog1-cal Pnncipals of A ulomat-ic Driv-
tng by A. P. \\ e1ss and A R Lauer, Bullettn No 11, 193 1 The Oh10 State 
• 
• 
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Universrty Press, Columbus, Ohio. I t ts devoted to the anal} sis of safety 
problems 
One of the earhest studies along the line of the present Investigation ''as 
begun and carried orf b) l\1 unst(\rberg (1 9 12) in lns classical w01 k '' 1 t h street 
car motermen In Amenca the traffic Situation has only recently come to he 
considered as a social problem. .\ce1dcnts are lumped off as chance oecur-
ences wrthout cntical examination of the concept of chance. ... uch mishaps 
are very expenstve to society and notic~ably to companies employing large 
numbers of men 11unsterberg's pioneer "ork with motormen was probably 
based on the economtc cost of accidents \Vi th liability insurance becoming 
common and even compulsory in some states the public is getting more 
"damage-suit minded." Consequently co I porntions are forced to give t h • rna t-
ter greater consideration, since there is urgent nc·ed for protection. 
~1unsterberg's formulation of the problem was based upon his "action 
theory," which , Simply stated, assumes that if one thinks corrcctly1 he will 
act correctly. His experimental attack also was based upon this assumption. 
As a means of testing, a black wooden bo"< co\ crcd by plu.te glass and a black 
.. 
velvet belt eight inches" Ide were used. The belt moved over two cylind( r~ 1 t 
the front and r ear ends of the apparatus. The problem presPnted wus a com-
plex Situation to which the subject reacted. l\Iore exactly, it was an attempt 
to measure the Individual's capacity or ability to discriminate' and react, C'or-
rectly to a series of complex stimuli. Thus a mot or man should be able to fix-
ate a distant car and at the sa me time notice a pedestrian crossing lus trac·k. 
Generally the findings indica ted that the lowest. one-fourth on iutelhgcncc 
tests were not good as drive1s The chief critictsm against 1\funsterherg's 
techntq ue 1s that he did not test for neuromuscular cfficienC'y. 
Stern (191 ) used a similar device having a band of letters on a tape. \\hen 
certain letters approached, the subject pressed a key. Sachs (1921) and Bo-
bertag constructed an apparatus consisting on an endless black belt. H oles 
cut in the b elt represented pedestrians Double holes repr~sented vehicles 
Intermittent sttmuh were in troduced from the side. The examination lasted 
long enough to introduce fatigue, and driving ability was m(\asurcd by correct. 
reactions 
Lahy (descnbed by l\1tles, 1925) bas been doing e'\tensive work in Paris on 
the selection of street-railway emplo) ees. His attack rs based on the assun1p-
t10ns laid down by ~1unsterberg, but Lahy has Introduced Isolated tests along 
"1th the measures of complex r eactiOns His findings indicate that tegulanty 
and uniformity are more Important than speed of reaction Speed judgment 
was measured by a speCial device having three indicato1s standing upright on 
a long, narrow bench . The subJect "as asked to designate the point at which 
they would meet when moving at a given rate rvltra found that 35 dnvcrs 
who d1d poorly had 300 per cent more accidents t han 40 who did "ell 
Wechsler (1925) r eports work done In Pittsburgh on ta '\tcab drivers H e 
used a wntten mental-alertness test and a practical test using a dummy auto-
mobile. His results iudicated that those with fastest reactiOn time had man) 
accidents Carelessness was the cause assigned to most accidents 
Perhaps the most practical work "as done by Sno" (1926) in Chicago By 
a senes of tests of menta l alertness, emotwnal stabtht y, recklessn~ss, J udg-
ment, and motor capacity, h e was able to build up an excellent driving per-
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sonnel whieh has alway:) been n <'redit to that branch of the Yellow Cab Com-
panY 
~I oss ( 1 925) also reported the results of work done in \Yashington. Reac-
t.wn i me was taken by ha \·ing two pistols fire red lead Into the pavement. 
The first pistol was the stimulus to which the driYer reacted by applying the 
brakes, thus automatically firing the second. By correcting for speed of the 
<'nr, quite accurate measures were obtained. \Vomen were found to react more 
quickly than men . It docs not :;cern that this is a valuable factor in a utomo-
tive control, however, as shown hy the con ·lusions of \Vechsler given above . 
• peed of reaction is less irnportnnt than aceuracy. 
Considerable work has been done recently in the field of electric-railway 
c>rnployees. Grandenowitz (H)22) des<"ribcs a met hod of approaching the 
problem. "Presence of mind" wns tc•st ed by flashing a light, shooting a gun, 
t>t <' ., while the su bjP<"t wns manipulating a dum my controller. ~I a nual dex-
1 crit y was measured by having the subject catch falling rods. Kight vision 
was tested by having th • sub"ect read letters through a tube. 
Forester (192 ) In Czcchosln vakia tested chauffeurs by using a complicated 
system of lights placed on :.1 board before the driver in such a way that mani-
pulation of keys would turn on or off eertatn lights or combinations of lights 
which stood for conditions or situations met in driving. ::\ o general manipu-
lntion was introduced, as it wus held to he ob)ectionnblc, SIItce driving experi-
Pnre would invalidate the rmmlt~ . Viteles (1925) u~:>ed this principle in select-
in~ street-car men with the ~lilwaukec Electric Rall"ay and Light Company, 
hut ext ended it considerably. He formula ted the problem of street-car dri v-
ing as a composite of coordina t cd responses including (1) proper reaction to 
objects in the range of vision. f2) abthty to judge distance and speed in order 
to anticipate movements of prdestrtans and vehicles, (3) promptness 1n meet-
ing an emergenc), ('l) proper control nnd opPration of the car, that 1s, mech-
chanical aptitude, (5) possesswn of soeial qualitles, Information, and C'ourtesy, 
and(6) general reliability such ns punctuality, stabihty, etc. 
His apparatus consisted of a dummy <'Ontroller wh1ch "as operated by the 
prospective motorman in rm:;ponse to light stgnals appearing on a signal board 
1ln 5 feet and placed at a dtstance of 20 feet. It "as made movable for plac-
Ing the subject at varying distances from the board. The examinee reacted 
I o various combinations of hghts placed on the board. Red and blue bulbs 
placed in the corner acted as key stimuli in that the subJect was to react, 
only when one or the other color was present. Errors" ere first counted by a 
sc•cretary but have stnce been registered automatically by counters Distrac-
tion sttmuh "ere gtven in the form of flashes from l1 250-watt. lamp at the side 
of the subject 
O'Rourk has developed a device similar to 'n~echsler's dummy automobile 
for studytng automobile dnvers and flyers. He calls h1s device the coordinator. 
f\;Ir~ Shellow (1926) has greatly extended the work of Ytteles with the 1\I tl-
,.,aukee Electric Railway to include job analyses and varwus tests of judg-
ment, emotional stabihty, and general soctal efficiency and rehabihty. A ro-
tating drum with a contour map of a ctty has been used in Germany to test 
dnvers. The subJeCt s1ts with a stylus and traces out vanous avenues or paths 
through the model city or landscape placed on the rotating drum. 
These accounts cover roughly most of the work done up to date The bib-
liography of sources at the end of this <"hapter \Hll aid materially in acquiring 
first-hand 1nformat10n on these studies 
• 
• 
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Regarding Individual ddferences 1n drivel~ a number of intetestlng facts 
have been found locumbe and Bingham (192 ) made a careful study of 
street-car motormen and bus opera tors. r sing per CC'n t of coast 1ng as a cri-
tenon, they found that accidents and dehnquencies were assocw t Pd, acorrcla-
tlOn of r =+51 being obtained. Att1t ude toward "ork \\as also correlated 
with accidents, those having a coopera t i Ye attitude ha Ytng fe" cr accidents. 
Persons with h1gh blood pressure had more than twice as many accidents as 
those with low blood pressure Length of service indicat<•d lower tendency 
to accidents, but selective factors might r ender this n ntifnct. Also younger 
men With hmited expenence had more accident'S which might be expected 
from the standpoint of habituat10n as ·well as lack of selection. The latter 
refers to the Improbability of a prone-to-accident employee's being kept or 
even staying on the JOb. Other studtes arc now in progress but c•annot be 
elaborated in this monograph :\otable among these arc a st,udy recently 
completed by the Cleveland Railway Company and a res<>areh in progress nt 
Pittsburgh under the auspices of the Xational.Safety Council. • 
The above will give the outstanding facts and Investigations which the pre-
sent research "orkers have used as a basts for formulating the problem. 
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BLA~I\: FOR CHOOL CHILDREN 
This blank has been taken from the Fire Prevention \"\ eek Handbook put 
out by the Xational Fire Protection Association. The teacher Is requested to 
give one of these sheets to each of her pupils to take home The quest10ns 
are to be ans" ercd by the pupil with the h£.1p of the parents and returned to 
the teacher on the following day. The teacher is then to take up the sheets, 
when properly filled out, n.nd turn them O\ cr to the fire chief. He then in-
spects the homes which the reports Indicate harbor fire hazards. It has heen 
reported that, In places where thts plan 1s used fires have been reduced 1n 
homes fifty per cent. 
1 Name Town or CitY __ 
~ 
____ ....,trcet Ko __ _ 
2 \\here is the fire alarm box nearest to your house9 _________ _ 
3 Ho" do ) ou turn in a fire alarm? 
4 Ho\\ many stones high IS your house? ___ _ Ho" man\ families occu-
p) It? __ _ 
• 
5. Is there any cellar or basement'? \Yhat 1s It used for'? ____ _ 
6. Is there any accumulatiOn of old paper and rubbish there '? _____ _ 
Is any part of that in ) our portion? ___ _ 
7. Is there any attlc? Is there any accumulat\on of rubb1sh, broken 
furmture, etc, there"' 
8 Is ther e any rubbish in yard that ''Ill burn? ___ _ .\ n) sheds with 
rubbish or wooden ash barrels tn them? 
9 Are the statrs and halls and closets or spaces under stairs kept clean of 
ru bb1sh ? __________ _ 
10. Is there anything kept on the fire escape landing or steps'> _____ _ 
If so, what 1s lt·~--
11 Do the ch1mne\ s smoke or seem to be dirty? ___________ _ 
Can you tell when the) \\ere cleaned last? ____________ _ 
• 
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12. Are there any unused stove pipe holes open or papered over and without 
metal stops? ____ _ 
13 Do any stovepipes or furnace pipes pass through closets, partitions, or 
attic? _____ _ 
14. Are all "alls behind stoves and floors beneath them protected with metal? 
15. Are any gas appliances connected to pipes by rubber tubing'? ___ _ 
16. How much gasoline do you keep? Exactly how and where 
kept? ____ _ 
17. Do you use " dustless mops" and "dustless dusters''? ________ _ 
Exactly how and "here kept when not in use? ___________ _ 
18 Do you use electric irons or other electric appliances'? _______ _ 
If so, what are they? ______________________ _ 
19. Is there a "pilot light" on the electric con nection for t lwse? _____ _ 
.\ good iron stand for the iron? . 
20. How are ashes d1sposed of? ____ _ 
Do you ever put them in wooden barrels or boxes? _________ _ 
2L '\Vhat kind of matches do you use? How and where kept? __ 
Can small children get to them'?, __________ _ 
22. Are there an) gas jets ncar windows that <'urtains can blow ngainst? __ _ 
Are the curtains so se-cured as not to blow loose'? __________ _ 
23. Do you ever look for things 1n closets with matc·hes or candles? ___ _ 
Do you ever use candle-s except in good candlestith.s? --------
24. Do you keep a fire extingutsher in the house'! __ 
25 If you know or notice an' bad habits or carcl£>~SnCl:>ti in other tenants or 
know any condition hkel.} to cause a fire tell about 1t her~------
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Vis u a l Aid s Ava ila ble fro m the \ i u a l Instru c tion er vice , I o wa State 
College, Am es , Io wa 
!\l otion Picture Films 35 mm • 
Carbon ftf onoxtde-the Unseen Danger· Causes of death from carbon 
monoxide; examples of ho" carbon mono·nde does 1ts deadly "ork; 
other dangers gas burners, etc ( 1 reel) 
Danger That Never Sleeps A film sho" tng where the most common fire 
dangers he Carelessness in many ways ts dep1cted Also there are 
shown ways of being careful, and thus reducing fire loss (1 reel) 
Every Swimmer a Ltfe Saver A few deta1ls 10 hfe saving are sho" n; break 
a" ay from death gr1p; break of front strangle hold; hair carry; stde arm 
carry; head carry; steps m sa vmg the hfe of a person who has nearly 
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drowned. (1 reel) (Th1s film should be presented at the time when 
someone familiar with hfe savtng Incthods 1s present to note "arious 
po1nts, changes 1n technique, etc.) 
Fire-Illustrates the seriousness of the annual fire loss 1n the Un1ted 
States; various types of fires; how fires are started; old-t1me fire-fight-
ing equ1pment; modern fire-fighting equipment; fire prevention in the 
home; carelessness. (1 reel) 1 
1-1otion Ptcture Ftlms- 16 mm 
Artificial Resptratton- A.ppro\ ed principle's and practices. (1 reel) 
Film Shdes 
Condtlion of the Car-Important safety factors to be considered, such as 
brakes, lights, rear v1e~ mirror, etc. (11 frames with descriptive notPs 
and titles.) 
Drtving Safely Between I nlersections- Principlcs of safe driving to be ap-
plied when go1ng between intersections. (19 frames with descriptive 
notes and titles ) , 
Rules of the Road-General principles of safe driving (19 frames with des-
criptive notes and titles) 
Safe Electrtcal Equipment for the Hom e- Possibilities of reducing the uan-
ger of shock and fire by selecting safe electrical equipment and by us-
Ing it properly (23 frames ,., 1th dcs<'riptive notes and titles) 
Safe Drtvtng at Intersecttons -Pnnciples of safe dnv1ng to be appliPu ut 
1ntersectwns ( 19 frame') with descri pti vc notes and titles.) · 
School Boy Patrol- tandard practices and organization of school boy 
safet} patrols (27 frames with dc-:;criptivc notes and titles.) 
To Drtve Wtthout Accidents- R oad rules and driving with safety. (l 
frames w1th descriptive notes and titles.) 
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